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As readers will soon discover, this is a personal 
book. I hare made assertions because I thought them to 
be true and relevant, not because they had a weight of 
independent authority behind them. There may result 
from this plan of -work an air of impertinence and 
casualness. But nothing could be further from my 
intentions or attitude than to treat any serious American 
topic frivolously. My objeef has been to make what. I 
think is the most interesting country in t[ic world, 
interesting and intelligible to others. Above ail, 1 
have tried to make plain that there is no parallel in 
history to the experiment oj Jree government on. this 
scale. The scale accounts for a great deal, including 
the apparent justification \it some periods and in some 
departments of American'life for pessimism about\he 
present or future of America. In the fiast^ the pessimists 
have always been wrong. / think they are still wrong. 

London, March 24th, 194-4 D. \V, BROGAN 



INTRODUCTION 

*• The American is a new man who acts on new principles; he must there¬ 
fore entertain new ideas and form new opinions.1’—-HECTOR DE ST, JOHN 
m CREVECCEUR. 

IN the late summer of 1936, I arrived in Kansas City 
(Missouri). When 1 tried to buy a ticket for St. Louis at the 
Union Station, I was interrogated, in a friendly American 

fashion by the ticket clerk. “You from Europe? ” “Yes.” 
“Well, don’t go back, its going to Hell/' I was more than 
half convinced that he was right—although 1 was going back, 
A month or so before, 1 had Iain on the shore in Somerset on 
a Sunday evening and had been aroused from' day-dreaming 
by a noise in the air and a swirl of excitement around me. 
Above, magnificent, serene and ominous was a Zeppelin, 
moving east. It was lew and clearly seen, a day before it had 
been in New York: by tomorrow's dawn it would be in 
Frankfort. The swastika was plainly visible as it moved 
onf over Glastonbury where, the legend runs, Joseph of 
Arimathea had brought the Holy Thorn and built the first 
Christian church in Britain. A shadow was crossing England; 
women on the beach looked at their children—with a faint 
and how inadequate perception of what was soon to befall 
Bristol where they came from. How remote it all seemed in 
the hot sun of western Missouri, how remote it was even from 
me, and how much more remote from the people of Mid-west 
America, with fifteen hundred miles each way between them 
and the oceans, ^with the huge war memorial outside the 
station to remind the citizens of Kansas City of their last 
adventure overseas and to confirm their resolution that it 
would be the last. 

I went a day or two later to see a friend of mine who lives 
in a small town in Illinois. We went together to the corner 
drug store to get ice-cream for supper. It was a scene 
familiar enough to me and familiar to all movie-goers, 
the Main Street of a, small American town on a Saturday 
night in late summer. The boys and girls were there in their 
white summer clothes; there were endless cars, it was possible 
that here, as in other American towns like this, it was thought 
more important to have a car which is a public asset than a 
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bathroom which is private. There was over the street and 
over the town that indefinable American air of happiness and 
ease, at least for the young. There was that general friend-s 
liness and candour. Here, as much as in the Bowery of^which 
he was the Boss, men and women were acting on the principle 
laid down by Big Tim Sullivan: “God and the People hate a 
chesty man.’4 

People called each other by their “given names”; there 
were friendly inquiries and a few introductions of the visiter. 
It was a world in which the ominous word 44 stranger” had 
been given a friendly flavour. “Howdy, stranger" is not a 
hostile .greeting and it was invented in America, Locking at 
the people, at the boys ana girls “milling" round the 
drag stores, disappearing in cars that shot off into the warm, 
welcoming darkness, it was hard to remember the tension of 
English life, the worse tension of French life. Life, it is true, 
was not altogether easy and agreeable for these people.. Those 
who had definitely put youth behind them showed signs of 
fatigue and worry. They had reason. This was a farm town, 
and. the farmers had had a bad time. Some, not very far awa.f 
were still having a bad time. Across the Missouri, it was a 
drought year. In Emporia, Kansas, it was still doubtful, so 
William Allen White had told me, whether they could 
reopen the local normal college that fall. There might not be 
enough water. All that region had been badly hit by very 
bad times, by crop failures, by bank failures. But there ^ was 
still an impression of hope, of recovery. There was an air of 
confident adaptation to their way of life in the dress, the 
speech, the manners of the young. This, if a world they had. 
not made, was yet a world that seemed to have'Been made 
for them. 

In the drug store there was the usual stock of gadgets, of 
remedies for all ills. There were soft drinks, no hard liquor;, 
but there was, most impressive sight of all, the book and 
magazine section.. There were the books of the films; there 
was the book of the year or decade (it was the first year of 
Gone with the Wind). If you wanted, to know about dress¬ 
making, about cosmetics, about domestic management, about 
love, about astrology, about business success, about child 
training, about how. to be happy on a small income (the answer 
usually was a way to make jt large) ; the printed oracles were 
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Aero, And t::e srAtn on Acs too. for radios blasted 
Ac 5 * jrrner nigh: arc the heat did net empty the 
mov.e h’.'ufe. 

And it was ah American—even the guiding stars. The 
acT,crr' twx A: gadgets, the “rdc programmes, the 
rrmvuy Ax wm:rt m:z c ~cs. :h: miter: solutions tc human 
ivoe^, :hh mere American or almas: all. There might be in 
Ac am- rrising s:c::rr> some sales talk for English biscuits or 
Fret, eh nerfumc c~ Stench whisky. There might be in the 
nuh' v:>: a wawArgiit by Fitzpatrick: there rri^lit bejn 
Ac Sr L - ms pem-Ticrcacn a eartegr by a greater Fitzpatrick 
b-'^mn; horn: the hitter truth about tbe outer wprld% No 
i ^ Am some r;s:dents in the town red travelled (my host had). 
P?A vrs the librarian cr the English teacher had told the 
\Vhw:As Club of a tour in ^Er elan a or the u colorful 
Caribbean.*1 Some veterans had memories o£ France. 

The reArnm rmsf was already doing a rirst-class job, a 
hewer mb than mas being derm by most English papers, to 
a maker, the pec pie to the truth rf the new iron age that we 
were all hving ;m to the significance of Manchukuo, to the 
nr'wm c: rntetruitiora* war in Spun. Perhaps, the 
p *-Tkambers' Assoc stien rod ashed for more instruction 
in :iv e? and in currant affairs. Cerrairiy, appeals^ for. 
charity, for Chinese or Spaniards had been or would be 
answered as soon as made. 

But in the warmth and ease of that summer nighty the 
inevitable, the right, the human character of American 
natural isolationism was Brought home to me. The road 
from Jerusalem to Jericho did net pass close to southern 
Illinois as it did ro southern England and there was no visible 
Good Samaritan in Illinois'—or in England — to shame priest 
or Levite. 

Their great highway was the Mississippi; for its control 
a long and bloodv war had been fought and won. From that 
state had come the leader ef tbe victorious party, but Lincoln 
was long dead and deified in his tomb a hundred or so miles 
tc the north in Springfield. The wbcle region had once been 
a great international prze, but it was a century and a half 
since George Rogers Clark had. seized the little French 
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settlements of Kaskaskia and the rest from the English. It 
was _ over a century^ tee, since h:s brother, Wilkam, and 
Xieiiwerner Leans r.aJ^ marc no a west at me orders of 
President Jefferson, making tor the Pacific, orcparinS the 
roadmaps of "manifest destiny.” It was a generation "since 
Henry Adams had brought his sophist;cation and his bile to 
the St. Louis Evoesitbn and though: out again the problem of 
wnat makes aim moves and unites societies,, what was alike 
and unlike hi St. Louis in 1903 and in Chartres in 1200, the 
"Virgin and the Dynamo." But in 1936, it was the calm dead 
centre or a torpedo. whose outer boundaries were too far 
away tor comprehension or apprehension. 

There was no tv ay m wnien tne inevitable, denlorable 
maddening impact of the outside world on Illinois anti on the 
whole Mississippi Valley could be brought home to the 
dwellers therein. If men and women in England in 1938 e cld 
profess to believe. in "peace in our time," why should not 
these happy Americans believe with far more plausibility in 
peace in their time — for them? Yet in less than sis years 
German submarines were sinking American ships in*the moirh 
of that Mississippi secured for the infant‘United States 
through the energetic disregard of constitutional properties 
by President Jetferson. And ali the considerable cities of 
the Valiev were preparing to defend themselves against 
desperate, forlorn hopes in which Nanis would strike, whatever 
the cost, at the most .typical, representative, important city 
of the Mid-west—which naturally was Zenith or whatever 
city was yours. 

As the shadow over Europe grew longer and darker, as the 
darkness was made more terrifying by the whistling with 
which our leaders tried to keep their” and our courage up, 
as the chances of peace in Europe became more and more 
dependent on the temptations' of easy victory for Germany 
and. those temptations more and more controlled by the 
possible reaction of the American people, the problem of the 
American temper became more urgent. It was largely a 
question of time; if the American people had been prepared 
m 1931 to do what they were prepared to do in 1939, if they 
had been as ready in 1939 as they were in 1941 for the dangers 
of the time! But it is an endless sequence of ifs that it is not 
very profitable to follow* out. What is more profitable is to 
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try to make plain how natural, how justifiable, how given by 
historical conditions was the tempo of American awakening, 
the slow acceptance of the fact that the shadow cast over; 
Somerset was also cast over Illinois. It took the actual sha¬ 
dow, repeated again and again, to awaken Somerset; Illinois 
had to awaken with far less help from the eye and ear. 

But it was not only Illinois. All over the United States, 
there was the same life, conditioned by the same history, 
by an experience in which the outside world grew 
more and more remote, backward, barbarous and—so 
it was thought—relatively weak. On the new concrete , 
roads, new model cars made American nomadism the 
expression of American civilization. "God’s Country as.the song, 
put it, was the country of the Lincoln Highway. ^ Into the 
great inland nodal points the trains poured. Illinois/Central, 
New York Central, Union Pacific, Chicago, Milwaukee, 
and St. Paul, Pare Marquette, Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe. But only a few Canadian trains in the north, only a few 
Mexican trains in the south, to recall the outside world, and 
doing it not much more effectually than an occasional Rolls- 
Royce or Dusenberg or Hispano-Suiza lost among the 
Lincolns, Packards, Buieks, Chevrolets, Fords. The air was 
getting fuller of passenger planes; the air ports more numer¬ 
ous and more splendid. And it was as natural, though as 
wrong, to think of the new technique as an American 
invention and practically an American monopoly, as to think 
of Colonel Lindbergh as the first man to fly the Atlantic. 

What could it mean to the remote villages of the South, to 
the people who worshipped in those little wooden churches, 
with their odd, pathetic and fantastically ugly imitations of 
stained glass ? ^ Did it matter to them that the French had put 
an aerodrome beside Chartres Cathedral and that the latest 
addition to the inscriptions of the place was an appeal.for 
volunteers to join the organization that would move the 
Chartres stained glass to a safe place when the inevitable war 
(that no one would admit or deny 'was coming) came ? This 
region had had its war; its record of destruction, its wounds, 
material and spiritual, were still bleeding. 

Yet that region, in five years’ time, was beginning to send 
its volunteers via Canada, to fight in defence of that Wells 
Cathedral over which the Zeppelin had serenely passed. 
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' What could it matter to the Canadians cf England ? 
What did it matter to them that the country that had expel¬ 
led the Acadiens and conquered the Canadians was in danger 
and, with it, the ancestral land that had abandoned the gccd 
ways of old France and no longer had enough sens to guard 
her fields? In less than six years rime the New England 
coast was beleaguered by submarines and their kinsmen from 
across the border were dying at Dieppe and then in a heroic 
assault outside Ortona. 

What did it matter to the less energetic fugitives from a 
New York winter I saw a few months later, who, resisting any 
temptation to take a ski train up to the White Mountains, 
took a train bound for Florida ? Yet inside five rears, the 
submarines of the enemy were cruising in impudent immunity 
within rifle shot of the pleasure cities where the tourists 
played on the sand, or profited and lost in Colonel Bradley’s 
hospitable gambling houses. 

I remembered, too, the long controversy over bridging San 
Francisco Bay, the doubts of the War and Navy^Departments 
about the wisdom of building such vulnerable structures 
across the entrance to a great naval base. Such, fears ^had 
seemed purely fantastic, purely pedantic. Yet within three 
years of the celebration of the completion of the bridges, the 
dead and wounded from Pearl Harbor were being brought 
ashore in San Francisco. And, a few- months later, I stood in 
the living-room of a friend’s house looking straight into the 
Golden Gate and wondering, like other people, how the. great 
naval battle of the Coral sea was going and whether the 
Japanese would risk putting a carrier or two^into the perma¬ 
nent summer fog belt and bomb San Francisco as they had 
bombed Pearl Harbor. I remembered, too, how I had first 
seen Seattle, taken over by invading Lions or. Elks or Moose 
or Eagles, and how I had next seen it, with a solitary barrage 
balloon (from London) floating over the air port, curiously 
homely and comforting to a passenger who. had just seen the 
great icefields: and glaciers of Mount Rainier , below him and 
had need of something to restore a human sense of scale. 

Our fate, the fate of civilization, in. Europe, the fate of 
constitutional freedom in America are and were bound up 
with the defeat of a self-confident, energetic, efficient and 
ruthless political and military system that denies our premises 

» 
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and disinter and despises our aims, v This was true in 1936; it 
is true in 1344. It was the meaning of the shadow cast over 
England. But that shadow was not cast in that dramatic 
form over America. 

What could this growing shadow mean to the people of 
Utah: It was nearly a century since the members of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints had crossed the 
prairies and the plains to the great empty basin of tim Great 
Salt Lake, Nearly a century had passed since they had made 
their Exodus, since they had been saved ircm the crickets by 
the seagulls sent by God to save His chosen people. I had 
seen the monument to the seagull; ^ I bad seen the irrigated 
fields and fertile valleys redeemed irom the wilderness; I 
had heard the hymn or the new Israel, the Mormon version 
of the Hundred and Fifth Psalm, ^ *” Unto thee will I give the 
land of Canaan, the lot of your inheritance."* The old bloody 
feuds* the murder of the Prophet, the vengeance of the Des¬ 
troying Angels, were half forgotten jy ^the people who ,sang 
“ Come, come, ye Saints,"* Isolated ir. the great, empty basin, 
shut oft by mountains cn ail sides, living In the land they had 
made; with their own exclusive version of world history 
to cut them orf from the rears and hopes 02 the outside world, 
what could Hitler mean to them ? Ye: in a few' years’ time, 
not merely were their son> sent to all corners of the world, 
but the needs of war economy were transforming Deseret, as 
it had not been transformed since the railroad brought in 
Gentiles to the kingdom of Brigham Young. 

What. I more than once reflected, could all this mean to 
the shepherds of New Mexico, who elected Dennis Chavez of 
Los Chavez (Chavez cf that ilk as they would say in Scotland) 
to the United States Senate? The “ Blood of the conquerors,” 
£0 use Harvey Fergusscn’s phrase, no dcubt ran in their veins, 
so did the blood of the conquered, but that last outpost of 
New Spain had been for long so peaceful! The Comanches 
had been tamed and the bloody memory of the seventeenth- 
century Indian rising that had for twelve yeirs turned the 
little capital of Santa Fe into a heathen town, was faint to¬ 
day. The austere and bare mountains of the Sangre de 
Cristo above the stripling Rio Grande del Norte were as 
strange to European eyes as ever, as strange as they must have 
been to Miss Wills Gather's hero when the future Archbishop 



came to them a century ago. from the orange but not arid, 
not empty mountains c: Auvergne. Peace had at ia^t come 
to Santa Fe and to Taos. But in less than six years from that 
summer, there fell on the little cities and villages ct Xew 
Mexico the catastrophe, the heroic disaster of Bataan. For 
the local National Guard had been mobilized and sen: ofi to 
the Philippines, and boys who had known nothing c: the 
outer world died in gallant defence of another rejc c: the 
Christian empire of Philip II and Philip III. the Common¬ 
wealth of the Philippines, reunited w:tn \_w Mexico m 
o common destiny by the power of the United States. 

And that power was so easy to under-estimate and each 
such under-estimation made war more likely. It was easy icr 
the Japanese to under-estimate it, for as Mr. Justice Black 
had pointed out, the Japanese, like the Americanv believe 
that they have ne\er lost a war. it had been easy to surprise 
the somnolent Tsarist Russians at Port Arthur m 1904; 
it would be easy to surprise the complacent, ill-informed 
and unsuspecting Americans at Pearl Harter :n 1941, to 

catch them with their pants down,” to use an American 
idiom—and one of the Japanese diplomats negotiating in 
Washington while the trap was being got ready, prided 
himself on bis command of American idiom. 

It was easy for the Germans to despise the people whom 
Herr von Papen in 1916 had described as ” those idiotic 
Yankees.*' True, the idiotic Yankees had been too much for 
Herr von Papen and Ms employers but that was in the bad 
old days. I remembered a discussion in Paris in 1939 with a 
very eminent White Russian diplomat, a Baltic baron by 
origin, who told me that his friends in the German Embassy 
were not in the least interested in the power of the United 
States. ” Whatever they do will be done too late. And if 
that war-monger, Roosevelt, does try to impede the policy of 
the Reich, there will be a revolution against him and his 
Jewish advisers.” So spoke the experts of the Third Reich. 
I said that I did not believe this ; that J knew America well, 
that awakening the national pride and anger of the American 
people would be the most fatal mistake of the gamblers in 
charge of the destiny of Germany and the peace of Europe. 
I even told the revealing story of what had happened to John 
Quincy Adams in 179? when he was sent by his father, 
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President John Adams, as Minister to Berlin. u When 
the American Minister to Prussia, the son of the President, 
arrived at the capital of Prussia, he was examined by a dapper 
young officer of the guard, who unblushingly admitted that 
he had never even heard of the United States of America.”1 A 
century and a quarter later a successor of John Adams and 
John Quincy Adams in ^ the White House deposed the 
Hohenzollerns, and another quarter of a century after that, 
another successor was Commander-in-Chief of an army 
which put more men in the air over Berlin than Washington 
had Americans under him at Valley Forge or at Yorktown. 

1 remembered, too, that when the British troops under 
General O'Hara marched out at Yorktown in 1781 to 
surrender to Washington ^and Rochambeau, their bands 
played 41 The World Turned Upside Down.” And as in the 
darkening months and years, I heard the apologists for the 
new Danegeld preach the policy of buying Hitler off,^even, 
if absolutely necessary, with British property, I wondered if 
they, with their subservience to the new enemy of. all 
American political religion, really cared nothing for American 
goodwill or thought, like the Germans, that it was a mere 
matter of sentiment, that there was time enough before the 
American giant awoke to see that he awoke, like Gulliver in 
Lilliput, bound hand and foot. 

But many of them, English and German, did not even think 
that he was a giant, that the world had really been turned 
upside down at Yorktown, that it was time that even the 
smuggest Prussian expert or English politician learned what it 
meant that the United States had grown to its present stature 
and to its present unity. 

That the Japanese and Germans made a mistake they are 
now learning the hard way. That those of us who underrated 
the speed and power of American action were wrong, we are 
now learning in a much more agreeable fashion. Yet the 
American problem remains. 

It is a double problem. It is the problem of making intelligible 
to the American people, the nature of the changes in the 
modem world which they can lead, which they can resist, but 

1 Bemsett Champ Clark, John Quincy Adams, p, 61. 
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which they can’t ignore* That is a problem for Americans. 
There is the second problem, the problem of making intelligible- 
the normal American’s view o£ the world, of his owh*^ii5WTj 

and destiny. Full success in the solution of such a problem 
is impossible; there must always remain an element of the 
unconscious and unintelligible in the national life cf any 
people. But a little can be done to encourage sympathetic 
Understanding of the Americanism of Am trice. 

The problem of modern America is almost literally one of 
orientation. A century ago, Henry Thoreau described how, 
when he went out of doors uncertain where to go, his instinct 
always decided for him. “I turn round and round irresolute 
sometimes for a quarter of an hour, until I decide, for the 
thousandth time, that I will walk into the south-west or west. 
Eastward I go only by force; but westward I go free. Thither 
no business leads me. It is hard for me to believe that I shall 
find fair landscapes or sufficient wildness and freedom behind 
the eastern horizon. I am not excited by the prospect of a 
walk thither; but I believe that the forest which I see in the 
western horizon stretches uninterruptedly towards the setting 
sun, and there are no towns or cities in it of enough consequence 
to disturb me. Let rae live where I will, on this side is the 
city, on that the wilderness, and ever I am leaving the city 
more and more and withdrawing into the wilderness. I should 
not lay so much stress on this fact if I did not believe that 
something like this is the prevailing tendency of my countrymen. 
I must walk towards Oregon and not. towards Europe.”1 

All American experience, down to very recent times, was on 
the side of Thoreau. Oregon was no longer the wilderness; 
the Columbia river no longer rolled hearing “no sound save 
its own dashings,” but was tamed by the greatest dams in the 
world and towards the ocean, # at least, rimmed with cities. 
But the westward drive was still potent; Americans rejoiced 
still in the “ inward' eye which is the bliss of solitude.” ^ It is 
only in this century that they have begun to learn, slowly, 
inadequately, humanly, that the world is really round, that to 
walk towards Oregon is to walk towards Europe. It has 
been a shock to their optimism, a shock to their view of 
their destiny. It is .now necessary to turn from the lesson of 

1 Quoted by Bernard de Voto^The Year cf Decision* 1846, "Invocation*” 
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Trnr^au or :o apslv it in a new world. Honolulu is west 
V rf-W- """Vie Orient", is west of Honolulu, the 

>Mr:z art north and west. A,contemporary 
of Trsreau kn:v that n\:c movement in one cirection is not 
<? solution. 

‘Were :hi- world ad endless plain, and bv sailing eastward 
we could for ever reach new distances^ and discover sights 
mere swwet and strew re then any Cycla-ues or Islands of King 
Solotccm. then there Vt-e premise in the voyage. But in 
pursuit ct those tar mysteries we cream ot. or in. tormented 
chase of that demon phantom than some time or other, swims 
before all human hearts: while chasing such over_this round 
globe, they either lead us on in barren maces or midway leave 
us whelmed 

The world is round, and so yen comedo Europe (or Europe 
comes to ycuf by the tack it net oy toe tront CGor. The world 
runs north and south as well as ^east one west, Brazil is a 
neighbour or Africa as we.* as or tee Lmrec States; Canada 
touches Siberia as well as Greenlanc, 

And it is not only a. world that has closed :n on the ^United 
States lor on whose once remote borders, the United States 
now cresses with unconscious weight and power). It is a 
world in which all nations have to make deep adjustments in 
their mental habits, have to take stock of what is living and 
dead in their traditions. Bet that adjustment must, all the 
same, be made in the terms of the living tradition, according 
to the spirit. “These are the times that try men’s souls,” 
wrote Thomas Paine in 1776. These are the times that try 
men’s powers of sympathetic imagination, of mutual 
understanding, for without these there will be no enduring 
structure of peace and order built. 

1 Melville, Moby Dick chapter Hi. 



PART ONE 

AMERICA IS MADE 

IT is nearly four hundred and fir:v years since white men 
began to settle in North America and three hundred and 
fifty years since the first unsuccesstui settlements o: 

English-speaking people were made. The settlement of North 
America, the filling-up of its vast empty spaces, is the most 
remarkable extension of one society ever an ocean barrier of 
which we have any knowledge. Century after century^ tens 
of millions of Europeans have crossed three thousand mues ot 
ocean, leaving behind them an old, reasonably adapted society 
in a familiar and, on the whole, friendly physical environment. 
They have brought with them European ideas, European 
techniques, European bodies and physical habits. They have 
brought them to an empty continent and it has taken them 
centuries not merely to fill that continent, but tea create wavs 
of life adapted to a different climate, to a difrerent set ot 
economic possibilities and to a society held together at its 
beginnings by imported political and social habits and. only 
slowly and with repeated crises creating American political 
and social habits to replace the European importations that, 
with each decade, wore thinner and thinner like an old 
carpet, in this process the modem American has been 
created; the interplay of geographic, biological, historical 
forces has made him. And the process has only seemed 
reasonably complete in our own time. Only in this century 
has the continental territory of the United States been 
formally organized into uniform political units; only in this 
century has the centuries-old ambition of the extension of the 
area of settlement westward and further westward turned 
from a possibility to a nostalgic dream; only in this generation 
has the practical cessation of large-scale immigration ensured 
that nearly all the young people of the United States should be 
American-born, instead of being diluted by a million new 

• ■>» 
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Europeans arriving every year to be adjusted* often very 
Inadequately, to the necessary conditions of American life. 

The historical process that has in this century produced so 
American an American society was long* difficult and novel 
Tne first settlers in what is now United States were confronted 
all along the line from Maine to Florida with forest. Before 
them lay over a million square miles of “the forest primeval* 
the murmuring pines and the hemlock,” forest on a scale that 
Europe had not known for two thousand years. Scattered, 
over that forest were a few hundred thousand natives, Indians. 
Tney were limited in their possibilities of adaptation by the 
comparative poverty of their natural environment and by their 
incapacity to alter that environment They had no horses, no 
cattle; ^ they had to be hunters and planters and it was 
impossible^© build a populous and progressive society in the 
forest on these terms. It was not a matter of native incapacity. 
The Indian took to the horse and the gun with great speed; 
some of the European techniques he accepted quickly. Others 
he might have accepted if the invaders had given him time to 
do so. But the adjustment of the Indian to Ms environment, 
often admirable as it was, was not an adjustment that the 
white man wanted to make or could make. Before an American 
society could be^ created by the settlers, America had to be 
transformed. The forest had to give way to the fields, the., 
plough, the draught os, the mule, the sheep, the goat, the 
wheel, gunpowder, ^steel had to make possible a new life in 
which tens of minions could live abundantly where a few 
hundred thousand savages had lived precarious and .poverty- 
stricken lives. America had to be made before it could be 
lived in and that making took centuries, took extraordinary 
energies and bred an attitude to life that is peculiarly American, 
It bred the temper of the pioneer, the temper of the gambler, 
the fcemner of the booster, the temper of the discounter of the 
future who is to some extent bound to be a disparager of the 
past. ^ It took optimism to cross the Atlantic, optimism or 
despair and anger at the old world from which the reluctant 
pioneer had come. Until this century, there was always 
tempting the adventurous or the unlucky, the dream of a new 
chmice a little further on. Movement became a virtue, 
stability a rather contemptible attitude of mind. The frontier 
m English speech.is a defined harper between two organized 
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otaici, m American it i$a vague, broad, fluctuating region on 
one side of which is a stable, settled, comparatively old society, 
on the other, empty land, a tew savages, unknown opportuni¬ 
ties, unknown, hsks. American history has been a matter of 
eliminating that debatable area between the empty laud and 
the settled land, between the desert and the sown. That 
elimination has now been completed but it is too early, yet, for 
the centuries-old habits to have changed and much 'too early 
for the attitude of mind bred by this incessant social process 
to have lost its power. Bishop Berkeley was a premature 
prophet when in the eighteenth century he wrote ; 

Westward the course of empire takes its way, 
The first four acts already past. 
The fifth shall close the drama with the day. 
Time’s noblest offspring is the last. 

The fifth act is with us but neither the actors nor the spec¬ 
tators yet know its issue or know whether it will have a tragic 
or a happy ending. 

When the early ^settlers from crowded Europe saw the more 
fertile parts of the Atlantic coast, empty, promising, asking 
for the plough and the herd, it was natural that they ' should 
under-estimate the difficulties of settlement. It was natural 
that speculators in Europe should see themselves, for the 
expenditure of a little capital, suddenly shot upwards in the 
social scale, ^ Land was abundant in America, scarce in 
Europe; owning land was socially and financially the aim of 
all climbing Europeans in the seventeenth century—and it 
was a climbing century, ^ The new western lands seemed to 
offer promotion for everybody, for great magnates who wanted 
even more, for the cadets of noble houses who in Virginia 
need not be the victims of primogeniture, needy younger sons, 
but could quickly set up in the New World as equals of their 
elder brothers. Even when the dreams of gold and silver 
were found to be baseless, there was still the land. And for 
the first two. centuries of^English settlement, it must always 
be remembered, the astonishing mineral resources of what 
is now the ^United States were unreachable. Gold and silver 
there was In abundance—but undiscovered in what was then 
Spanish territory. Other metals, iron , and copper; other 
minerals, soft coal and anthracite ; oil and natural gas p the 
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repeated bonuses nature paid to the Americans in the last 
century were withheld ^ from the first settlers. And because 
th:s was so, the dream of an easy ascent to gentility without 
labour was a dream that never came true. The role of the 
mere proprietor, the mere owner of naked legal titles to land 
was never an easy one. To make money out of land in 
America. you had to work and watch, a mere gentry living, oft 
rent* c/uld not be and never was created. The American 
equivalent: of the English squire was never a close equivalent; 
he had to b: a gambler, an entrepreneur, a capitalist; he had 
to be rigiLinp generation after generation, to keep his old 
hind from deterioration and to secure his share of the new 
ami. if hr i; d neither, he could not keep up with the Jone- 
‘wsnhe or, the frontier were repeating the pattern of the 
urw settlement and, from the very beginning, American life 
was competitive from the top downward. There was no real 
wahiary, no real security for anyone. Here and there a 
family might stay pur; here and there more stability paid well 
enough; but such cases were few, and fewer still the fortunes, 
the social and political positions, preserved over centuries 
without repeated effort, without setbacks and windfalls 
There was no high plateau of effortless superiority to be 
attained, by Byrds in Virginia, or by1 Saltonstalls in Mas¬ 
sachusetts. A family or an individual had to. have what it 
took to survive and it took adaptability, toughness, perhaps t 
not ^ too sensitive moral or social outlook. The would-be 
profit-drawers in England simply contributed capital on whict 
no return was or could be made. The would-be gentry un¬ 
learned the idle lessons of gentility or sank into poverty 01 

returned to the easier world they had left.. From the begin¬ 
ning it was root hog or die.” And the American, razor-bad 
hog that the forest bred, with little meat and much muscle 
was a symbol as well as a product of the process .of adaptation. 

^ The pear who came to America—the majority of the set¬ 
tlers—had fewer illusions to shed than had the gentry. They 
took a rationally pessimistic view of the world and did not 
ecipec: to get anything for nothing. Whether they were sol¬ 
vent enough to pay their way (the mere cost of transportation 
was relatively very high indeed in those days) or sold them¬ 
selves as indentured servants to earn, by seven years’ serf¬ 
dom, the passage to America, or were transported, free, by 
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a vigilant government for v. trances rcng.ng ft:m taking me 
wrong sice in a rebellion to pbu: and fane;* felonies? the 
move to America was important and final. They did net ex- 
pect to go bacs:; :: taey were religious or political refugees 
they die not want to. Ana tne new word into which they 
came had to be made habitable by them. 

Adaptation.again was the key. How many early settlements 
Spanish, English, French, withered away or were swept away 
by famine and disease 1 To pick the wrong, malarial, snake- 
infested^ swampy site .for the settlement, that was a mistake 
paid for by the loss of the meagre capital resources so pain¬ 
fully accumulated—and often by the forfeit of life as well 
To idLikto plant tne ngnt crops at tne right time was a mistake 
as deadly. The early settlers of New England bore in their 
memories the duty of gratitude to the Indians who taught 
them the completely novel technique of planting Indian com 
(maize), the making of the little mound like a golf-tee, the use 
of a fish as a fertilizer, ways so new to wheat-growers, to 
users of ploughs and breeders of cattle. The timing of your 
arrival on the American coast (so much a matter of good buck 
as well as good navigation) might mean death for all"or most 
of a party before the first crops could be harvested. 

The early settler had to have an eye for the country, he 
had to be a real estate dealer, to make a good first choice, 
to decide whether it was wild to hold on, whether it was wiser 
to cut your losses, to file that petition in bankruptcy which 
moving on constituted, whether it was possible to unload your 
losses on some more optimistic and more gullible new-comer. 
Again., there were some exceptions. The Germans who settled 
in early Pennsylvania have stayed put ever since and their 
fertile well-farmed, stable country-side often evokes nostalgia 
in European breasts. But America was not made bv wavs 
of life that evoke European nostalgia or by imitations of 
European stability and the ‘"Pennsylvania Dutch” have played 
a far less important role than those more American-type 
immigrants, the so-called “Scotch-Irish,” the Ulster Pres¬ 
byterians, who took whisky, Calvinism, a high degree of 
pugnacity and a taste for acquisition on a big scale into 
the Indian country. 

In the first century, geographical stability was suggested 
if not imposed by the lie of the land and the balance of 
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power. In harbours and up rivers were the natural centres 
of settlement. Great mistakes were made; obvious sites 
like New York for a time neglected, hopeless sites like 
a score of decayed or abandoned old settlements chosen. 
But with the sea behind them and the numerous rivers 
opening ways inland, the early settlers were distributed, 
very thinly, all along the coast in a iashion fairly obviously 
dictated by geography. The sea still bound them to 
Europe, to an England which was, from a transportation 
point of view, easier of access from Charleston, South 
Carolina than Boston. Massachusetts was from the same 
port. The umbilical cord that bound the new, unadapted 
settlements to the mother-country ran up the great rivers 
too. Where ships could go, un-American forces were still hole- 
ing the settlers to the old world and to old ways. The w/est 
might beckon (the American sees the sun move from the ocean 
inland; his evening view over the Atlantic is grey and 
grim, while to the west, the land is^ bright). But where, 
falls and rapids broke the easy navigation channels, the 
“Fall line11 of the geographers limited settlement. Beyond 
that, it was no question of ships out of London or . Bristol, 
but of that admirably functional invention of the Indian, 
the canoe and, in winter, that other Indian invention,, the 
snow-shoe. (Only in the last few years has the American 
adopted the even more functional Norwegian ski for winter 
use, for cattle-tending as well as for winter sports.) Along 
the coast, clearing the forest was comparatively easy; commu¬ 
nication between settlement and settlement, between colony 
and mother country, comparatively easy too.. But away from 
the coastal plain, it wTas very different. The only easy river 
wav into the heart of America was in French hands, so the, 
masters of the St. Lawrence were exploring the Mississippi 
and seeing the possibilities of what is now the ..site of 
Chicago, while the English settlers ware still pinned to the 
coast. True, there runs inland from New7 York the admirable 
natural road of the valleys of the Hudson and the Mohawk. 
But across this corridor lay the most formidable of.. Indian 
warriors, the Five Nations of the Iroquois. They, were .-allies 
of the English against the French; they played, ball with the 
first great Irish-American politician, Colonel Thomas Dongan, 
Governor of New York for James II. But they were a 
barrier that the feeble colonists could not then force. 
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And iar more feeble tribes than t.ie Iroquois were 
barriers too. In the early days the Indians were ^ net 
outnumbered. As they got guns trom _ the quarreling 
Euronean settlers, thev were not hcpeiess.y outclassed 
in equipment, and the forest, hundreas or tr.cusands ot 
square miles of it, was their acme. To it tuev were 
adapted; to its climate,_ its trials, its honey, its cranPerries, 
its game, to its possibilities for tne r.unter and _ w urnor. 
The English settler had to learn ah this: pernaps ^ no 
settler reallv learned the necessary wcoacratt rut r.:s sons 
did. An Indian war in the seventeenth century was no 
joke. To push too far inland was to risk disaster and tiie 
holding up or westward advance _ for a generation. This 
was learned on the Connecticut River round Xortliampton, 
more recently famous as tee heme or cautious^ Cal Cocudge 
and of one of the most tamous of American w omen s 
colleges, Smith. Monuments, tradition, a local ^patriotism 
that is genuine if carefully cultivated, ^ keep this memory 
green among the Polish and Italian children ^ot the region 
today. It was a far more vivid and compelling memory a 
century ago and a positive barrier to reckless advance two 

. centuries ago. When the whole frontier flamed up m one ot 
the recurrent' wars . with France, fortunate and fe^ were 

: those, from Maine to the Carolinas, who lost neither Me nor 
scalps nor cattle nor friends. Eternal vigilance was the 
price not of liberty only but of life ; the early settlers needed 

: for long to acquire a craft equalling' th^ craft of the savages 
■■■ and a savagery not much inferior. 

It is hard to remember this today in a pleasant village like 
Farmington, even with- the still vast and virgin forests ot 
Maine not far north of Boston to remind us how American 
America was. But it has to be remembered all the same. 

If the settlers on the Atlantic coast had to adjust them¬ 
selves to a new world, how much more the settlers m the late 
eighteenth century who passed the ^mountain barrier and 
entered the Mississippi Valley! On the seaboard the ocean 
route to England was still open. The planter, the merchant, 
the minister, the physician could order books and clothes and 
luxuries from the old world; he could and did dream or a 
visit “home,” sighing like Increase Mather after the metro¬ 
politan delights of Mewingtj>n Green, or recall in tranquillity. 
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like Franklin, the courts he had seen, and the king he had 
dined with. Across the mountains, it was a far newer world. 
All the great valley wTas veined with creeks and streams and. 
rivers—all finding their way to the Mississippi and the Gulf 
of Mexico. Once in the valley, geography conspired to unite 
all the Valley dwellers, one with another, and to cut them off 
from the seaboard and from Europe. Many hundreds of 
miles away lay the Spanish King's city of New Orleans that 
one Bourbon monarch had transferred to another just as the 
English-speaking tide began to lip over the mountains. To 
that remote trading town, the rivers drew the settlers. For 
them there was no importation of English broadcloth and 
Spanish wine. They had to fend for themselves, make their 
own crude tools, their own rough textiles, ship their one 
valuable small-bulk product, vrhisky, east and their bulk 
products, corn and hogs and hides, down the rivers to New 
Orleans. Down river was easy enough but up river was slow, 
dangerous and unprofitably laborious. The men and women 
who went into the West were necessarily stripped to bare 
necessities by their environment. 

The primitive life of those stranded pioneers, belated 
survivals of the eighteenth century, the. mountaineers of 
Tennessee and the Ozarks, shows what .was involved in 
settling the Great Valley, Men and women came into it with 
capital laboriously brought from Europe or laboriously ac¬ 
cumulated on the seaboard. And that capital was sunk in 
opening the West. The children of the settlers were more 
American than their parents, better adjusted to their environ¬ 
ment, with less of the luxurious habits of the old world about 
them. They read less—if they could read they had fewer 
books,^fewer refinements; their equipment of English and 
Scottish ballads, their Bibles, their Pilgrim's Progress and 
Blackstone’s Commentaries represented diminishing assets. 
In the seaboard settlements, it had been possible to create, 
on a basis of tobacco and rice raised by slave labour in the 
South, of slave trading, of careful commerce in rum and. 
molasses and cod and ships in the North, a reasonably plausi¬ 
ble simulacrum of the contemporary civilized society of 
England. Boston and Philadelphia., Charleston and the great 
Virginia Plantations ^ were not in the least barbarous com¬ 
munities, though their wealth, their culture and their social 
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structure were more adequate than ample. The Virginia 
plantation houses were elegant, at any rate when they were 
first built, but they were by the standards of Engusn mag¬ 
nates small and cheap. Even Westcver was far from being a 
Woburn or a Chatsworth. The little cities were mean and 
often in parts elegant; Charleston was oeautiiru. ^ But they 
were small and provincial compared not omy with ^onoon, 
but with the Edinburgh of Principal Robertson, tne Glasgow 
of Professor Adam Smith and James Watt, tne Birmingham 
of Joseph Priestley. They were more outposts ot tne o*d 
world than capitals of the new. 

Far more American, and far more touching to tne historical 
imagination, are me old towns ot tne Midcle W est. _Tnev 
are not old by American, much less oy European standards; 
some of them, St. Louis and Cincinnati, nave become great 
cities like other great American cities, it is not the cities 
that made the grade but the little towns which aid not that 
are touching and symbolic. Vincennes, Marietta, Barastown* 
Lexington ; these were centres or ci\ ilization, of lt.ari*A.ng, of 
religion, of commerce. Some like Gallipolis represent higlny 
unsuccessful enterprises ; otners had their brief day and now 
are content to be minor centres like Cairo. Here was an 
early college; there an early cathedral This town haa the 
first steamboat in its region; that sank all its capital in a now 
grass-grown canal. And all around these little settlements 
was the forest or the ominous empty meadows of Kentucky s 
“ dark and bloody ground.” All around them were the 
Indians; the southern kinsmen of the Iroquois; new tribes 
like the Choctaw and the Cherokee. New names replaced 
old Indian names. Pontiac and Tecumseh played the role of 
Powhatan and King Philip. There were wars and massacres. 
Chicago remembers the massacre of Fort Dearborn; all the 
West remembers Tippecanoe and Fallen Timbers; knows who. 
opened Ohio, who Alabama, for whom Jackson and Fort 
Wavne are named. That typical Middle-Western town, 
Mancie, Indiana,, the city made famous as Middletown, 
gets its name from an Indian tribe whose chief. Little Turtle, 
gave his daughter in marriage to the white adventurer who 
opened up the region as Powhatan had given Pocahontas to 
John Rolfe. The place-names show the intermingling ot 
races and cultures, in the vast forest land., Indian names are 
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everywhere; Ohio and Tennessee, the Wabash and the 
Scioto; Chicago and Sheboygan. There are French names, 
Vincennes and jawbone that was once Narbonne. There is 
St. Louis named under Louis XV to commemorate Louis IX 
and Louisville that was called after Louis XVI, as Marietta is 
called after Marie Antoinette. . There is Terre Haute in 
Indiana and its Hellenized version, Akron, in Ohio. There 
is Lexington that commemorates the first battle of the 
Revolution, and Washington and Jefferson, Madison and 
Franklin are commemorated over and over again. There are 
Springfields that recall New England and “licks ” like French 
Lick that tell us that here the necessary salt was found. 
There is Memphis as well as Cairo, Salem and Warsaw' 
Ypsilantx recalls the Greek War of Independence; there are 
Toledo and New Madrid; Racine and Oxford. It is a 
palimpsest with, one line hastily written over another as the 
whites moved in like so many imitators of Adam, naming 
rivers and lakes, hills and towns in the land thev had to 
conquer and create. 

For even more than on the seaboard, the forest was here an 
enemy. So it was attacked as an enemy; devastated like the 
Palatinate by the French or Munster by the English. It was 
burned; forest fires were the most natural thing in the world 
with tne ^new-comers pressing on. The great trees were 
girdled, reeir bark cut through till they died; their stumps 
were leu m the ground; the pioneer farmer ploughed or 
planted round them. The rifle and the axe were at least as 
necessary as the spade or the plough. Many of the first 
settlers were ^semi-nomads like Lincoln’s father, fonder of 
hunting and fishing than of the steady toil of the peasant- 
ready to move on when the deer and the fish, the bears and 
game birds grew scarcer or the half-stripped land saleable or 
obviously worthless. These men were illiterate, often drunken 

T lo/C a great deal in their adaptation’ 
o the Indian wond of the forest. They resented, sometimes 
ne OQOK-learnmg coveted by boys like the young Lincdn 

they would have appreciated better a son like Huckleberry 
have become as completely assimilated 

cwnursld?fas SO ?any of tbe~ French 
dt - , ,e the great Du Lhut, after whom the great 

port of Dmutti :s named. But they were saved from that 
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jv their numbers and by their women. To uve .n:e tne 
Indians meant to live thinly, scattered over tne tcrest. 
•espect, except m war-time, to tne hunnng^rignts ot ne.,«.n- 
aouring tribes, meeting on neutral grour.es ukc Kentucky: a 
wav o£ life that the world has delighted unread acout since 
Cooper created the Indian legend, but wiiicn. tne mcaetn 
world has refused to live. Tr.e men crossing tne xr.ounta...» 
from the English settlements were _not fcarmiui nice Jte 
French coming into the Great Lakes trom tne St. Lawrence; 
thev came in tens of thousands,year alter year; tr.ey crowded 
out” the Indians; they crowded out their own semi-nomad 
Dopuiation. They were farmers not tur traders or tranters; 
jhev were bad, wasteful, unsettled, teenmeany Backward 
farmers but they were farmers ail the same. And tr.ey dm not 
come alone, the women came with them. 

It was a hard world for the men; it was a fat harder world 
for the women. For all the elements^ ot a woman s arc had 
to be created; the home had to tie cm.:: the settled 
community life had to be created; the possiDikty of a 
non-savage life for the children made out of nothing It was 
on the women, confined to the cabin, that the wom^t hardships 
fell They died of plagues luce the milk-sick; their children 
died of it. They died in childbed; if modern America seems 
full of widows, America a century ago was tull ot widowers. 
It was they who suffered from the laxity of the marriage bond 
from the foot-loose husband or lover, tr om the savage feuds bred 
in drinking bouts, from the shiftlessness of the men who could 
and did live much as do the animals, taking little permanent 
interest in their children or their mother. It was Lmcoins 
stepmother who encouraged him to read, who gave him hi 
first glimpse of civilization. It was she to whom h - £ “• 
went out;, his father he despised ana ignored It was 
Lincoln’s wife, from the comparatively old and well-settled 
state of Kentucky, who tried to make a r.dy soctany 
ambitious man out of the frontier lawyer; she Li.ed^but 
the second wife of her old beau and her husband sgacat 
rival, Stephen Douglas, was more successful. She made the 
Little Giant dress better and drink less.- When Mark Twain 
made Tom Sawyer’s aunt undertake the civilizing ot 
Huckleberry Finn, he may have had his own experience m 
mind, the adjustment of 'the manners of a Mississippi pilot 
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to the social standards of Elmira or Hartford, but whethei 
he had or not, he created an effective symbol. The Mississippi 
Valley needed to have its hair combed, it needed to have 
someone see that its boys washed behind the ears. 

It was the women who supported the missionaries who 
came into the wilderness to preach against drink and 
fornication, to preach for stable marriage, for the literacy 
needed to read the Bible, for those bourgeois virtues that 
the Middle West then needed so badly and is only now rich 
enough, settled enough, secure enough to begin to think it 
can despise. Great Methodist circuit riders like Peter 
Cartwright were makers of the society of the Great Valley, 
So in a less ^dramatic way were those less flamboyant pioneers 
like the "’Yale Band'* who tried to carry New England 
orthodoxy into a region that needed stronger meat. The 
revival meeting, orgiastic, ami-intellectual, often ludicrous, 
was as necessary to the orgacitation of a stable society in 
the Middle West as the steamboat that could move upstream 
from ^ New Orleans to St. Paul. Religion, if ? sufficiently 
emotional, simple, and relevant could move upstream too, 
against the permanent temptations to savage anarchy" that 
the frontier pressed on men who had a natural bias, to 
anarchy, to adventure, or they would not have crossed the 
mountains into the untamed land. 

And it was not only the preachers and the women who 
fought anarchy, who fought the temptations of savage life. 
The politicians did; the lawyers did. They were great 
figures in ^the West round 1800. Sometimes, like Andrew 
Jackson, they were ^soldiers and planters as well as politicians 
and judges. But the western leader who came to the top 
by his^power of speech, of debate, by his energy and courage 
(he might have no other standard virtues) was a founder of 
commonwealths. The young Henry Clay, the “mill-boy of 
the slashes/1 moving from Virginia to Kentucky and leading 
the War Hawks of 1812 who wanted war to punish the 
English—-and weaken the Indians—was a maker as well as 
a product of the West. And his power was the power of 
speech, the power of law. So it was with less brilliant, less 
well-remembered figures like Thomas Hart Benton, Jackson’s 
leader in tne Senate. So it was with that extraordinary 
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figure, Sam Houston, adventurer, politician, soldier, who 
actually passed years living among the ^Cherokees with an 
Indian wife, ready for that unknown destiny that was to 
make him the hero of Texas — relying as he did, in old Roman 
fashion, on the favourable omen or an eag,e. Clay^ Benton, 
Houston, all had in common a devodon to the Union, to 
the political system that had made their careers possible, 
that had in two generations idled the Mississippi ^ Valley 
from the Canadian border to the Gulf of Mexico with free 
commonwealths, linked together oy the most sacred> bond, 
the Constitution c: the United States. That constitution 
worship that sometimes seems so odd to-day was not odd 
to them. It was the moral far more than the physical 
authority of the federal government that had held the^niant 
union together in the critical years before President Jerterson 
bought Louisiana, i. e. the western b^nk or the Mississippi 
and the essential gate to the other world. New Orleans, 
from Bonaparte. It was Jefferson who bad broken the 
conspiracy of Aaron Burr and deprived Philip Noiam the 
‘"man without a country,’’ of his patrimony. . It was Jackson 
who had given the toast “our federal union, it must be 
preserved.” It must be remembered that it was quite easy 
for the settler in the Middle West to have no dealings at 
all with the government of the United States. He paid no 
direct taxes; he very often wrote no letters and received 
none, for the good reason that he and his friends couM not 
write. Yet the only ubiquitous federal officials _ and federal 
service were the postmasters and the Post Office. There 
were no soldiers except in the Indian country; there were 
federal courts doing comparatively little business. True, 
the new Union had built the National Road, down which 
creaked the Conestoga wagons with their cargo of immigrants’ 
chattels. . It fought the Indians from time to .time and 
it had at its disposal vast areas of public lands to be sold on 
easy terms and finally given away to settlers. But no govern¬ 
ment with any claim, to be a government at all, has had less 
direct power over the people it ruled. Politics were bound, 
in these conditions to be rhetorical, moralizing, emotionally, 
diverting either a form of sport or a form of religion. The 
political barbecue, the joint-debates between great political 
leaders, were secular equivalents of the camp meeting and the 
hell-fire-sermon. 
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la the hard and often drab life of the slowly consolidatiti| 
western society, politics, for the men. at any rate, were a 
welcome diversion. Torchlight processions, debates thai 
sometimes ended in fights, violent press campaigns that 
sometimes ended in duels; these were welcome in the days 
before organised sport had undertaken to provide vicarious 
excitement. for millions. But the role of politics was not 
always so divorced from drab economic reality. It was a -fact 
of great importance that the West was developed with hardly 
any^ interference from the outside, that the necessary 
minimum of political organization wTas provided locally and 
spontaneously, that the West got as much law and order as it 
thought itj needed—and its needs were not exorbitant. There 
was no organized police force; the local sheriff, totally 
dependent on local opinion for his posse, for his power of 
effective action, was no very good match for such organi¬ 
zations as the Murrell gang before the Civil War or the James 
Boys after it. But when disorder became intolerable, there 
was a new sheriff or.a lynching or what, in-the Far.West* 
came to be called a Vigilante organization. As settlement 
grew closer, simple murder and banditry became more difficult 
and less tolerable. But the idea of the imposition of order 
trom the outside, of an absolutely inflexible system of law 
enforced w:th cold impartiality, was not a Western idea. A 
lawyer there needed to have more than his wits about him; 
he needed personal prestige, for honesty, courage, presence 
ot mind, accurate marksmanship, or all of these qualities, 
before he could.be a success, as a defending counsel not to 
speas: of a district attorney or a judge. Effective law was an 
aspect of the character of some man or men. 

^et if tnere was a good deal of lawlessness, there was real 
respect tor jaw. There was a general acceptance of the 
autnonty of the State ana the Union. There was no 
equivalent ct Spanish-American revolutions, no encourage¬ 
ment given^to mere pronunciamientos, though a man like 
Andrew Jacsson in a Spanish environment would have had 
HH rf-nrs Kaperament and temptations of a dictator. 

rSitnWidlt hTi ?° j°?ers a?d enemies gave to the 
Constitution or the United States the reverence due to “ the 

aw,of \he laad-” .Ti3e federal government was 
lorced to ma^e adjustments m its too rigid land -laws, to 
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recognize the effective rights of squatters on the public lands. 
Locally, it was polite not to ask too many questions of a man 
arriving from another state, with or without a lady companion. 
But no society could have grown so fast if the minimum 
basis of law had not been provided fcv the tree choice of the 
people, the only effective authority. On the western frontier, 
the general will, like the political equality of ah "white) men 
was no fiction of a political philosopher but an observable 
reality. 

■The system was tested very severely indeed in California, 
where for the first time the Americans had to deal with the 
problems of a society suddenly made rich by gold, not slowly 
made rich by work, a society in which there were few women, 
a society in which cities sprang into existence overnight 
without the long discipline of exploration, settlement, urban 
growth. Any human society might jiave been baffled by the 
problem of San Francisco in 1850—and some societies 
would have found better remedies for disorder than highly 
respectable organized lynch lawn. A. few years later, British 
authority preserved legality and order far more effectively in 
Australia and in British Columbia than American authority 
did in California. But then among the things with which 
California had to contend was an invasion of “Sydney ducks” 
and other hard cases from, the convict settlements of infant 
Australia; and.no Californian looking at the results, Australia 
and California, will doubt which method bore the most 
delicious, superior and colossal fruit. Yet even in California, 
the civilizing influences were soon at work as the story of the 
mother of the philosopher, Josiah Royce, shows.. The first, 
masculine, anarchical barbarism was scon being assailed 
by women, by teachers, by politicians. California, settled 
down—at any rate as much as it is reasonable to expect of 
that favoured land and exuberant population. 

Few. things,' on consideration, prove less surprising than the 
evaporation of federal authority over the South once secession 
was’ adopted. Almost the' only federal institution that meant 
anything to the .common man was the Post Office—and by a 
statesmanlike turning of "the blind eye, the new Southern 
Confederacy continued to allow the. federal government to 
deliver the mail long after the .seceding .states had formally 
broken with the Union. What is surprising is not the 
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disappearance of federal authority from Washington south to 
the Mexican border and west to Arizona, but the fact that, at 
a‘cost of half a million lives, it was restored in a four years’ 
war that imposed on the North as great an ordeal as any 
victorious nation has undergone in modern times and on the 
South a defeat whose penalties m loss of lire, wealth and 
security were proportionately far greater than those imposed 
on Germany by the loss of the war of 1914-18. 

The impact of the Civil Wat on American life and 
American memory can hardly be exaggerated. It is still the 
war; its heroes on both sides give their names to forts and 
training camps {Sheridan, Thomas, Bragg): from those leaders, 
on both sides, tanks take their names (Grant, Sherman, 
Stuart). From 1868 (the first post-war election) to 1900 
inclusive, with one exception every man elected President of 
the United States, had been an officer in the Union army; all 
but one were ex-generals. Round itjegends of all kinds had■, 
clustered; it is still a sure-fire subject for.fiction and the 
movies. Its battlefields and war cemetries are sacred in an espe¬ 
cial wav. Chancellorsville, Fredericksburg, Vicksburg, Stone, 
River, Chickamauga, Lookout Mountain, Atlanta, Petersburg, 
these are still fightingnames. The tactics, the strategy of the war; 
are fought over again in magazines, in reviews, in books.. South' 
of the Potomac it is still a near-fighting word to call this 
conflict anything but “the war between the states.” There 
are still unreconstructed rebels in Georgia and men who still 
think treason odious in Vermont—and northern Tennessee, 
The Civil War is not the only genuine. American war (as apart 
from wars waged by the United States). There is the War of 
the Revolution; there are Bunker Hill and Brandy wine. There 
is the War of 1812 with its memories of 'victories .on sea^to 
offset defeat on land—and the memory, too, of that crowning, 
victory of New Orleans, won after peace had been made, a 
victory cherished for its very pointlessness-—and for giving in 
Jackson Day (January 8th) a national festival ^to the: Demo¬ 
cratic Party. There ape Indian wars too; in Minnesota, 
perhaps the Sioux War of 1862 is as important as the share of 
the new state in the Civil War. And in Texas, the war 
against Mexico is the centre of state—and world—history. 
But all of these wars are American wars, fought on American 
soil about issues local to America, relevant to the great theme 
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of the conquest and use of the American soil. In the last 
European War, more American ’lives were lost than. m ~ny 
war but the Civil War, but it was not merely a mortician s 
ramp when the bodies of the American dead were brought 
back to America. There was no . American eqmv alent o 
Puoert Brooke’s conviction that ms body wcuU make a 
“corner of*a foreign field.......for ever England "no monument 
in the Argonne or at Cantigny tr.at has anything «ir.e the hoia 
on American hearts and memories .tnat Vimy Ridge has for 

Canadians or the beaches of Gallipon for Australians and ^ 
Zealanders. No war fought outside the present boundaries of 

the United States has so fat been ^ 
memories of the American peopie. „ Maanes may 
commemorate the “halls of Montezuma and toe s - ° 

Tr;nni; ” v,llt for the average American, the really sacrea s.tt.s 
Jrepteceslike Concord where the first shots or t&e RevomOon 
were fired against the British or Gettysburg where Lee s army 

...broken, reeled ,, 
From a stubborn Meade and a barren field. 

And Concord apd Gettysburg have this other claim to memory 
that their ideological meaning was. made plam two 
utterances that have become American classics. At Concord, 
said Emerson: 

Bv the rude bridge that arched the flood. 
Their flag to April’s breeze unfurled,- 
Here once the embattled farmers stood 
And fired the shot heard round the world. 

And that shot echoed eighty-eight years later in Lincoln s 
declaration that “We here highly, resolve that these dead 
tji „nt ]iave died in vain—that this nation, under God, shall 
K a neS birth of 4edcm-and that government of the 
people, by the people, for the people, shad not perish from 

the earth. 

It has long been fashionable to ^^l^civdf Waf to 
rnntent of the Wat of the Revolution and the Civil War to. 
It mmt a trace But even if the “glittering generalities of 
.t rwiaration of - Independence, lie then, echo m th 

Gettysburg speech, will not stand strict ,se“^lt^ or that ^tlm 
examination (which is not yet proven), the fact that 
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American people believe that their two great ordeals by battle 
in one of which the new nation was born and in the other saved 
had their origin in different views of the political good life ij 
a fact of great practical importance. It puts a limit to tht 
possibilities of mere Realpolitik as a possible American policy 
To ignore this is not to be realist but to be romantic. 

Nevertheless, the emotional interest evoked by the Civi 
War has other roots too. For what was at issue was noi 
solely the moral character of slavery (though that was aj 
issue) or the rights and duties of minorities (though that was ai 
issue) or the nature of the federal union (though that was at 
issue). It was the unity, the future of the great interior vailej 
m which atone the character of a new American people coulc 
be given to the immigrants, from Europe and from the Atlantic 
seaboard alike. The decisive event of those years was the 
entry of the railway into the Mississippi Valiev, an event ever 
more decisive than Nicholas Roosevelt’s first Mississippi 
steamboat. For the steamboat only made it easier to exploit 
the river system; the railway made it possible to defy it. Nc 
longer must traffic run north and south, with such successful 
but not decisive modifications as the Erie Canal that joined 
the Great Lakes to tne mouth of the Hudson and made Ne’w 
York the unquestioned metropolis, or such failures at modi¬ 
fication as that Potomac Canal in which George Washington 
saw the solution of the old problem of joining Virginia to the 
west. The railways defied the map. They went west across 
the mountains or, when New York got round to it and found 
its canal monopoly threatened, by the flat road nature had 
provided up the Hudson and across by the Mohawk. The% 
linked the Mississippi Valley to the seaboard as it had never 
yet been linked. The Union was made real by the new iron 
ootids that each year got farther west* to Albany, to Pitts¬ 
burgh, to Wheeling, to Columbus, to St. Louis, to Chattanooga 

b«nT lr-tar t0 Cuaic^gr0, t0 St- JosePh- But these bonds were 
J A Binding the West to the North. Only Chattanooga 

TtaeT,n versions of tbe great American 
novelty, the town whose basic position was created by the 

. railway, Cmcago, Kansas City, Omaha. No longer did the 
rivers tie up the Great Valley to New Orleans; the railways 

battle in 1° NeW Y wanLd Philadelphia and Baltimore. The 
e tor tne control of the New West, economically, politi- 
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cally, socially, was won by the side mat nad toe most railway *< 
the war in a double sense was a railway war; it was tougnt to 
upset an old economic and political balance cl power and. the 
war that arose from this attempt was won by tire siac rnatjrhe 
railways fought tor. It was symbouc ana more^tnan^mere*> 
symbolic—that the only ready important case :n v;n:cn^mcoin 
was ever briefed was a rauwnv case; thamms rivaa Stepnen 
Douglas, was a great railway lawyer arm spokesman; that 
President Jefferson Davis ot the Southern Conieceracy nad, 
as federal Secretary ot War, tried to secure^ that me trans¬ 
continental railway, when it came, should take me southern 
route. 

Within five years of rhe end of the war, me 
sentative river port, St. Louis, at tne iunction o. 
and Mississippi, had built its magniticent Eads b: 
levees at which the river steamers were oeg:nr 
up to rot. And it was no accident tnat wirnr 

great repre- 
*he Missouri 
age over the 
ig to be tied 
five years of 

the ending of the war, the English-speaking. tide mat mm 
slowly crept from the Atlantic to the Missouri in two Hundred 
and fifty years, had rushed over the remaining futeen hundred 

miles to California. 

With the coming of the railway, some victories over the 
American land were made possible that no energy, courage,, 
or ingenuity could have won before. The ' settlers* habituated 
to the great forest, had reluctantly and with much trepidation 
ventured forth on to the lone prairie. ^ Indeed, it was English 
settlers, more used to open country, who m Illinois had dared 
to leave the well-watered and wooded river bottoms for the 
great sea of grass. On the open prairie there was no timber 
for housing to build the log cabins of the pioneers, to provide 
timber for the rails that Lincoln, like so many more, had split 
to make fences, no timber for fuel and little water that had 
not to be dug for. But with the coming of the railway came 
corrugated iron and wire fencing and commercial timber for 
.houses and young trees to make windbreaks ana mail-order 
catalogues where the farmer could order new-fangled gadgets 
like windmills and reapers and his wife new-fangled gadgets 
like sewing machines. The railways that brought could take 
a wav; the once practically self-supporting farmer was now 
forced to buy and sell at world prices, fixed in Liverpool and 
relayed ( with modifications ) through the Chicago Board ot 



on; these were reflections on the sense lof order of the 
Americans. 

So, too, .were the Indian wars which the experience of 
Canada showed could have been avoided and which produced 
the apparently ludicrous spectacle of. two. great soldiers 
like Sherman and Sheridan who, a .few years before, had 
commanded amies of scores of thousands, .directing the 
movements of little columns pursuing such masters of Ameri¬ 
can war and politics. as Chief Joseph, Geronimo, Sitting 
Butt And there was irony as well as tragedy in the fact that 
in the year in which the centenary of American indepen~ 
deuce : was celebrated, the Sioux under Rain-in-the-Face. 



destroyed the dramatic and dramatized General Custer and 
all his men at the Indian Cannae, the Little Big Horn, 
where the mounted savages rode round and round the 
doomed whites like Hannibal’s Numidian cavalry—and more 
fortunate than the Carthaginians, left their own pictographie 
record of their victory. But no savage generalship ^ could 
defeat civilization. On the plains of Texas, the six-shooter 
made the white man on a horse more than a match ^for 
the mounted Indian with his how and arrow, who had 
hitherto been more than z match for a man armed only 
with a single-shot rifle. The Winchesmr repeating title 
did the job farther north and more and more railway lines cut 
across the prairie and the High Plains. Sheepmen came into 
the cow country and fought for the possession of # the 
strategic waiter holes without which it was useless to have 
legal title to tens of thousands of acres. New miring 
camps like Leadville repeated in Colorado the violent 
history of California. The open range over which cattle 
moved a thousand miles from Texas to Canada, began to 
be cut up into ranches, wired-off and guarded. Big cattle¬ 
men fought open and concealed wars with little cattlemen, 
using force when chicane failed. The bitter winter of 1886 
rained big and little alike—and put an end to the easy 
profits of the Edinburgh land companies which had revived 
in Scottish breasts the seventeenth-century hopes of easy 
profits to be drawn across the Atlantic. New state after 
new state was added; the last free Indians were herded 
into reservations; vigilant and quick-shooting sheriffs like 
Bat Masterson provided a reasonable amount of law and 
order and by the centenary of the Constiration (1889), the 
West was no longer, by western standards, wild. It was 
served and ruled by the great railroads whose names are 
as magical to Americans, almost as the names of the great 
rivers that the railroads robbed of so much economic 
importance: Union Pacific, Southern Pacific, Texas Pacific, 
Northern Pacific, Great Northern and that^ line which, in 
its very title, sums up the history of the American movement 
into the country of the Indian and the Spaniard, the 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. . 

In 1890 the federal census took note, a hundred years 
after the four million settlers on the Atlantic seaboard 





tutiom to the struggling and straggling seaboard states 
when the greatest of European states was entering on that 
cycle of revolution from which neither France nor Europe 
has yet emerged. The United States have stayed united; the 
American People has been made. 

II 

IN the course of conquering America and so making Ameri¬ 
cans, habits were adopted out of urgent necessity which may 
have survived that necessity. There was, for example, the 

need for overstatement. To get settlers to move to America it 
was necessary to paint “ America the golden ” in very golden 
colours indeed. Very skilled hands undertook this necessary 
thsk; good prose writers like Richard Hakluyt; good or 
goodish poets like Michael Drayton; good story-tellers of 
the “when 1 was in Transylvania” school like Captain 
John Smith. 

And once the voyage was made, the hazard of new fortunes 
undertaken. Dride. exultation at one’s own daring, recurrent 





case of “ receiver " meaning the officer appointed by a com¬ 
plaisant court to take over and administer the bankrupt assets 
of great and small concerns alike. It would be unkind to say 
on whit American railway this incident occurred, but when 
1 complimented a fricnJ. of mine on the improved service on 
his local hue* lie replied, with no conscious irony.“ Oh, service 
has been swell since it wen: into receivership ; the manage¬ 
ment can afford to spend money now that it hasn’t got to 
worry a bon 
a stock hr I. 
Americans, 
philosophic! 
the bag to; 
America. 

The American farmer is perhaps rather less philosophical 
than the urban investor. He thinks he has a right to expect 
not a good living or a good cash income but a permanent and 
certain increase in the selling value of his land. It is this 
expectation that makes him hold on through drought and storm, 
flood and tornado. On this-expectation he borrows money 
and, as a. permanent borrower, he has no fear of inflation; 
like the.small boy m the story, far from being troubled by the 
thought he simply loves it. He .knows, in a general, intellectual 
way, that somebody will have to be. the last buyer, but 
he hopes .and trusts,.that he won’t be. He will be living off 
the profits, perhaps invested in new lands, perhaps taken out 
in mortgages or in a rent that takes full account of the 
presumed value of the land, future as well as present. And 
the American. absentee owner is not necessarily somebody 
like the late Lord Clanricarde, celebrated miser, tyrant and 
last chief of the elder line of the Burkes, but a mild, modest 
ex-farmer living in decent comfort in the neighbourhood of 
Los Angeles, raising the moral tone of the neighbourhood and 
swelling the crowds at Iowa picnics. He may be simply a 
resident in a small Iowa town, able to afford a trip to St. 
Petersburg to pitch horseshoes in the winter sun of Florida. 
Or he may be like the Vermont farmer who, when asked by a 
scornful Mid-western visitor what crops were raised on those 
stony hills, replied, “The chief crop is those good five per cent. 
Iowa mortgages we hold.11 “The web of speculation, of 
optimism, of boosting is cast over all the nation* 





and. 1 am sure he never visited Cairo w hen ^ Cairo was the seat 
of an American army. Had he done so, his iovc of truth, 
would have forbidden him to presume that even Mark 
Taplev could have enjoyed lumseu in such ^ an Euan. ^ But 
only a quarter of a century a iter ^ Tronope played, toe 
sourpuss, Cairo was given a big hand by & * local ^ resiuent. 
“ Three years ago people saic all the hatetui things tticy coma 
about Cairo. Now they are _ lavish in their praises. 
The paper says wed! monopolize ad the ^ trade ot the 
Mississippi, Ohio. Tennessee and Cumberland. Rivers. Our 
new grain elevator is one of the largest inline world, new 
railroads are constantly striking ^us. \\ eve ^the most 
magnificent betel (run on the grandest scale) m tins part of 
the country, telephone system, new Opera House, e.cgant one, 
going up, street-cars scon te b: running, and we are aitogetner 
citified."" So wrote a very 1:right, very nice leca. girl, a girl 
nicer and certainly much brighter than any Dickens or 
Trollope heroine 1 can remember. Cairo did not become a 
new St. Louis or Chicago,, but “ Maud ” liked it and believed 
in it and what was good enough for her should have been good 
enough for any reasonable person. 

This conception of growth as everybody’s business, every¬ 
body’s interest, is deep-rooted in the American national 
psychology. The bulky real-estate supplements of the Sunday 
papers are no doubt largely kept going as an advertising 
revenue producer, but they would produce no advertising and 
no revenue if no one read them. The Englishman hidden behind 
his hedge or wall, is,not interested in his neighbour’s house and 
the idea of wanting to read about houses bought, sold or built 
by total strangers is not even funny; it is merely absurd. But 
to an American, it is not only important, it is comforting, it is 
gratifying to. know that other people are improving your home 
town; even people who have no personal economic stake in 
the rise of real estate values feel the same kind of interest 
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of the village usurer, lending money to pay fares to America 
was one of the chief business opportunities—and risks. 
So there was a mutual assessment of need and greed. But on 
the other hand, the village banker, unlike the European village 
money-lender, was himself living on credit and when it failed 
him. no might be the sudden migrant, leaving his debtors 
legally lied to his creditors, tv line he sought fresh woods and 
pastures new. Altogether, money-lending and borrowing was 
more of a spcrt than :t was in Europeand banking, the 
west at any rate, caked for rather different qualities^ from 
what :t demands worn a cknmn of London or financier of 
Wall Street. Mr. Ogden Xisbds gloomy reflections on the 
parentage of great American bankers are not, as far as I know, 
borne out by the facts, but they ::t tee national tradition of 
classing bankers with :ne other robber barons—-although it 
must be remembered that these robber ^barons were highly 
popular as long as they shared or were believed to be sharing 
the spoil 

But one result of this necessity for and acceptance of the 
conditions of credit, is that publicity must be submitted to. 
If you want (as most American women do want) to have a 
charge account or a series of charge accounts, you must 
submit your husband’s credit rating to professional and com¬ 
petent investigation. It is little use the American husband 
trying to obey the old maxim of folk-wisdom that bids a 
husband keep the amount of money he has secret from his 
wife, if she can, in effect, make a pretty good guess by trying 
to stretch his credit at a department store. The general 
acceptance of debt, however-disguised, as a normal state of 
existence for many 'worthy people, no doubt leads to ostenta¬ 
tious expenditure, to conspicuous waste, as it leads to non¬ 
functional automobile design and other specimens of art. for 
show’s sake. But it also leads to a fishbowl existence in 
which the English passion for privacy would, be offensive to 
public opinion and would be a luxury that only a very large 
independent income could support. What I have been told 
of life in official circles in India, that the public knowledge of 
the incomes of all the nice people cuts out certain kinds of 
ostentatious expenditure, applies to many American com¬ 
munities too. Thev all try to keep up with the Joneses, but 





War any well-established village in New^ England or the 
northern Middle West 'could aiicrd a town drunkard, a town 
atheist and a few- Democrats. 

But a habit grew up in which it was necessary to call on 
some courage and, perhaps, on some mcepcndent economic 
resources before defying the local folkways. The very friend¬ 
liness of American life made the dissenter more conspicuous. 
In a country where minding your own business is de rigueur, 
nobodv need care what that business is. But in a country 
where'all life is or should be Lved pretty publicly, there is 
more intolerance of an inaiviaual eccentricity which is being 
continually thrust under the eyes of your neighbours. The 
high degree of social integration of a small American city 
(above a certain income level) plays its part, too. The 
tragedy of Mr. John O'Hara's Appointment in Samarra 
involves- more than the weakness of the hero; it involves a life 
made intolerable if the country club and the local business 
community are mobilized against you. The highly individual 
character is a misfit in a community in any country, whether 
his weakness is genius or madness. If he has a private income 
like Cezanne, he may pursue his vision unmolested. But what 
Cezanne called 44!es grappins” are more tenaciously extended 
in America than elsewhere; they put out their tentacles more 
determinedly and a persistent evasion of their embraces is 
more offensive than it would he in a French or English town 
with no common social life anyway. There is truth in 
the picture of the Faust-like professor in the film On ike 
Avenue: 

He attracted some attention 
When he found the fourth dimension. 
But he ain’t got rhythm, 
No one’s with him. " 
He’s the lonesomest man in towm. 

.. ..And since the common interest of the community is still 
assumed to be economic growth, attained by the “American 
way,” the dissenter from the end, or the means, is especially 
open to suspicion. But 1929 wrought a great change, probably 
a permanent one. The sponsors of the old programmes have 
not quite the same confident ring in their voices; too many 
things have been tried and failed; the 44American way” has 
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been found to be a term more lacking in precision than it 
seemed in the presidential election of 1928 when the problem 
o: poverty was solved and when the good citizens should have 
been busily expanding their garages to take the second car 1 
that was coming along with to-morrow’s sunrise. Senator 
Robert Taft can, with a clear conscience, advocate the putting ; 
of the fiscal policy of the nation in the hands of practical men, ji 
since the last two Republican Secretaries of the Treasury are ! 
dead, bu^tbe memory of 1929-33 is a ghost that still walks. \ 
New Mellons and new Mills are ready in the wings but the t 
call has not yet come. 

Nevertheless, the strident tone of American controversy, 
though not unparalleled in modern British history, is a ' 
reminder of a national tradition, pragmatically justified, in * 
which dissent, especially continuous pessimistic crabbing, was 
near to treason. So the High School. of Muncie teaches , 
loyalty to Muncie as well as to the United States, and in less 
straightforward communities something of the same spirit 
prevails in more sophisticated forms. 

Ill 

T was not surprising that the Americans, at the end of their 
long march from ocean to ocean, should have too hastily' 
assumed that they “ had America licked.” But it was an 

error, all the same; the continent remained not so much hostile 
as capricious, the gorgeous West, pouring out wealth with 
la visa hand, often had more than a hand inside the glove. The 
settlers m the South and in the Mississippi Valley had had to 
deai wita diseases that, to northern Europeans, were very hard 
to manage. There was yellow fever, coming in from the West 
Indies; mere was pellagra; there was hookworm; there was 
malaria. Some of these diseases were manageable as modern 
medical technology developed; Gor gas andManson and Pasteur 
and Ross made not onry the Panama Canal a possibility, but 
made an easier and safer life possible in the continental United 
btates. Pedagra is curable mainly by a rise in economic 
standards and, so far as that has come about, pellagra has been 
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the winter cold can HU ten times as often as it can on the 
milder Atlantic. An. Iowa farm, painted in midwinter by- 
Grant Wood, with its red bam. and dominating silo is highly 
functional.; devoted to the job o£ keeping men and stock 
alive and forage and food usable through the long siege of 
winter.. No American farm-bred boy or girl is likely to think 
that he or she lias America licked. 

Nor, indeed, is the town boy who, if he lives to middle age, 
will have at least one memory of a great and killing cold spell, 
even if it does not become so legendary as the great New York 
freezes of 1837 and 1888. Gardeners will long remember the 
late winter of 1933-4 which killed so many plants and shrubs 
on Long Island, and all regions of America, except the South 
and the Pacific Coast, have their own stories of death by cold, 
of stalled buggies or sleighs or even cars, of the dangers of bad 
chains or defective car-heaters, of a winter climate that always 
bears watching. 

And summer demands it even more. For the early settlers 
were even less acclimated {as Americans put it) to heat than 
to cold. For one thing, as Professor S. E. Morison has pointed 
out, they wore far too many and too thick clothes. Even the 
Andalusians of Columbus's crews -wore too many garments 
for a Caribbean summer. North Europeans did worse. There 
were economic obstacles of course; until cotton textiles be¬ 
came cheap and abundant around 1800, linen was expensive and 
woollens uncomfortable. But there was more in it than that. 
Long after adequate textiles were abundant and cheap, fashion, 
not merely style but moral fashion, kept too many clothes on 
the American man and still more on the American woman. 
Men might wear “ dusters ” like Lincoln, “ seersuckers ” like 
the prosperous middle-class of the ’eighties. . If they were 
prepared to be conspicuous, they might wear white linen suits 
like Mark Twain. But they still wore too much and, for dress 
occasions, they had to wear “ Prince Alberts ” (e.g. frock 
coats), tall hats, broadcloth and starched collars and shirts. 
Theodore Roosevelt was regarded as pretty'eccentric and 
reckless of the conventions, yet his typical costume was very 
formal and very uncomfortable indeed, compared with that of 
his niece’s husband, the President of the United States to-day. 
It was still thought worthy of note when William Jennings 
Bryan took his coat off at; Dayton, Tennessee and defended 



was debited with the American sallow complexion and the 
melancholy view of life entertained by many Americans in 



the Southern gentry in the war between the States was the 
shortage of ice, no laughing matter in the mint julep country 
of tidewater Virginia. 

With the coming of artificial ice, the worst was over 
and ice in summer was almost as necessary as coal in winter, 
European pioneers made refrigerator cars possible,. to the 
profit of the meat-packers of Chicago and the fruitgrow¬ 
ers of California and Florida. But American men still ate too 
much ■ meat, ate it too often and did not offset it by 
adequate fruit, vegetables, etc,. It .is only in modem times, 
very modern times, that the American diet has become varied, 
light and suitable for the climate. The electric refrigerator 
is becoming a necessity; deep freezing promises new culinary 
resources and air conditioning promises a new climate'— 
indoors at any rate. There is no visible sign of a way 
of avoiding that sensation of falling into a Turkish bath 
that comes from leaving an air-conditioned train or store 
or movie house on.a very hot day. But it is still too 
early to relax. America has always managed to keep her 
children on their toes; she still manages to do so and the day 
is not in sight in which science and business together 
can guarantee the climate and natural resources of California 
to the whole Union—or even to California. 

.■■■IV ■ 

BY the end of the nineteenth century, the frontier era was 
over and the conquest and taming of the wilderness by 
American men and women entered into its modem phase 

of making rapid adjustments to a new way of life in which 
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entered on the more abundant life. Europe began to be 
, outdistanced in wealth, in economic efficiency, in modernity. 

As late as 1867, when Mark Twain and the other tourists of 
; the Quaker City went to. Europe, they were visiting not 

0nly a continent full of interesting relics but a continent 
far more advanced in technique and wealth than the United 
States. A few years before, young Henry Adams had gazed 
with rather horrified interest at the English black country, as 
a train . whirled him, ■ far faster and far more comfortably 
than any American train could, from Liverpool to London. 

1 He knew that he was gazing at a sight unique in the world 
and in the history of the world. The American tourist, like 
Mark Twain, was overawed by the French . railways and 

. and railway stations, by the wealth and display of the 
Paris shops. The “Grands Magasins du Louvre” were a sight 
as unparalleled in America as the Musee du Louvre. 
Effective systems of street lighting, of water supply, 
moderately clean streets and smooth roads, these were as 
much a European monopoly as Notre Dame or the Colosseum. 
Europe as a going concern was deeply impressive. The wealth 
of European magnates was stupendous. Bret Harte made 
his parody of Disraeli’s Lothair turn upon the purchase of 
Chicago by the immensely rich young nobleman, Lothaw. 
There was even, a few years later, an agitation against 
wealthy Englishmen buying up large sections of the United 
States. How soon that changed! 

The American woman was the the chief gainer. No doubt 
most of the money originally passed through men's hands but 
women had the spending of it. The American man was freed 

t from most of the risks and back-breaking physical labours of 
▼ crude pioneering, but the pioneer tradition of endless industry, 
; of more and more, was unaltered by the change in 

circumstances. But to the heiress of the pioneer woman, the 
sewing machine, an effective system of heating, good oil lamps 
burning the good cheap oil sold by Mr. Rockefeller s octopus, 
running water in the cities, then in the towns, the coming of 
anaesthetics and of less deadly child-bearing, the appearance 
of an economic margin to spend on what had been luxuries 

r and of time in which to spend the margin; these were really 
> revolutionary changes. Of course they did not come all at 
! once or universally over the country. In some backward 
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regions they have not come yet. The last , great frontier: 
movement which led to the settlement of the High Plains; 
inflicted as much hardship on the pioneer Scandinavian settlers,, 
especially on the women, as any previous movement had done. 
To survive a winter on the plains, in a “sod house" dug out of 
the soil, called for the qualities of giants in the earth as much 
as surviving in a half-raced camp in Kentucky had done. But 
the revolution spread rapidly. President Folwell of the 
University of Minnesota died full of energy a, month before 
the bull market broke in 1929. Yet he could well remember that 
his mother, in up-state. New York,, had set herself off from 
many of her neighbours by never using “sluts," that is rag 
floating in fat and burning in^a dish. She always used candles 
which she made herself, till the sperm-oil lamps came into use. 
The coining of the mail order house with its ready-made clothes 
lessened the labour of the women and the sewing-machine did 
more. There is less of a jump from ordinary baker’s bread to 
modern bread, wrapped in cellophane and sliced, than there 
was from the heavy chore of home baking'to bakers’ bread. 

The American kitchen was well on..the. way; the first 
primitive washing-machines; the first efficient ice-boxes; the 
telephone for public gossip on the party line; the new plumb¬ 
ing; sinks designed to break fewer backs; lighting designed to 
rum fewer eyes; gas ovens, then electric ovens lessened the 
strain of cooking. The can-opener became a standard article 
,of equipment and the basis of jokes for hard-worked come¬ 
dians. In time, indeed, an efficient can-opener reduced the 
last hazards of kitchen life. The day of the Hoover agent and 
the Fuller brush man was at hand. So too was the day of 
leisure. The pioneer American feminists had to be Mrs, 
Jeilybys or spinsters. It was impossible both to set the world to 
rights and keep house with the old equipment. But by 1900, 
the American woman had been liberated (apart from the great 
majority who were farmers’ wives or wives of manual workers) 
from the worst servitudes of her sex. Without any very 
public campaign about it, birth-control, or what President 
Theodore Roosevelt called “race suicide," had been adopted; 
there were fewer children and far more time and thought to 
devote to them. The diet of Junior became a serious 
pre-occupation, so did the necessity of straightening the teeth 
of Sister. So did the public schools at which they might pick 
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up foreign accents or worse. So did the summer camps to 
which they could thankfully be sent. The change was not 
sudden until the car came; it merely marked the emergence of 
the American mother, a Martha solicitous now over only two 
things, her children or child and the world. It was as much as 
ever the duty of the husband to be a “good provider ” and, as 
real incomes rose, what had been luxuries became necessities— 
especially if the children needed them. 

As long as the American land was not completely settled, 
the elements of civilized order not yet imposed on the frontier, 
the permanent American passion for dealing in futures was 
spent on prophetic brooding on material expansion and on 
prodigious efforts in making those prophecies come true, or 
prove under-estimates of what could be done. But with the 
dosing of the frontier, the discounting of the future took a 
more human form; it was the provision of a world which should 
be easier for the next generation that became the ambition of 
the American man and woman. And as the closing of the 
frontier, psychologically if not materially, meant a closing-in 
of the horizons, since it was no longer possible to dismiss the 
problem of the economic future of the young with a brisk 
“ Go west, young man, and grow up with the country,” the 
provision of a world in which young men and women could 
grow up in a fairly stable country became a national preoccu¬ 
pation. It was reflected in the increasing interest in, Relief in, 
and credulity about education. It was reflected in the sharp 
fall in the size of the family. If, on the other hand, the old farm 
and village tradition of all boys, no matter how well off their 
parents were, doing chores at home and earning a little money 
abroad did not die, it became slightly artificial. The system 
of the merchant’s or lawyer's son earning money by delivering 
papers or mowing lawns or, most serious^ chore of all, tending 
furnace, was like fagging in English public schools, a disciplin¬ 
ary ritual rather than a.strictly economic function. The boy 
who had to earn a dollar or two a week this way might also be 
arguing, with tenacity and success, for the tight to a car of his 
own or a free hand with the family car. Sons and daughters 
became more coddled as they became^ scarcer, a phenomenon 
not confined to America. The American ^ mother, with only 
one or two sons, was more hopeful of making a world tit tor 
them to live in than the mother of six or seven could easily be. 
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The very age limits of.boyhood shifted upwards. In New 
England a century ago, men barely out of their teens were 
commanding clippers on voyages to China. The youthful 
character of American life struck visitors. Dickens was only 
exaggerating a little when he confused the young married 
couple in Martin Churciewit's boarding-house with child¬ 
ren. A young man like Mackenzie could leave West 
Point during the _ Civil _ War and end it as a corps 
commander. But _ in modern America, there is far more 
reluctance to admit that real maturity has come than there 
was even forty years ago. The excessive length of American 
professional education which keeps a young doctor or lawyer 
from earning his living, or even beginning to try to earn it 
much before twenty-eight, may have something to answer for* 
bo may the cultivation of the habits and ambitions of youth 
into middle age which justifies the title of “girls” assumed bv 
the pmmp matrons of Miss Helen Hokinson’s art. But there 
has been a real shift in meaning from the days when the “boys 
m tne back room ’ meant anybody, down to the modern sense 
m which robust and vigorous young men are called “ bovs ” 
and treated as boys. Youth has become scarcer and more 
precious, and the natural and touching desire to shield the 
young, more uncritical and overpowering. So the Republican 

tWohW °* I1940 ^ h?* i}11._desi§ned—and probably not 
devoid of real meaning and feeling—when it recalled that “we 
are still suffering from the ill effects of the last World War • 

Lrinrr,^hJCLC0S£-m a billion dollar increase in om 
national debt, millions of uncollectable foreign debts, and the 

nfW^n ?/et °j 0UX econ,°.miJc system, in addition to the loss 
ofm?,boys^& and irreparable damage to the health of thousands 

The adoption of the woman’s thrifty view of human life as 

Wlth the exiravagant masculine attitude, was only 
one sign among many that American society was moving from 

2™a£d «l>MSwer“ 
advocated, life had to be governed by masculine standards 
Only a century ago, it is odd to remember, American women 
were not merely excluded from open politics as they were in 
E»gtad, but the Puritan stXdatds gener.% Spttd “ 
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American life denied them the illicit or, at any rate, unofficial 
influence that some English women exercised. 1 cannot think 
of any woman playing.an important role in American politics 
before Peggy O’Neil, induced President Jackson to champion 
her pre-marital chastity and thus forced a quarrel between the 
President and those members of his cabinet who had wives and 
so had to support the most severe standards of female 
decorum—all to the profit of that subtle widower, Martin Van 
Boren, who thus became heir-apparent to the presidency. But 
even society had comparatively little place for women, despite 
the social graces of the sprightly Dolly Madison- Men 
preferred to talk to each. other and leave the women to 
themselves—a barbarous custom that shocked Mrs. Trollope, 
Miss Martifieau and other female visitors from the then more 
advanced' country of England. Mrs. John Adams might 
complain that all men would tyrannize over their wives if they 
dared; it was not until the reforming ’forties that the rights of 
women, like anti-slavery, spiritualism, socialism, Mormonism 
transcendentalism testified to the breaking-up of the orthodox 
ice that, for two centuries, had restrained the ardent spirits of 
New England. . And only 'twenty .years or so later, Lincoln 
could say to the authoress of Uncle Tom's Cabin: “ So you are 
the little woman that caused this great war.” 

When the tide began to flow, it flowed rapidly. Little 
Women and. {he Battle Hymn of the Republic; Frances Willard 
and Lucy Stone; the American woman was no longer silent. 
Even the .business woman began to appear, in the ambiguous 
form of the Claflin sisters and then in the form of the classical 
American miser, Hetty Green. And if the religious move¬ 
ments of the pre-Civil War period, like Mormonism and 
Perfectionism had found a place for women, it was in the post¬ 
war period that the most original development of American 
religious optimism' was announced by Mary Baker Eddy. 

The law which had pressed hardly on women for so many 
generations, now began to press hardly on men. Marriage 
continued to be a lottery but the law no longer allotted all the 
Hanks to women. Divorce became easier and alimony more 
abundant. The first effective women's colleges. Vassal and 
Mount Holyoke, were founded or developed out of schools. 
State universities began to admit women on equal terms and 
some western states gave them the vote. The woman doctor 
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and the girl “prophet" of The Bostonians were both tvnirsl 
products of this age. 

And the American woman began to clean up America, to 
make it less dirty, less sinful, less a boarding-house for bachelors 
and more a home. The towns were taken in hand first; the 
farmer’s wife had, as yet, not enough leisure to reform the 
country-side. 

An example of the conquest of the American town by the 
American woman was the successful campaign against the 
toleration of organized prostitution, the tacit or open 
earmarking of an area of a city as a “red light district.” Novels 
and films have now given us a kindlier view of this solution 
of the sexual problem than was generally held when it was in its 
glory. The entrepreneuses of the brothels, the “madams” of the 
“sporting houses” were all, we now learn, ladies under the 
skin, their hearts as golden as their hair. This was doubtfully 
true in some cases, and even if it was true in a majority of 
cases, the whole attitude involved in this solution was an 
affirmation of that exclusion of American women from the 
whole of life against which they fought. The brothel, like the 
saloon, was a challenge to the American woman’s passion for 
reducing masculine disorder and moral anarchy to reasonable 
limits (reasonable by female standards). Men were trying to 
have it both ways; to demand from “good” women rigorous 
standards of ignorant decorum and in addition to have licence 
for themselves. The American woman who had played_and 
who knew she had played—so great a part in creating American 
society and who proposed to play an even greater part in 
moulding it, was not disposed to lie down under this threat 
this insult. And, in practice, long before women got the vote’ 
it was politically already very risky to cater too openly to the 
brothel interests, whatever lesser breaches of political decency 
like selling traction franchises might be pardoned to the 
political machine if it was otherwise respectable e g 
Republican in the North, Democratic in the South. 

Campaigns against organized vice were repeated over and 
over again. They were mixed up with mere campaigns 
against indecent books and pictures. But the opinion is 
hazarded here that American women did not really worry 

U°°us I°r Pif?turesp "September Morn” 
left them cold. The brothel and its political tie-up and even 
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moire the cynical and, from a feminist point of. view, con-: 
temptuous arguments with which'the existence of such an 
institution was defended., or palliated, made a test case. 
When the great department store, Macy’s, moved uptown and 
built its vast new store on the site of some of the most famous 
brothels in New York, the ^ early twentieth century opened 
with an omen of a new triumph for the American woman. 
And few are the cities in which the old system survives to-day, 
even in a disguised form. Few are the cities in which open 
street-walking is as much a national institution as it is in 
Britain. The “love-nest” is knownthe visit to the local 
tourist camp for the night is known; little “dens of iniquity” 
such as that which housed the hero of Pal Joey are known. 
But not merely are these at least formally secret, not merely 
does vice pay the real homage of more or less expensive 
hypocrisy to female and sometimes to male virtue, but in all 
these illicit arrangements there is no element of undisguised 
official toleration and there is no double standard of morality. 
In America, as in England, that old dispute is over for the 
time being anyway. The war between the sexes is now fought 
on the level, even if it is a low level by nineteenth-century 
standards. 

But the great triumph of the American woman was prohibi¬ 
tion. It is true that many American women had by 1919 
become sophisticated enough to like a drink themselves. But 
there was more wit than statistical truth in the jest (possibly 
Mrs. Parker’s) that “the American woman got the vote just 
too late to save the old-fashioned saloon.” It is true that, 
nowadays, very few saloons, however old-fashioned, dare 
exclude the ladies, and those which do are liable to be treated 
with the scorn which, so I have been told, American ladies at 
Pompeii and Naples received Italian attempts to exclude them 
from the more curious relics of the culture of imperial 
Rome. But whatever may be the case to-day, a generation 
ago, two generations ago, the American woman declared 
and waged war on drink. It was the great enemy of her 
social and economic security. The bottle rather than the 
blonde was the rival she had to fear for her husband’s income 
and for his otherwise certain devotion to his children. 
Strong drink was abundant and cheap; both beer and wine 
were nineteenth-century importations into the American 
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diet. Whisky, as has been said, was the chief export of 
the primitive frontier and whisky was only one of numerous 
tipples. There were peach brandy and apple jack, white 
mule, Jersey lightning, Medford rum and Bourbon and 
rye whisky. They were, for long, untaxed and fantastically 
cheap. Social life depended on them: great men like Daniel 
Webster lived on them, more or less. Even the clergy were 
not debarred from their enjoyment. European drinking habits 
in the curious combinations of climates known in North 
America often produced catastrophic results. Hot buttered 
rum to keep out the winter cold; mint juleps to keep out the 
summer heat; these were drastic solutions for a serious 
climatic problem. 

Drink was an occasion of sin and a cause of waste. Not 
only was it customary for newspapermen to go off for a week 
or twos hard drinking, but even such dignified persons as 
department store buyers who went out to lunch with custo- 
mers often failed to come back. Mr. Saroyan’s hero who 
held up the alcoholic arms of the telegraphist had his col¬ 
league in every American town and village and in practically 
all professions. Whether President Johnson and President 
Grant were drunkards, or merely had very poor heads for 
liquor, was the subject of much bitter political controversy 
And it is perhaps significant that the first time the White 
mouse had to undergo the rigours of a dry regime was when 
Grant s successor, Rutherford B. Hayes, announced that since 
neither he nor Mrs. Hayes had approved of serving liquor in 
Columbus, Oaio, they would not change their habits in 
Washington, D C. After that, as Secretary of State Evarts 
put it water flowed like champagne in the White House 
No subsequent President made such an issue of the liquor 
question as President Hayes, but whatever sophisticated half- 
foreign dwellers m Washington may have thought, millions of 
Americans warmly approved of the Hayes gesture—and their 
number increased. 

The first prohibition wave, which marked the period of 
ecstatic reforming before the Civil War, ebbed. Only Maine 
fet to go dry, kept the law on its statute books, and it was 

gout amended to read suffering from rheumatism.” Even 
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in the capital of moral reform, Boston, the dry laws were 
openly, defied. It was, so the story runs, in one of the best 
Boston hotels that a classical rebuke was administered to 
a melodramatic, pessimist who asked what he could do if a 
friend, say from St. Louis, wanted a drink.. . “I should sayt 
‘fils de Saint Louis, montez au del,"” said the realist, pointing 
to the floor above where there was a well-equipped speakeasy. 

. This defiance of the law, whether the defiance took the 
form of toleration of prostitution or of liquor, was resented 
by the women who found masculine indiscipline intolerable. 
It is true that such defiance was often not merely anarchical. 
There were substantial profits to be reaped by somebody, 
even by a community as a whole. Some students hold that 
the economic predominance of Seattle over its rivals on Puget 
Sound is due to the initial start it got from the popularity of 
its tolerated and famous brothels with the sailors and lumber¬ 
men of the last frontier. One otherwise undistinguished 
economic centre, Moorhead, Minnesota, for long ow*ed a good 
deal of revenue to its role as. a licensed Alsatia in an area of 
legal Puritanism. ' St. Paul .was frowned on by its neighbour 
Minneapolis for its worldly tolerance; the New England mora¬ 
lists of. Greeley, Colorado, had, no liking fox the wide-open 
character of Denver and the sins of San Francisco wTere long a 
cause of mournful pride to most of California and of a combi¬ 
nation of contempt and envy to Los Angeles. But prohibition 
of liquor, prostitution, even of cigarettes was warmly advoca¬ 
ted by the most vocal American women. All tobacco users 
(Le. snuffers as well as smokers.) were regarded as doubtful 
characters, and as for smoking by women, that was a proof of 
complete social squalor,, as it was among the female pipe-smo¬ 
kers of the southern Appalachians and Ozarks^or of definitely 
sinful propensities. It is only within the last fifteen years or 
so that cigarette manufacturers have been able to get away 
from subterfuges, such as making a pretty girl say “ Blow the 
smoke my way ” and come out and face the fact that most 
young American women smoke—everywhere except in the 
street. 

The slackness of male enforcement of these taboos led to 
direct action. Carry Nation broke up the saloons of Kansas, 
then of other states, finally carrying her crusade as far as 
Glasgow. And by the Eighteenth Amendment and the Vol- 
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stead Act, the sale of beverage alcohol was made illegal aft 
over the United States, even in sinful cities like New York 
and Chicago. There is no need to go into the sad historv nf 
what Mr. Hoover called “an experiment noble in pSpSe ■’ 
1 he limits of mere law were revealed. The old frontier habits 
ot shooting it out returned to the east and the old circus all 
ot ho dmg up the Deadwood Coach was repeated, not in fun 
on hundreds of new concrete highways. The authority of 
state and federal governments was made ludicrous, and regions 
and sections of society which had really never known the open 
use of aicohol in modem times, saw the naive hypocrisyof 
iiigaly alcphojc remedies for aches and pains replaced hv 
openly smtul bathtub gm and moonshine. As prohibition was 
mainly a womens triumph, imposed on the reluctant politicians 
by fear ottne womens vote, the failure of the experiSem 
snould nave oeen highly educational. It showed that there 
yf,?}^lts *£tha de^ree to which the old Adam could be ex- 

n°* 2 parpos?s; 11 revealed some of the realities below 
the facade °t mere voting. The laws, voted by women and 
WaHnfaI zeaIots’ wIere enforced by policemen and other 
legal mstruments and few of them had any belief in the desi-. 
Mia1/7 °f dr?ln^ Americans by law—or any other wav. The 
belief, entertained by many intelligent supporters of prohibition 
tnat a generation ot boys and girls would grow up who not 
knowing rhe taste of alcohol, would not want to drink ’ was 
fir entirely foolish. No one could hold such a vkw 
about sex appetites, so moral legislators in that field had 
gways known that they had their work cut out for them 
;„u expenment never got a fair chance since no genera^ 
tocM°f Amencan adolescents had more real alcoholic tenm- 

m,Ifcs wa>T than during the years when boo*e was 
news, daily, dramatic news. was 

thl^ctoeMof P^SihV^ee^ th,! opti“ism that to u ■ or prohibition and the optimism which wef- 
comed that international Volstead Act, the KeUogg Pact In 

dreds ’ and 'evangelical mass conversion. Hun- 
Se deil in had-renounced the world, the flesh and 
we aevu in Kentucky or m the burned-over” 

mmdJt°rlC And^tV hy sll0uId-not .the nations renounce mutual murder? And this conversion involved no serious 
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-tocktaking, involved no more than a firm resolution that the 
United States would not attack any nation and a belief that 
no nation would attack any other—especially the United 
States. That peace requires positive as well as negative action, 
that works as well as faith are needed, were ideas unwelcome 
to those golden days when, drink and poverty having been put 
on the road to extinction, war was scheduled as next to go. 
General amiability, a good neighbour policy that it was hoped 
would spread ; these were to be enough. It was not that the 
other signatories to the pact were trusted implicitly, but it 
was obviously such good morals and such good business to 
renounce war I That there were rulers of peoples, in power 
or soon to be in power, who took a different view of morals 
was ignored. So too was the fact that it was ail very well for 
President Coolidge to announce that “ the business of the 
United States is business.” Other powerful peoples did 
not agree that their business was exclusively business. 
What was at most true of American society at one 
moment in its history was taken as universally true. It 
was soon not even true of the United States. But these illu¬ 
sions, for a time, concealed from the American people, espe- 
cially from the American woman, a truth enunciated by Mr. 
Dooley at the beginning of this belligerent century. As he 
pointed out, you can refuse to love a man, you can refuse to 
play with him, you can refuse to lend him'money, but if he 
wants a fight, you have got to oblige him. 

War, even more than drink, was an absurd relic of man’s 
barbaric and disorderly past. It was destructive ; it destroyed 
what women made, children and homes. It led to waste of 
national resources on armaments. It was a purely masculine 
activity and in every society in which it was a mam activity, it 
was inevitable that the position of women (the infallible index 
of civilization as nearly every American woman believed 
and nearly every American man professed to believe! should 

be inferior. 

And those who, like William James, looked for a moral 
equivalent for war, were put off by games of regulated violence 
like unreformed college football where the armour of the 
players underlined its adequately dangerous character as the 
American version of the bull fight. In campaigns for all kinds 
of objects, military metaphors were freely used and the 
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American tradition of processions, of demonstrations, of 
massed emotional meetings, going back to the frontier 
camp-meeting and the frontier political campaign, provided., 
substitutes for military parades and the pride,, pomp and . 
circumstance of mimic war. So did military uniforms, military; 
nomenclature. 

The combination of a profound hatred of' war and of 
militarism with an innocent delight in playing soldiers, is one- 
of those apparent contradictions of American life that one has 
to accept. The American state universities for the most part 
started as land grant colleges, that is they were given large 
areas of federal land to subsidize education in agriculture and 
the mechanical arts. But as the grants were made during the 
Civil War, military training was demanded too. The American 
Army, once die South was conquered, shrank to a few thou¬ 
sands again; the militia was merely an amateur police force; 
nevertheless, military training of a kind remained a vague 
obligation of the state universities. It was not necessarily very- 
functional. I myself have been served in a university restaur¬ 
ant, a few months after Pearl Harbor, by students wearing 
movie usher uniforms plus swords; they were going on a 
parade as soon as the washing-up was done. The possibilities 
of exhibiting female legs in vigorous action provided by making 
“majorettes” (high-stepping and high spirited young women) 
the chief feature of a college military band have not been 
neglected and one of the most eminent American social 
critics has given us a highly plausible account of military 
training at Ohio State University during the last German war. 
“ We drilled with old Springfield rifles and studied the tactics 
of the Civil War even though the World War was going on 
at the time. At 11 o’clock each morning thousands of fresh¬ 
men used to deploy over the campus, moodily creeping up on 
the old chemistry building. It was good training for the kind 
of warfare that was waged at Shiloh, but it had no connection 
with what was going on in Europe. Some people used to think 
there was German money behind it, but they didn’t dare say 
so or they would have been thrown in jail as German spies.” 1 

A more apparently odd example of innocent militarism is 
provided by the military school. These are not schools 

t Jtwes Thurber. My Life and Hard Times, p. 123. {Hamish. Hamilton) 
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preparing for the army, or with a strong army tradition like 
Haileybury or Wellington, and are not to be confused with 
real military academies for training officers like the Virginia 
Military Institute or the Citadel at Charleston, South Carolina, 
They are simply boarding schools organised on military lines. 
They may be described as English public schools, organized 
round the O. T. C. instead of the cricket eleven. The boys 
wear uniforms, a good deal more dashing than those of the 
American Army or even of the Marine Corps. School spirit is 
translated into military terms; the 44buckle down, Woon- 
sockie, buckle down ” type of song is set for bugles. Military 
methods of command are relied on to discipline the boy who is 
a handful at home and a certain amount of elementary military 
training is provided. To see the Eton O. T. C. learning the 
manual of arms in what Americans call 44cutaways” is to 
realize how much better they do such things at Culver. But 
there is no real military indoctrination; no militarism, no 
prototype of the 41 leader schools.” of the Third Reich, or even 
the slightly fevered atmosphere of the old United Services 
College as seen by Kipling in the retrospect of Stalky and 
Company.. I don't know of a Quaker military school but I 
really don’t see why there shouldn’t be one. 

There was some pacifist agitation against compulsory military 
training in colleges. Probably some parents decided against 
sending their boys to military school because it was military. 
But both college and school military training were so obviously 
unmilitarist in spirit, that only . the most morally sensitive 
really felt strongly about it. To worry about the militarization 
of young America was about as foolish as to worry about those 
colonel’s commissions that Governor Ruby Lafoon of Kentucky 
was showering on* every girl and most men who got within 
hailing distance ■■ of the capitol at Frankfort. Never ^did 
America .more determinedly not .raise its boys to be soldiers, 
thap in the. years before the coming of the most terrible foreign 
war in American history. 

The-American people, it must be repeated, have always been 
anti-militarist but never, .anti-military. They have combined 
a rational and civilized, horror for the waste and inhumanity of 
war with a simple and, for peoples of European origin, natural 
pleasure in the trappings of war. Their view of what consti¬ 
tutes the due “pride, pomp and circumstance” of warlike 
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parade is not that of the English or the Germans or the 
Japanese, but it is genuine all the same. 

Nevertheless, the ’survival of this pleasure in the circus side 
of warlike activity and a great deal of rather naive patriotic 
enthusiasm about'the past was accompanied, between 1919 and 
1959, with an equally vociferous real for perpetual peace and a 
refusal (equalled only in Britain and the British dominions) 
to see that*peace could not be bought by mere resolutions of 
good behaviour and might indeed, call for such efforts of 
self-discipline and self-criticism that war would come to seem 
almost preferable. 

As has been suggested, the growing and deserved power of 
American women had something to do with this attitude. ■ So 
had a genuine and very justifiable optimism about America 
and a natural and in many ways admirable pride in the fact 
that so much of the world had now come to school to. America,. 
that the prestige of American ways of life was so high,_ . Had 
not a distinguished Frenchman, M. Andre Siegfried, said that 
the world would have to choose between Henry Ford and 
Gandhi? And few were the Americans who believed that,' 
if the choice were given, any serious number even of the most: 
benighted foreigners would choose Gandhi. . And even if they , 
did, the one thing Ford and Gandhi, had in common: was, 
pacifism. 

In the creation of this attitude there was, however, one 
factor of overwhelming importance, the widespread, almost 
universal American belief that intervention in the war of 
1914-18 had been a luxury and a foolish luxury at that. No 
nation likes being 44played for a sucker”; no nation likes to 
think that it has been the victim of a gang of international 
spiritual comrades of Mr. W. C. Fields, all resolved not to give 
the American sucker an even break. American slang is rich in 
terms to describe the fate of the victim of the con man. America, 
so the American people was soon told, had been robbed by 
international crooks who had found the job of swindling her 
appointed guardians no more difficult than 14 rolling a lush.” 
America was the lush and the booze that had made her so 
easy a victim of international pickpockets was propaganda. 

For the student of that art, the history of the American 
campaign of propaganda against propaganda must always rank as 
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a masterpiece. Compared with the agents of Britain whom they 
denounced, the propagandists against propaganda were real mas¬ 
ters commenting on the daubs of well-meaning amateurs. Like 
their British predecessors of 1914-17, the American artists were 
often perfectly sincere, bringing not merely more learning, 
more talent and more knowledge of the market to the job, but 
doing all this with a conviction of moral superiority that the 
most naive Briton could not have excelled. It is possible that 
some of the leaders in this campaign were slightly cynical 
After all, it was not unprofitable in more than one way to see 
the world through German spectacles. Others were animated 
by the natural human reaction, especially natural in the young, 
against believing all or much of wThat your pastors and masters 
have told you. And lastly it was to the interest of the 
Republican Party to discredit the policy of the Democratic 
administration. “The war is a failure” was the Democratic 
Party line invented to' discredit Lincoln -in 1864. “The war 
was a fraud” was the slogan of Republican Valiandighams in 
1920 and later. 

But there was in American resentment a genuine moral 
element. The world had not been safe for democracy 
.(Chesterton’s reminder at the time that it could not be, that 
it was a dangerous trade, had been ignored). In many ways 
the world got. worse while the United States got better 
and even when the smash of 1929 proved that the American 
way of life could go backwards too it was natural to blame 
some exterior force. All the nations which were victims of the 
war of 1914-18, victors and vanquished alike, naturally found 
comfort in blaming outsiders, with, a good deal of justice, for 
the outsiders, were blamable. . So a situation was created in 
America : in which . candid . thought ^ about the late war 
was made almost as difficult as it was in any of the countries 
that had suffered far more deeply. 

It is the comparatively slight statistical impact of the last 
war on America, set in' dramatic contrast to the psycho¬ 
logical impact, that makes it hard for the foreigner to be just 
to the American revulsion from that war and from all wars 
that seemed like that war. _ American losses in life were far 
less, both absolutely and in proportion to the population, 
than American losses in the^ Civil ^ War. The American 
motor-car was a far more efficient killer of American youth 
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than the German Army. Not very large towns m England 
and Scotland suffered more fatal casualties than some 
American states. Yet the feeling of great waste and mere 
waste was genuine. These American boys need not have 
been killed at all. A boy killed by a speeding car died a 
natural death; a boy killed in the Argonne was killed by 
propaganda* but for which he would have stayed at home. 

Again it must constantly be remembered that no nation 
had ever fought on such a scale so far from home before this 
war—and iris again the Americans who are fighting on the 
greatest scale far from home. It is true that this is in itself an 
advantage to America. The people of London learned in 
1940, what the French learned in 1914-18, that it is no matter 
for rejoicing to have a war on your own doorstep. If the 
real interests of the United States were involved in either of 
these wars, the American people were to be congratulated on 
keeping the river of destruction away from their door. But 
simple people in any country refuse to reason that way. 
The remoteness of the battlefields, the thought that their 
sons were going into exile as well as into battle, was painful 
to American fathers and mothers. The thought of their dying 
so far from home was more bitter than the thought of their 
simply dying. The French soldier, dying on the retreat from 
Moscow, whose only complaint was, It’s a long way from 
Carcassonne,” expressed a universal and ancient attitude: 

Dulcis moriens reminiscitur Argos. 

Even had the world of 1919 onwards been obviously a 
great improvement on the world of 1914, the American 
people might have succumbed to the temptation to do some 
excessively rigorous political book-keeping. But as it was, the 
theory that all this waste and suffering could have been 
avoided was. sure to be readily welcomed and it was. And 
the simplest form of the mere waste theory was the belief 
that propaganda had dragged America into a mess she had 
not made and in whose cleaning up she had no serious interest. 

An eminent Victorian rationalist, it is asserted, once 
refused to “plaster the fair face of truth with that pestilent 
cosmetic, rhetoric.” Something of the same vehement passion 
for truth in political advertising overcame the enemies of 
propaganda. In their zeal for c^lm, objective, disinterested 
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statement of tbe truth, they were themselves, at times, betrayed 
into what was rather like the style. of the much abused 
propagandists..' 4In the Great Society it. is no longer possible 
to fuse the waywardness of individuals in the furnace of the 
War dance; a new and subtler instrument must weld thous¬ 
ands and even millions of human beings into one amalgamated 
mass of hate and will and hope. A new flame must burn out 
the canker of dissent and temper the steel of bellicose 
enthusiasm. The name of this new hammer and anvil of 
social solidarity is propaganda. Talk must take the place of 
drill; print must supplant the dance. War dances live in 
literature and at the fringes of the modem earth; war 
propaganda breathes and fumes.in the capitals and provinces 
of the world.”1 At first sight this reads like a description of 
a jitterbug session, but for all its corinthian exuberance of 
style, it is an admirable piece of propaganda against 
propaganda. For it suggests to the impressionable reader that 
propaganda can only work one way, in the direction of action 
and of undesirable action. Whether desirable action could be 
stimulated, or whether desirable action was above the need of 
..stimulation, or whether inaction, the adoption of a generally 
sceptically indifferent attitude was a good thing or a preservative 
against obviously bad things, these were questions that the 
average forward-looking writer did not put and if they were 
put did not stay to answer or hear answered. 

The American people had, of course, many other reasons 
for scepticism. There was a considerable waste of simple 
faith and trust in the advertising world, not so much because 
the standard of ■ advertising veracity went down (it went 
up), but because the seriousness with which advertising was 
treated led. to a general customer’s attitude. “You’Ve got 
to show me”—and the customer, asked to think hard or 
dangerous or unpleasant thoughts,. naturally asked to be 
excused.. All the. heart-warming epithets .left over and still 
usable were quickly debased by their excessive employment in 
football pep talks... The naive student whose 4Td die for dear 
old Rutgers” got an easy laugh was followed by the cynical 
student whose unwillingness to believe in or act for any cause 
was taken as a proof of sophistication. The old were airazd 

i Professor Harold D. Lasswell, Propaganda Technique in the World War, 
quoted in James R. Mock and Cedric Larson, Words that Won the War, p. ix» 
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to profess and the young too shy to admit any generous 
sentiments at all. Ill-understood words like “semantics’1 
were bandied about and never was a generation so much 
under the influence of rhetoric, of mere words, as that Ameri¬ 
can student generation that prided itself on standing, clear¬ 
eyed and cold, on a mountain top from which it could look 
down on the gullible generations of the near and distant 
past. Young people make very poor fcynics, very poor 
realists, and the American young were no exception. But 
since the young hate being out of the fashion of their own age, 
a determined hardboiledness became the only tolerable wear, 
a sort of ideological equivalent of crew-cut hair and brogues. 

The arguments advanced by the enemies of the policy of the 
Wilson administration—and accepted by many of its friends— 
were not merely convenient, they were plausible. American 
intervention xn 1917 had been represented in two lights, 
neither of them of adequate candle-power to make the whole 
picture clear. There was the view that promises of good, 
behaviour made by the Germans had been broken, that the 
dignity of the United States had been attacked, that the flag 
had been fired on, that American men, women and children 
had been murdered on the high seas on their lawful occasions. 
That view was true as far as it went. It was a powerful 
stimulant to emotional action while the old, simple view of 
national dignity and honour was still powerful but just as the 
firing on Fort Sumter and on the flag was only the occasion, 
not the cause of the Civil War, so was the German submarine 
campaign. By the use of the submarine, the German Govern¬ 
ment intended not merely a reprisal for the British blockade 
but the destruction of British military power by naval means, 
by the naval means open to the lesser naval power. The 
calculation that this was the best and cheapest way to* win the 
war even if it brought the Americans in was deliberately made. 
Only an American acceptance of whatever this policy involved 
and, far more important, an acceptance of whatever the results 
of the success of this policy involved, would have saved the 
United States from war. 

This was evident to acute American publicists, to studehts 
of public policy. Some were drilling to take the risk of a 
German victory* some were nor. Some believed that there 
was no real risk of such a victory anyway, others that the 
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United States could get. along in a world in which sea-power 
and land~powTer were united, others that unpleasant as such a 
world would be and expensive as living in it would prove, the 
price of avoiding such a disaster by entering the war on the 
side of Britain and France was excessive. It does not always 
pay to insure; the premium may be too high. 

But the American people, used to the idea of immunity, their 
eyes turned inward by centuries of historical necessity, 
ill-informed as to the issues of power involved and sceptical as 
to the risks for the United States of any shift in the balance of 
power, could not be moved to action by any such reasoning. 
One Yankee could lick any ten foreigners. This argument 
was even advanced about navies where gallantry is no substitute 

..for ships. By 1914, the only naval power in a position to 
threaten the dominance of the.British Navy was the German, 
not the American, but as a -writer in Munsey's Magazine put 
jt, the superior qualities of the officers and men would more 
than.compensate for the inferior number of battleships and the 
complete absence of battle-cruisers. 
... The American people had to be stirred.to action by an 
emotional cry and. probably it was stirred enough by the mere 
insult to the flag. But this, was not quite enough for the 
emotional temper required to do more than arm merchantmen 
or convoy shipping. The “little knot of wilful men’’ in the 
Senate who filibustered against the bill for arming ships were 
probably as unpopular with the majority of the American 
people as they were with President .Wilson, but they would have 
been more- numerous and less wilful if they had been opposing 
the sending overseas of an American Expeditionary Force. 

It was not merely the power.-issue or even the issue of 
national dignity that provided the driving force. It was the 
growing American conviction that there was a danger to the 
American way'of life in the triumph of a government like that 
of imperial Germany. The American people had become more 
and more convinced that there was far more in common 
between ' them and the British and French than there was 
between them and the Germans. They were stirred by the 
invasion of Belgium, by the devastation of France, by the 
public bad manners of the German Government (bad manners 
that were. .an. .expensive luxury for the Germans long 
before 1914). It is sometimes said or was sometimes written 
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that the Germans lost their propaganda battle because the 
British cut the cables to America and the Germans could 
not tell their own story. But even ^ in 1914 the. wireless 
system existed and It was quite possible for the Germans 
to tell their own story, not only directly to America by 
air but indirectly through the American correspondents 
in Germany, men like Carl von Wiegand • or other 
occasional visitors to and admirers of the efficiency of the. 
German Army and State .like Mr. Joseph Paterson, then of the 
Chicago Tribune and now of the New York Daily News. What 
cramped the style of German propagandists like Mr. Viereck 
in 1914 and 1939-41 was the awkward fact that the British 
agents, with aU their cunning and unscrupulousness, were telling 
the truth-—and of course embroidering it. It was not that 
some difficulties were put in the'way of explaining why the 
Germans had to invade Belgium or sink the Lusitania which 
explained the trend of American opinion. It was the 
fact that they had invaded Belgium and sunk the Lusitania, 
If the German propaganda offices in Berlin had been able to" 
denounce the burning of the Louvain library or the destruction ' 
of Rheims Cathedral as lies made up out of whole cloth, that 
would have been something, as the stout denial of having sunk 
the Athenia in 1939 was something, at any rate with those 
resolved to believe anything. It is not impossible that the 
world would have been better off, that there would have been 
an effectual exploitation of the victory of 1918 to secure peace 
for several generations (an aim that would have seemed 
preposterously impracticable to most of the human race a 
century ago) if the case for American intervention in 1917 had 
been represented in less moralistic terms. As it was, the 
American people saw themselves as giving, giving food and 
munitions and men to a general cause in which all the other 
peoples had material ends and th^ American people, alone, 
had purely moral ends in view. It was an attitude expressed 
h\ the words of a great man who was not sufficiently self- 
critical or critical of the aims of his own people. “Sometimes 
people call me an idealist. Well, that is the way I know I am an 
American. America is the onl#idealist nation in the world.” 
So spoke Woodrow Wilson. It was not a very helpful attitude 
to bring to the solution of the problems of a world in which 
other people were as idealistic as they could afford to be, but 
coutn afford less than Uncle Sam. And only a nation giving 
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constant proof of .altruistic .idealism could possibly have got 
away with this attitude of high moral superiority. No nation, 
not even the American nation, can keep at this high level all 
the time. So Europe was ironical at the expense of America 
and America was shocked by the sight of Europe. 

It might have been better to have had less high moral hopes 
at the beginning and, with a strong admixture of Yankee 
practicality, to have compromised, openly, with the Mammon 
of Unrighteousness, taking this sinful world and the so-called 
human race more as they are and less as they should be, 
noting that men were made a little less than the angels, but 
.did not stay at that high level. 

There was a mutual disillusionment. Europe which had 
hoped for a new birth of freedom, resented sermons from the . 
United States of Harding and Coolidge. America which Mfi 
rightly seen herself as a liberator was not ready enough to see 
that a real liberation had taken place and that there tvere 
possibilities in the Europe of Versailles if it could be integrated 
into a world system. . 

It is unnecessary to go into, the long tragi-comedy of 
disillusionment and recrimination. The intellectuals on both 
sides, of the Atlantic had so much to say for Germany and so 
little to say about Germany and her neighbours that the man 
in the street was embittered or bored. Being less sentimental 
/and less optimistic than his intellectual betters, the American 
man .in the street saw* from the beginning, that the only way 
to stop Hitler was to stop him. and the sooner the better. It 
was from 1933 on, a case -for the Sheriff or a Vigilante 
Committee, not. for discussions as to why bandits turn bandits. 
The feebleness of the western European powers in those years 
justified any form of American contempt and, indeed, of 
American resentment. It was true that it was American aid 
that gave the Allies decisive victory, in 1918. Why were the 
fruits of that victory given away so easily? Wlfy were the 
Nazis allowed to begin with successful petty crime like stealing 
apples and confronted^ only with sermons? If this was all 
right, what had the last war been about? I have heard a 
distinguished American ask this question of -a very 
distinguished Englishman who had nothing but the usual 
baloney about Versailles, etc., to offer. It was not good 
enough—as that Englishman learned before his death, when he 
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had to fig at an attitude of mind in America that he had helped 

to justify. 

The Americans who asserted that America had been duped 
in 1917 did not need to use either German or American 
arguments; they had only to listen to the speeches, read the 
writings and still more inspect the conduct of the rulers and 
leaders of France and Britain. But of course they had plenty 
or help from Americans. Scholars, sciolists, charlatans,, 
mercenaries all combined to darken counsel. ^ Moral optimism 
about Germany combined with moral pessimism about Britain 
to induce a state of more or less contemptuous resignation. 
Many complicated questions of historical responsibility were 
settled out-of-hand, and men famous for their vigilance in 
domestic matters were remarkably credulous outside the ring- 
Hnce of American territory. They were _ optimistic because; 
they greatly under-estimated the difficulties and, still more, 
the cost of keeping that fence in repair; they greatly under¬ 
estimated the power of the nations that had designs on the 
fence or on what it contained. They extended their own view 
of the world too easily to other peoples. So one, the most 
eminent of all, thought that All Quiet on the Western Front 
was a German film which was not only unjust to Hollywood, 
but prevented adequate attention . being paid to what films. 
UFA and Hugenburg were providing for the. German , people 
and, indeed, from attention being paid to what the German 
people were reading besides All Quiet on the Western Front. 
And if you really classify Carnival in Flanders (La Kermesse 
Herd'ique) as a film showing the unattractiveness of war, your, 
judgment of general human nature has been distorted to..the. 
point that limits the usefulness of a publicist. 

^ ■' v' ' ' 

MAN does not live by ‘ bread, even by pre-sliced bread, 
alone, and the material optimism bred by American 
experience has not been accompanied by pi equally 

incontestable spiritual self-confidence. Americans are men 
and women subject to the strains and ordeals of humanity and 
they have, in addition, inherited from Europe a cultural 
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tradition that fights against mere naive confidence in a world 
that, every day and in every way, gets better and better. 
Nevertheless, the American tradition is tied to the idea of 
progress; it has grown in the centuries in which that novel 
and revolutionary idea took possession, of man's mind in the 
West and all American experience has seemed to confirm the 
view that the world is advancing towards something better, 
to a fuller, richer life for more people, more of the time. 
What a great English scholar has written of the Dark Ages, out 
of which modern Europe and modem, America have emerged, 
is almost comically unlike America. “If that age was an.age 
of faith, it was not merely on account of its external religious 
profession; still less does it mean that the men of that age were 
more moral or more humane or more just in their social and 
economic relations than the men of to-day. It is rather because 
they had no faith in themselves, or in the possibilities of human 
effort, but put their trust in something more than civilisation 
and something outside history.” 1 

The American historical experience has been totally different. 
It has been the product of profound faith in man’s possibilities 
.and repeated historical justification for that faith. It is true 
that the religious, tradition, imported from Europe by the 
earlier settlers, especially in New England, had its ingredient 
of Christian humility and pessimism, ; President Eliot . of 
Harvard, in the confident nineteenth, century, was proclaiming 
.an old New England attitude when he altered the inscription 
over the door of the new philosophy building in Harvard from 
“Man is the measure of all things ” chosen by the philosophers, 
to “What is man that Thou art mindful of him?” chosen by 
himself. ...But .President Eliot, himself was full of American 
optimism and that was made plain enough when he encounter¬ 
ed, in the person of George Santayana, a representative of 
genuine Mediterranean, .pessimistic clarity. Another Eliot was, 
in the next .generation, to take more the side of Santayana than 
of Charles Eliot, but Mr. T. S. Eliot, in choosing to live m England 
rather than , in St. Louis or Boston, passed judgment not only 
on the American scene but on his own fitness to adorn it. 

Even in early New* England, as Professor Perry Miller has 
shown, optimism about the destiny of man and society would 

1 Christopher Dawson, The Malting of Europe, p. xix. 
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keep creeping in. The New England Calvinists of the first gene¬ 
ration of Massachusetts and Harvard were, by the rigorous 
standards of sixteenth-century Calvinism, deplorably lax, not. 
quite Arminian, but not really orthodox either. The American 
experience fought against the orthodox doctrine of Protestant 
Europe. When Jonathan Edwards in eighteenth-century 
Massachusetts tried to turn back the tide, he was defeated not 
merely because of his tactless investigation into the reading 
habits and the free conversation of the sons and daughters of 
the best families of Northampton, but because the campaign 
had already been lost. It was not even a rearguard action that 
he was fighting; it was a return from Elba for the .old 
orthodoxy, a return that ended with a decisive Waterloo. 

American religion was committed, more and more, to an 
optimistic t view of God’s purpose in the world and to an 
identification of that purpose with the purpose of man, 
especially American man. Religion more and more lost its 
supernatural and other-world character. God was conceived 
of as a kind of King of Broodingnag convinced that 44 whoever 
could make two ears of com or two blades of grass to grow 
upon a spot of ground where only one grew before, would 
deserve better of mankind and do more essential, service to 
his country than the whole race of politicians put together/1 
And not only than politicians but than unproductive' saints. 
The American religious mind was made ready for the 
acceptance of the optimistic deism of Franklin and Jefferson, 
and thousands who would have been horrified to admit that 
they shared the religious views of those great heretics did in 
fact share more of their views than they knew and were 
tether removed from the views of old orthodox Christianity 
than they knew. The evangelical denominations might still 
insist on faith before works, but faith was expected to show 
forth its fruits in works, especially in economic works like 
abstention from extravagant vices like drink and sexual sin; 
greed or acquisitiveness was not only not condemned but more 
and more became a virtue. 

It is no new opinion that since the Reformation there has been 
a more open identification of worldly prosperity with virtue 
than was openly preached if not practised before. The virtues 
inculcated by evangelical religion bore fruit in wealth that was 
accepted, as a proof of virtue. So far the American experience 
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does not differ from the English. But the American experience 
has gone further.' In some popular versions of modern 
American religion, prosperity is not merely evidence of virtue, 
it is virtue. It is no mere matter of seeking first the Kingdom 
of God and having wealth added unto you. Wealth, material 
success, happiness in this world is the Kingdom of God. If a 
reader doubts this let him read the literature issued from 
Moscow, Idaho, by Dr. Frank B. Robinson,1 or “ The [late] 
Great I Am,” or listen to Father Divine or con the advertising 

.pages of the press of that great religious centre, Los Angeles. 
What the early Christians promised for the next world and 
other great religions have tried to persuade their adherents to 
despise is, for many Americans (in this possibly just one jump 

..ahead of the English), the aim of religion. And Christian 
'Science, in a less naive -way, represents the same refusal to 
accept the grim view of life that so many hundreds of genera¬ 
tions of experience had made second nature to the human 
race. The optimism of poets like Shelley, their belief that 

the world’s great age begins anew 

1 See Dr. Robinson’s advertisement in The World Almanac for 1943. **‘1 
TALKED WITH GOD.’ (Yes, I Did—Actually and Literally) . and as a 
.result of that little talk with God a strange power came into my life. After 
forty-two years of horrible, dismal, sickening failure, everything took on a 
brighter hue. It’s fascinating to talk with God, and it can he done very 
easily once you learn the secret. And when you do—well there will come 
into1 your life the same dynamic Power which came into mine. The shackles 
of defeat which bound me for years went a-shimmering—and now?—well, 
I am President of the News Review Publishing Company, which corporation 
publishes the largest circulating afternoon daily in N orth ldaho._ I own the 
largest office building in our city, I drive a beautiful Cadillac limousine. I 
own my own home, which has a lovely pipe-organ in it, and my family are 
abundantly provided for after I’m gone. And all this has been made possible 
because, one day,'ten'years ago, I actually and literally talked with God. 

“You, too, may experience that strange mystical power which comes from 
talking with God, and when you do, if there is poverty, unrest, unhappiness, 
or ill-health in your life, well—this same God-Power is able to do for you 
what it did for me. No matter how useless or helpless your life seems to be - 
all this can be changed. .For this is not a human Power I’m talking about— 
it’s a God-Power. And there can be no limitations to the God-Power, can 
there ? ” For one cent spent on a postcard, this secret is revealed to all—or, 
at any rate, the first and cheapest steps can be taken. The present popula¬ 
tion of Moscow, Idaho, is 6,000, a rise of nearly 2,000 in ten years, much ot 
which may well be due to the business brought by Dr. Robinson. Ike 
circulation figures for The Daily Idahmian axe not given.m The Editor end 
Publisher. But the biggest paper in the state has just 20,000, so Dr. Robinson 
is a booster as well as mystic. 
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was% after ail tempered by a fear that it might turn out to be 
another historical confidence trick. 

The world is weary of the past, 
O might it die or rest at iast. 

Such pessimism was of course not at all unknown to Ameri¬ 
cans, to Creat^ Americans. It was Thoreau who observed 
with justice that most men live lives of “ quiet desperation.” 
It was the author of Huckleberry Fimi who wrote (but did not 
publish; The Mem Who Corrupted Hadleyburg. It was the 
American ^ on whose life and example most hagiographical 
talent lias been expended, whose favourite poem began: 

O why should the spirit of mortal be proud? 

And it was again Lincoln who, after the fall of Richmond'8" 
when it was obvious that the Civil War was drawing to 
a triumphant close, that, as Whitman was to ■write : 

--our fearful trip is done. 
The ship has weatnered every rack, the price we sought is won 

made no such triumphant comment but repeated, with all 
his melancholy emphasis, a very different passage of poetry: 

Duncan is in his grave ; 
After lire s fitful fever he sleeps well; 
Treason has done his worst; nor steel, nor poison. 
Malice domestic, foreign levy, nothing, 
Can touch him further. 

But the American.tradition most effectively publicized is 
not disposed to worry over. 

...the dead. 
Whom we to gain our peace, have sent to peace. 

That life is not reducible to formulas, that there are bound 
to be sorrows and disillusionment even for the best-prepared 
for the new elect who have had the right eugenic ancestry, the* 
proper education, the necessary contacts, is a heresy in modern 
America. The man who has cured himself of B. O. and hali¬ 
tosis, has learned French to surprise the waiter and the saxo- 
paone to amuse tae company may, as Heywood Broun said 
imd that people still avoid him because they do not like him. * 

hif’eSr0nI5?at,er£ained by a few cranks, or is 
it in fact half-oekeved m by a great part of the population ? 
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In a nation where it is news, comforting news, that 44 Life _ be¬ 
gins at forty,” some scepticism must have crept into the nation¬ 
al view-point. Some people must have thought that life 
came to an end when the first illusions, the first hopes, the 
fresh power of youth, were exhausted, have thought that 
American life was designed for boys and young men, for girls 
of course, too, but not for adults. If this.belief is or was 
widespread, one reason is to be found (as critical Americans 
have pointed out) in a view of life in which success is identi¬ 
fied with competitive success, not with attaining a fixed 
standard, but with winning a place in the first ten of every 
hundred. As far as this view is accepted, it condemns the vast 
majority to failure, since 90 per cent, must be ranked as un¬ 
successful. It is true that the man who is successful in one Hne 
may be unsuccessful in all others—and much American 
advertising is devoted to making a man anxious about his 
appearance, his fluency in speech, even his smell, who yet has 
serious economic or professional reasons for complacency, and 
on the other hand, a man who is unsuccessful in business or his 
profession'can, with less success, be given some compensation 
by being sold culture, or some other non-priceable good. He 
can be induced to look forward to a secure old age by an 
insurance company or to. a new and vigorous middle age by 
the advertisers of religions, education, body-belts, or what 
have you. But the American man in the street is not descen¬ 
ded from buyers of wooden nutmegs, but from sellers of them. 
He takes advertising seriously but not as seriously as all that. 
He is not surprised to learn from Mr. John R. Tunis that the 
economic record of a Harvard 44 class,” twenty years on, shows 
quite depressing results—if from a higher education a large 
cash income is anticipated. He remembers catastrophes like 
that of 1929 when the current hotel joke was not about over¬ 
crowding but the question put by the clerk; “ What do you 
want a room for, sleeping in or jumping from ? The anxieties 
of the American business man, his need for health farms, like 
the need of his wife for psycho-analysis and Yogis is another 
standard national joke. The fresh, boyish, unlined, happy and, 
in the good sense of the term, ingenuous faces of the young 
American soldiers whom one can see in the London Under¬ 
ground, are replaced in twenty years time by faces as marked 
by the 44 contagion of the world’s slow stain ” as those oi the 
sharp-faced, acute, cynical Cockney soldiers are, if not from 
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birth, at bast from adolescence. The world cannot be made 
safe for boys and girls, no matter how hard parents and society 
may try. They do grow up—and if they don’t, the worse for 
them. 

It is perhaps the competitive strain of American life that 
accounts for the excessive gloom of current American letters 
Just as an American advertiser is not content, like his English 
colleague,^to tell you that AAA is good for you,” but insists 
that “XXX is better,” on sale at the “better” bars or 
five-and-tens, the American novelist insists on telling 
you that things are worse and getting worse all the 
time. A great deal of this literary pessimism is mere 
fashion; the black paint is shot on by a paint-gun in the 
literary assembly line. It is merely Eddie Guest and Harold 
Bell Wright in reverse. But it is, in the case of the better 
writers, more than that. It is a resentful criticism of American 
life as being full of promises that no society can, in fact, 
keep. It is not valid criticism of modern American literature 
that it takes a gloomy view, that it shows the unhappy side of 
American life. It it does, if it is bitterly critical, that is 
no novelty, so were many admitted past masters: Howells in 
his political novels, Henry James in his life; the western 
agrarians of 1900 in their gritty pictures of life on the farm 
or the small town in Kansas or Nebraska. If Aldous Huxley 
is right in attributing German inability to handle the problem 
of modern personal life to the rarity of good German novels 
Americans ought to be grateful to their novelists who provide 
them with abundant precedents for all possible emergencies 
And it would be a fraud on the public not to provide a 
sufficiently large number of ugly, awkward, dangerous and 
painfui situations, for we shall none of us miss experiences 
of that type. A happy literature is a dangerous drug. 

Pessimisric American writers, from Dreiser to Marv 
McCarthy, have, in fact, helped to break down the American 
view of lire into still unreconciled attitudes. The optimis¬ 
tic religion of business and progress proved inadequate, and 
witn its collapse other parts of the national religion were 
at least shaken. The standards of family morals, of sexual 
behaviour were affected. It is true that a great deal of the- 
alarm over the dangerous immorality of modern American 
letters was silly. The book censors who hunted for 
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improper words were no better employed than the movie or 
beach censors who measured sweaters with the eyes cf a 
lubricous geometrician or bathing dresses with an inch rape. 
Nevertheless, the censors, however stupid, were vaguely 
registering a great change, the invasion of sexual morals by 
the competitive standard that had conquered business. 

Advertising and fiction alike told boys and girls that 
sexual happiness was theirs on pretty reasonable terms. Mr* 
James J. Walker was wrong when he said no girl had ever 
been ruined by a book, though he was right in thinking 
that no girl would be saved by idiotic censorship, especially if 
it left advertising sections alone, as being business and not 
art For literature and advertising both presented possible 
lines of conduct that had been “unthinkable*’ {though, of 
course, thought of) a generation before. They offered 
precedents for action that came home to the young and 
produced more strains, more differences between the fiction 
of American life and the fact. And as another unsuccessful 
municipal politician -could have told. ex-May or Walker, it 
was nothing new 

Galeotto fu il libro e chi lo scrisse: 
Quel giorno pin non vi leggemo avanti. 

Again, what was not mere nonsense for boys and girls 
whatever ethical dangers it involved, was dangerous for 
adults, for it bred in them either an easy optimism', that 
the shortest way across was the best way round; or it bred 
a premature pessimism and added to the amount of dissent 
from the official Panglossian religion that all was for the 
best in the best, of all possible republics, or would be as soon 
as That Man was out of the White House, More people 
than was really, necessary reacted, reacted by divorce, by 
neurosis, by an affected gloom that was no more impressive or 
convincing than so much real estate optimism. And it was 
not a. moment .too soon that one of the a cutest American 
sociologists issued'his manifesto called: Let Your Mind Alone. 

But literary pessimism was not merely pessimism about 
this, “so-called human race,”' merely doubts about “how to 
tell man from the apes/' Jt was pessimism about that part of 
American life which had, historically, best justified American 
.optimism,. American economic prospects. 
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. Literary pessimism about American life was not an 
invention of the "twenties.Around 1900, the long depression 
vear? ^ naa fcaa tneir reflection in regional novels that 
9-eiSr.10f?’ wum depressing fidelity, what it was like to live 

^nsas or Ha?Ln Garland's “Middle Border.” 
5,U,l„:'l5T5ti :-e:r tor a-:.r.*~e Srey verisimilitude of 

ar>’ie' r-'.e prairie r.rve.ists cud not seem to get to grins: 
^JJ5‘er.a‘ golems. Of ail the ills their heroes 

n--. to.enifure, tnere seemed to be few that 
douar wneat wo_u.Cn t nave cured. A much better novelist 
Howehs, was unven to writing socialist novels of the future 
X an*er ai-tne American present. Jack London predicted 
tne, nsa ot. ^ism and there were plenty of literary 
spoilsmen tor tne age of Wilson’s “New Freedom.” The 
novei of _ social significance” was not new when it became all 
tne rage in the thirties. e au 

But what was new was the general acceptance by the new 
seated by the new American economy, the women 

S^4Sh°finh\ZCY ^ ?:°rieer£' rharIife in Gopher Prairie,’ n _s..uth, in Ntw \orK, even in Pans, was hard to live That 
pessumsm was orten affected and not of the highest quit? 

Kklar^G^ f nfw Baihitt w?s not a Pes«mistic 
5 5, i Gc0-ie ?• Babbitt survives his soul-killing espe- 

fn anf a k™an bein,g who would not have been improved 
m any sense of the term by living in the Rue de la HucSe 

Kr8inkt0?k0f }^S btarary Pessimism came the genuine pessimism 

nightmare A ntl 1“ dream feemed to have become a 

sss. % ss-sai *r&ra 
the'™” Sa° Md;s3'c00'1 o£,I?r:ml economic expectation. 

SxsSaj^fctaSESLSSckS^SS 
JOu became tie cry of millions who had beenTehXlJS 
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credulous, good citizens, dutifully keeping both feet on the 
ground—only to find the ground giving way under them. 

This was reflected in literature, in plays, even in films. It 
was reflected but exaggerated. There was a sudden wave of 
literary revolutionary affectation. Communism was pretty 
nearly the only wear and a very high proportion of young Ame¬ 
rican writers either passed through the party ranks,. or ^ were 
“fellow-travellers.” A few stayed. It was the time in which a 
reportage of fairly normal labour riots and strike incidents 
could be solemnly published under the title ~ America Faces the 
Barricades, It was the incubation period of the New Deal 

There were external reasons why this literary extremism 
did not last. The control of the American Communist Party 
was 'not much more intelligent than that of any other 
Comintern branch, but the American heretics and schismatics 
were not like their timid English brethren, content to go into 
the garden and eat worms or dirt. They spoke up in meeting. 
They denounced and deplored and in the old tradition^of the 
mourner’s bench at a frontier camp meeting, confessed their 
own sins and the sins of the unrepentant. There were half a 
dozen heresies apart from the great Trotskyist schism. 

And with the first turn of the tide in 1933, the revolutionary 
temper of the American people turned out to have been a 
case of wrong diagnosis. It was only depression measles. It# 
was no longer “Farewell to Reform” but Good-bye to 
Revolution. The revolutionary intelligentzia scattered in all 
directions, some into the New Deal, some into pure letters, 
some into pessimistic conservatism, at least one into the 
embraces of the Dies' Committee set up to smell out 

■communism with the zeal and technique of a witch-doctor at 
work in a kraal in darkest Africa. 

. The. pessimists were replaced by the far more interesting 
preachers of historical optimism. And that optimism (a sign 
of the times) was based on the American past ^ as well as on 
the American future. There was a cultivation of literary 
archaeology; a change from little periodicals on the Left Bank 
to forgotten Southern and New'England masters. Historical 
novels, historical films, primitive American art, pnmmve 
American thought were giv#en a new value by the need for 
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restoring American ^self-esteem as well as by the spectacle of 
Hitler's Europe cr the Russia cf the great purge. 

The movement was, up to a point, healthy. It was better 
than precious imitations cf European preciosity. But it was 
forced to ignore tec many truths to be wholly healthy. Early 
American art was interesting, tut it was net much mere than 
that. Where it was most successful was in the adaptation of 
European moce.s, Richmond or Charleston or Salem. 
There were admirable architects and craftsmen in eighteenth- 
century America but that was all. Gilbert Stuart is a good 
painter, but he docs ^ net compare very wTelI with his 
contemporary. Gova. Shaker craftsmanship was sound, but a 
Soaker village did not compare verv well with Fountains 
Abney or La Chaise Dieu. For all that Mr. Van Wyck Brooks 
or Miss Constance Ronnie could do, the American record in 
tnese fields of achievement was mediocre. 

. There wras more to Be said for a cultivation of reallv primi- 
tivc art, of American roLc-Iore. But again, there was too 
much torcing of the issue; The Americans were the heirs of 
English, Scotch, Irisn folk-song but they did not increase their 
inheritance or improve it. Frankie and Johnny ” is an amus¬ 
ing Dadad but it is not u Helen of KirkconnelT It may be, 
as. an eminent author!ty has hinted, that the numerous un- 
pnnted-folksongs do the American genius more credit, but 
even in this fieid there is no great originality and there are 
still importations from the old world like “ John Glaister.” As 
far as the man in the street is concerned, the situation was 
further complicated by the synthetic character of much of the 
folk-song he hears and likes and thinks of as deeply' and tradi¬ 
tionally American. Primitive art that is not really primitive 
is bonng in the not very long run. When a modern cowboy 
asks with false naivete on a -vaudeville circuit if the stars he 
sees are Big peopled worlds like our own ” he is competing 
not with genuine folk-song but with Leopardi. He cannot 
long stand the competition of: 

... a die vale 
Ai pastor la sua vita. 
La vostra vita a voi ? 

When a nation is at such a stage of sophistication as the 
Americans have reached, it is idle to try to fob them off with 
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songs their mothers would have sung to them if the industry- 
had been as well organized as it is now. All that the modern 
ballad-makers can do was better done by Stephen Foster than 

it is ever done to-day. 

So we have to fall back on the real artists,_ on the men and 
women who are willing to follow their spirit where it listeth. 
And it is hard to discriminate, hard for the critic and hard tor 
the common reader. Sven the toughness anc bruta.it v, the 
crudity of language may become as much o: a convention 
as the prudery of a generation ago. Mr. Cole Porter has truly 

asserted: 

Good authors, too, -who once knew better words, 
Now' only use four-letter words, 
Writing prose 
Anything goes. 

And there was a great deal to be said, too, for the young 
woman who remarked, “ Oh, I never thought anybody said 
those things. I thought they only appeared m books. 

This is not the place (or it would be as easy as it is tempting) 
to praise contemporary American literature, so abundan., so 
varied, so courageous, so entertaining, so much the senior 
partner now in the English-speaking world. But it has not 
vet done what is necessary for national unification It has 
not provided what Mr. G. M. Young rightly credited Mr. 
H G Wells with providing a generation ago m England, a 
new 'Cortegiano, a picture and standard of the modern world 
that neither crushed energy and optimism nor was so sugar- 
coated and irrelevant as to drive the young oft m angry 

derision. 

VI 

IN America the role of the farmer has been historically as 
important, almost, as it has been emotionally. Tne land 

1 that was settled, cleared, tilled was the creation of the 
farmer and a creation in most areas that was quite recent m 

In Europe the basic work was done hundreds even thous¬ 
ands of years ago; some historians might remember the role oi 
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the primitive settlers, the makers of the first efficient ploughs m- 
such restorers of material as well as spiritual culture as th* 
monks ot Monte Cassinc. But all that is remote. In America 
there are many men still alive who remember that last grpar 
western pusn or settlement on to the great plains. Settlement 
in tr.e cut-oyer timber .anas of northern Minnesota or Wi<? 
consin is quite recent. Ever, regions that had seemed to be 
doomed _ to total abandonment like Vermont have had a new 
lease ot lire as rank prccucers. A high proportion of the 
immigrants woo have sett.ec on marginal abandoned lands 
hke the Poies in \Visccnsin or in the tobacco lands of the 

' aiiey bav'? preserved, for one generation at 
lea^t, the. peasant attitude ot reverence for the soil. The 
Americans wfto have emigrated from the countrv-side or from 
sman country towns to the cities have inherited'manv of the 
rur2\ “bits Ot mind. And the rural bias of the American 

baf^een reinforced bv a political system that over¬ 
weights the rural vote m federal ard still more in state elec- 
ions, and^by a historical tradition that has been adequate for 

a farmers republic for the egalitarian, free, rural democracy 

pidcKfS°n ^ JaCh°n- Jheie is- therefore, someS 
Sw OUt,ragfous *?r American, even if he is a cftf 
dweller, m the long decline in relative economic import¬ 
ance^ ana m social stability of the American farm popS?on 

foeinnir/r n? Dt Amer:can Population shoPuid now' 
live m rural areas, that c-niy a quarter of the population should 
be living on farms, is novel, disconcerting, improper. And the 

^■™e:rya? •fVI??r,more or iess consciously, is exploiting a situa¬ 
tion m which his own natural desire to get a “ reasonable ” 
share m the total national income is politically suDnorted W 
not very clear-minded town dwellers ,aswellas byEdea? 
mrfded statesmen, and sociologists who hold that ^contented 

republk °US mia P°PuktIon is a necessity for a healthy 

thisrurT/l^ ^rea!istic to nnder-estimate the power of 
nloueh^ L« k The, 1conquest of the United States by the 

T “■ . een the most generally approved American 
victory. It is omy to-day that cririral American 

to vvonder whether the plough has not beeT fn enemy1'of 
the American land and more confidently to aA is Tmprf 

*' * 
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-mnloved at a low economic level on the It nd or to producing 
from that land the largest quantities of needed crops? Such 
,reDticism has to fight a centuries-old national tradition 

makes of the advancing farmer the great lok hero. Kot 
the independent settlers had made the torest, then the 

nrairie then the High Plains into plough-land, was_ the 
Leat ’American folk-movement over. The bahaas or^tne 
nation fight the figures of the agronomists. So tar the oanaas 

For the winning of the West, the making of all 
America bred its legends, not only the legends ot the great 
pathfinders or great Indian fighters, but of the brmgers ot me 
gifts of civilization. There was the legend of Johnny 
Appleseed, that John Chapman who carried his appies 

all over the West, most famous of those who: 

In the days of president Washington, 

The glory of the nations, 
Dust and ashes, 
Snow and sleet, 
And hay and oats and wheat. 
Blew west, 
Crossed the Appalachians. 

And with the wheat and the hay and the apples came 

civilization: 
A ballot-box in ^each apple, 
A state capital in each apple. 
Great high schools, great colleges, 
All America in each apple. 

Men like Johnny Appleseed, like the bold South Carolina 
woman who introduced indigo culture, like John Roll:e v. ho 
j.j r a* -future bv curing Virginia tobacco than by 

LMsayr:iiTp^ Of Johnny Appleseed” Collected Poems 

(Macnsillaii.) . # 
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Latin poetry—and one clever daughter of a pioneer professor 
hasjoid us what Virgil meant to her in raw Nebraska. Miss 
Wiik Gather, who has combined the Eclogues and the 
Georgies m My A?itonia, is only the most accomplished prose 
Virgil of the great settlement. 

, Tve co;n' r^e higher than a man’s head, was the 
oldest ana most representative American crop. “Down where 
the tan corn grows1' was a true folk-song and the annual 
corn-hushing championship was the true Olympic festival of 
a rarmer people, lz is probably pure sentiment to regret the 
passing ot tae^ tall^corn; in some regions, at least, it is 
protitably ^ replaced by shorter and more useful and 
economical but less impressive corn plants. The great 
combines on the western plains, other labour-saving devices 
have reduced to a mere battalion the once great army of 
migratory harvesters who, under the derogatory title of 
hoboes or the even more dangerous epithet of “wobblies 11 

moved^ from state to state with the harvest. Their sonk 
are going too: 6 

y on advertise in Omaha, 
Come, leave the valley of the Kaw.” 

Nebraska cads, “ Don’t be misled, 
We'll furnish you a feather bed 11 1 

But the Rocky Candy mountains of the hoboes like the 
revolutionary dreams of the 1. W. W., the wobblies, have 
passed beyond the horizon as the American fanner has 
adjusted himselr slow.y and reluctantly to a new mechanical 
world m which tne old9 law’s seem to have been replaced. 

. First of all, the American farmer’s share in the national 
income has not only fallen as the proportion of farmers to the 
total population has fallen; it has fallen even lower than 
mere proportions would suggest. The farmers, as a class 
have undergone ail the downward pressures of American life’ 
in tne period between the two wars, but they have only in a 
slight degree benefited by the boom times. During the last 
wan tne farmer uke everybody else, got a greatly increased 
cash income (though not nearly as much as he thought he 
should nave got; price fixing was as unpopular then as now—as 

looni eir°Cra£1C administranon ^arned at the elections of 
lyAJ). Tnere was a general discounting of a rise in the 
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value of farm land that had doubled the amount of sgrradtu- 
rai mortgages between 1910 and 1920. Bat the farm irxcme 
which was $17,000,000,000 odd in 1919, fell catastrophically; 
and even when the good times had returnee, ter mausrry. it 
was only $12,000,000,000 in 1926. When the great cell apse 
of 1929-33 began, it was again the ^ farmers tnar tcck the 
worst rap. Farm income in 1931 was less than a third cf farm 
income in 1919. 

It was no wonder that the American farmer, his. whole 
security endangered, his whole normal expectation cf prorit 
made ludicrous, should have been emoitterec, angry against 
all the forces, occult and open, that seemed to secure that he 
always got the wrong end of the bargain. He was not prepared 
(who would have been?) to accept the fact that the tide of 
economic development had turned against him. ^Fcr instance, 
the Mid-west farmers basic problem was to decide in%any 
given year whether to feed his corn ^crop to kis pigs and sell 
the pigs, or to cut down his pig production and sell h;s corn. 
The majority of farmers were sure to guess wrong. For it the 
majority bred pigs, pigs were cheap and corn dear ^ and, if, 
next year, the majority sold corn and neglected pigs, pigs were 
dear and com cheap. To play the game against the “corn-hog0 
cycle required foresight, respect for statistics and either a 
successful determination not to do what your neighbours did, 
or a highly organized system of co-operative marketing and 
production. For the majority, whose decision was the main 
price determinant, .only the second solution was open. And 
the American farmer was highly individualistic, a slow and 
sceptical co-operator, always ready to take a chance to beat 
the market—a state of mind bred in him by political and social 
institutions and by a highly variable climate. For a catastrophe 
that destroyed crops in one region might have no efi.ect.in. 
another which would benefit by the short supply. Farming, 
was a gamble and that was the way the American farmer 

.liked it. 

It was natural, too, that the farmer should have looked out 
for foreign as well as for uomestic devils. Xhough he did not 
really appreciate it, his competitive power in the overseas 
markets was being weakened. For one thing, with the 
development of ground-nuts in West Africa, the slow, indirect 
way of producing fats through lard was made expensive. 
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Indeed, the cotton-seed oil of the South was a dangerous 
competitor of Iowa lard inside the American tariff wall. And 
that wall made it hsraer tor the potential customers of the 
American farmer to buy what he had to sell—in direct com¬ 
petition with Canada, Australia, Argentina and in indirect 
competition with ail the sub-tropical products made available 
by mouern technology and made additionally formidable com¬ 
petitors dv cnanges in dietary habits. 

For two generations, the American farmer by voting the 
Republican ticket and supporting a high tariff policy had shown 
notable disinterestedness, it cloudy economic thinking, for he 
tnus helped to pay the high price of industrializing America. 
iSy the s he was still voting the Republican ticket .and 
supporting \ ery high tariffs indeed, but he was no longer 
content to let it go at that. He knew that protection for his 
basic crops was^ superfluous; what he wanted was a share in 
the torai national income proportional to his numbers (which 
couidbe computed) and to his social and political merits 

ri- *1, We-f?Jv:0re cSen t0 dfspote.^ So he supported schemes 
like the Mels ary-Haugen bill which was the first serious 
attempt xO usephe taxing power of the Union to compensate 
the farmer^or ms tariff-induced losses. But it was now ques¬ 
tionable wr.ether the traditional roles had not been reversed 
ana, u'“ercer American industry, now interested in its export 
mantet. was not having to pay the costs of keeping alive 
American agriculture on a scale to which the nation was 
accustomed. The pean growers of Michigan could be protec¬ 
ted against unfair foreign competition, but of what profit was 
that to the automobile industry of Michigan which needed 
markets^ not protection ? But the farmer (with a great deal 
°l “on-iarm support) continued the attack and the refusal 
of che Repurucan presidents to sanction such subsidies to the1 

*?rm jntArie-str,he ped Pr°duce that revulsion against the 

SrTiV §T> ffj*7 ^Ch miIIionsrof American farmers to 
5/ d and m ±936 witn no graterul regard for the fact 

that tne Republican party had saved the Union, two genera- 
tions or more before. , °genera 

meBrUo^"lfPSfntfCrOP^ere n0t the onIy worr? of far- mer or of the nation. The very existence of the land was at 

°Veu ^iaC TflTSl The exPiorers of the early nineteenth 
century had marked the region west of the Missouri as “Se 
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great American desert.” It was roughly all the land west o£ 
100°; it was marked by the change in its ^rainfall and m 
its vegetable cover. East of 100° was the tall grass country 
that got the necessary 20 inches of rain a year ; west was the 
short grass country that could not rely on the necessary rain¬ 
fall, a region in which the native grasses were hammered into 
a moisture-holding mat by the feet of the millions ^ e:^ huftalo 
and totally undisturbed by the nomadic Indians who lived off 
the buffalo. But as the tide of settlement moved west, these 
lands designed for buffalo and then for cattle were coveted by 
the would-be settlers brought in, with their new ploughs and 
reapers, by the new railways. 

A series of exceptionally wet years made the fears cf ^the 
geographers seem folly or treason. There were seme indivi¬ 
dual catastrophes. There was the ramous story oi tne picneers 
who had set out for the West with the legend painted on 
their wagon “ Pike's Peak or Bust ’* and who came back with 
the revised legend Pike s Peak and Busted. There was the 
story of the westward moving optimist who met the eastward 
moving pessimist. “ This would be a fine country if it had 
water.” “ So would Hell.” 

But not until the end of the 'eighties was there a serious 
recession of settlement in western Kansas and Nebraska and in 
the Dakotas. There are counties in those states whose popu¬ 
lation has never been so high as it was in the census of 1890. It 
was discovered that there were limits to settlement; that the 
rainfall wTas often inadequate; that the belief that ploughing 

’ itself increased the rainfall was a booster's error, made in 
more or less good faith. 

The economic equilibrium established round 1900 was badly 
upset by the last world war. The demand for wheat was 
immense; prices were high; more and more land was ploughed 
up, including land that should never have been ploughed. All 
the post-war sorrows of the American farmer fell with espe- 

- cial weight on the shoulders of the farmers on the new western 
frontier between the well-watered and the semi-and lands. 
Low prices hit him worst; he had fewest capital resources; he 
was furthest from domestic markets; most at the mercy of 
world prices as recorded in the Chicago wheat pit or in 
Winnipeg or Liverpool. In these states the radical political 
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movements, Farmer-Labor parties, the Nonpartisan League 
radical dissent within the Democratic party in the southern 
section, in Oklahoma and Texas, upset the old political system. 
There was a return to .the spirit of the insurgent ’nineties 
when Mrs. Biease, the "Kansas Pythoness," advised her fellow- 
citizens "to raise less corn and more hell.” Old-established 
radical dynasties like the La Toilettes; new figures like 
Governor Floyd pison ^ in Minnesota, Senator Nye and 
Governor Langer in North Dakota, returning figures from the 
past use “Alfalfa BilT Murray in Oklahoma, expressed this 
discontent with an economic system that was a purely nega¬ 
tive lottery; all clanks and no prizes. 

But tula worst time came with_ the general depression, with 
the general collapse of rural credit, with the foreclosures on a 
great scale that marked the collapse of farm values and led 
even in so rich, well-farmed, and well-ordered a state as Iowa] 
^2 iiKe j&£QU£ri3. Far worse was the situation of 
the Hign Plains tanner. For .nature too it a hand and inflicted 
a series of catastrophic droughts, and droughts which got the 
attention ot the most urban-minded Americans. For the dry 
loose soil Oi me marginal tarms simply blew into the air 
Hundreds or mi.es away in Minneapolis, the soil from Dakota 
farm* pnec. up on the carpets of the houses and over a thous¬ 
and mi.es away, it darkened the sky in New York. A way to 
the south, m western Texas and Oklahoma, it was a case of 
tarm lands turning to sand, and the poor, ill-educated, ill- 
equipped marginal farmers began there that long, uninspiring 
trek west to California. The "Okies” of The Grapes of Wrath 
were a novelty in American history, mostly defeated, dispiri- 

• iaoo:C1V?S lT°^ 5011 t,hat,had only been opened to settlement in 1890 and was desert by 1934. UL 

. Fa.rcber north, things were not quite so bad. The Scand- 
inavian farmers ot the Dakotas had more technical resources 
and more capital Even m the worst year of all, 1934 when 
the reding country west of the Missouri looked, at a distance, 
,\fiySc0utlish moor covered with a kind of heather that was, 
m lac., wheat stunted to a few inches by the drought, when 
the dying cattle were shipped hundreds of miles east bv the 
federal government to water, there was no despair. “A'good 
year will set us all right,” so a Swedish farmer told me when I 
spoke of the theory that arable farming would have to be 

m 
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abandoned altogether. Andean Irish settler, a veteran a 
hundred miles farther west, ^saia this was bad. but net as tad 
as the grasshopper year in the ’seventies wnc-n lie t.aa_ cro.ight 
horses up from Nebraska and could net water them ter^three 
days because every ■water-hole was full ot dead locusts. 

But no amount of courage could ma^e it lor; or _a _ cisas^er. 
The whole credit structure collapsed. . Seen ^e:t.:ici:;ens_ ct 
state pride as the skyscraper capitcl of North Daitcta teat 
soars out of the plain at Bismarck seemed cecmed to te an 
American equivalent of the monument of Ccyrr.ar.cxs. 1 
say we must pay our debts but they tell vou that tj,.ey_under¬ 
stand why you can’t pay your war debts,'’ said a hwccUsh 
farmer to me that year in the scorched country y£;‘ ct 
Missouri. “If you can’t pay, how can we? Ar.c cur ceb.s 
are just as much war debts as yours. \\ e ccntracteu t..em to 
raise crops for you. The government woulcnt^e: wr.eat 
prices rise, but it let them fall all right. W e won t quit and 

we won t pay.” 

Even in less desolated regions, there was the same anger, the 
same sense of frustration, the same nostalgia for the good flays 
before Europe went mad and the American land ceased to 
increase in value every decade and even ceased to stay put 
For that was the last outrage of all, to be resented and the 
blame imputed, imputed to the East—and Europe is part 

the East. 

The American farmer and all American society had been 
taught over three centuries to have a sacred respect for the 
land That did not prevent its being exploited, mined rather 
E farmed, but trust in the American sod. . . 
good things, magna parens frugum, was as lively m American 

as in Roman breasts. That land, it ^ and Ask 
never known what Europe has so often 1mown and Asia 
knows nearly all the time, the terror of a great famme Many 
Americans have gone hungry in the past, some go hungi^ x 
undernourishment as well as stupid nourishment £ “J* 
h, certain regions. But Amjnca^s not8°“ 
experience like that of Ireland in 1846-7 , . refusing to 
wars ago To find the American soil revolting, reinsing to 

bear, blowing aw having to be aWoned ‘S^eM) w» 
Oklahoma only a generation after the first settiemen ) 
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the most disturbing sign of all thosejthat pointed to a need for 
a national stocktaking. The decade between 1920 and 1930 
was the tirst in American history since the white man came 
m wmch the torest area increased—and that meant less an 
inteugent replanting or cut-over land than the natural spring- 

°r , To nave to ta^e tnought for the morrow of 
the^ whole American land, that was a reminder that even the 
umtea btares was nor exempt from the general limitations of 
our unman dwelling-place. 

It has been a disillusioned, often embittered and still more 
otters putt.cn tarnser who has had to make the great re- 
orientancn to me war. The first job of making America was 
£ns;_ h:s were me nopes of most representative Americans 
tie round tear America would not stay made, that nature and 
unsnown, remote and evil forces still combined to thwart him 
tie was savea from expropriation by the “Triple A” programme 
or me first Roosevelt Administration. For the moment he was 
gratetui. Landon won't carrv a countv west of here ” said 
a prominent Republican in a Middle West state ’in my 
hearing in 1936. Harry Wallace will carry them all.” 

But the Republican Party (of which the speaker is a 
senatorial ornament) has come back all the same. For the 
rarmer didn t use not growing crops, killing young pigs 
adjusting his metnods of farming, not to his own guessess and 
hopes but to remote statistical calculations in Washington. 
IT l0ng as he. had no o*er cash resources, the federal 
cheques were glacny, even gratefully received. But when he 
got a chance to make money again by growing as much as 

he 3Umped at ir' ^ then l^rn that he had to 
^ porous controls, do without tractors sent 

RuSSTIa’,do ,wlth°Pf sons and hired hands sent to 
Gmdalcanal 0r Iceiancl or Llfeya’ this was to have another 
lesson :n the perverseness of the nature of things* and a 
new temptation to look for the devils who were in part 

?as of’ couPr^S H?lf0r AlS nuW disaJster- °ne of those devils 
rl£ Hitler, another and much more hated one 

Am Jc°,3°; °Vany tepresentative Japanese. But others were 
ricans. above all the remote bureaucrats” who didn’t 

know the u£e of a dirt farmer and his needs and deserts. 

BumwAdkfiV011? SU-Pph,fd the s.oIdiers for most societies. 
-r dislike war m all countries* however resigned they 
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may be to it. Its waste seems to them (as it does to 
women) a contradiction of all the habits of ncrmai. healthy 
and beneficent life. And two wars in one generation, two 
wars not at ail obviously connected with the needs of the 
farmer in the Great Valley, make a demand on critical 
imagination that cannot be met, at any rate in full. Patriotism, 
national pride, the acceptance of the legitimate authority 
of the United States, these are in many cases ^substitutes 
and adequate substitutes for that complete grasp cl the ideologi¬ 
cal issues of the war that comes easily to editorial writers^. 
Thinking his the most important national activity, convinced 
that all other forms of economic life are parasitic cu res, 
the American farmer (or any farmer ) is resigned to war Out 
sceptical about its conduct. So he does not take uinmy to 
economic controls; they are worse than. the dratt^ that takes 
his son. He knows the limits of planning (can zaey control 
the rainfall?) But, it must be remembered, that there is less 
opposition to this wTar than to the last war. in the rura*. ajreas. 
There is a lot less than there was in the Civil War, in North 
and South-alike. And the American farmer has got hold of 
one truth at last. “It takes more than^one to keep the reace“ 
is a more useful maxim than that “It takes two to make a 

.quarrel.1” 

And converting the farmer is very important indeed. For 
the American city does not reproduce itself; it used to 
live off immigration from Europe and the country.. Now it 
must live off immigration from the country, and in every 
American city and town a very large section of the population 
are still farm boys in sentiment, still in touch with the land, 
still half-convinced that only farmers really know the answers. 

Yet more than half of the American people now live in 
areas classified as “urban,” and if some of those ^ areas are 
only urban in a census-taker's mind, many residents in formally 
rural areas are really city-dwellers. The devotee of trie old 
New England rural life of Bronson .Alcott’s boyhood who 
sought it round Westport, Connecticut, would be wasting his 

time. 

\ The new roads, the new cars, the closer integration of 
national life that, they have made possible have led to a 
very rapid sophistication of the rural population that remains. 
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Reuben, the Hick Farmer of vaudeville, is a fiction as 
dared as a Keystone Comedy. Even small country towns have 
been uroanized in appearance and in temper. Movies, 
advertising, mail order bouses, ease of travel have undermined 
the cracker-barrel on which the traditional rural philoso¬ 
pher sat. The last great effort to impose rural moral standards, 
prohibition, has failed and legal puritanism now finds its 
political driving force in urban Catholicism not in rural 
Protestantism, Pin-up girls, not booze, are the enemy to be 
extirpated by the arm of the law7 and the dangerous 
seductions of Esquire are not burning topics in the corn belt. 

The urbanization of^the American country has followed 
fairly closely on the urbanization of the American city, on 
its corning-of-age, its acceptance of the fact that a city is not 
merely an overgrown village and that city life is 3 new way 
of life to be learned. And it is in. the American cities, outside 
New York and a few of the older eastern regional capitals, 
that the ^coming-of-age of the American way of life can be 
most easily seen. 

The American cities were and are very unlike ours. There 
is no real capital; New York might be a playground for 
socially ambitious Westerners, or even for Bostonians or 
Philad elphians anxious to relax a little, but persons whose 
position on the Main Line or on Beacon Street was secure, 
did not seek to climb to Fifth or later to Park Avenue, 
Distances were too great for social^centralization and the idea 
of Washington as a social centre is older than the New Deal 
but not much. A city like Seattle, like Louisville, like 
Cleveland, like Milwaukee, bred its own society, imposed'its 
own standards, refusing scions of great Boston . dynasties 
admission into the best brewing circles of Milwaukee, not 
taking too seriously the visitors to Louisville for whom it 
was merely the borne of the Kentucky Derby. 

The towns grew few or none of the English provincial town 
complexes. They knew they were not as big as New York 
(the only American city that can afford to call itself “little old 
New \ ork ) or even Chicago, but they had their own 
standards, their own society, Mark Twain settled down in 
Hartford; Howells had doubts about his quitting Boston for 
New York; so great a newspaperman as William Allen White 
stayed in Emporia all his days; and as for persuading .a citizen 
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of San Francisco that he would gain anything by rm ving 
elsewhere, why, contusing him or her with a mere ** Angeleno*' 
could hardly be more offensive I The eiuesTarge ana small, 
became more attractive as^ streets were paved, water brought 
in, capital spent on civic improvements. The cm. s are x*i;g 
past when there was justification ter the New Ycrk reporter 
who was sent to cover a fire in Rome. Neva York, and wired 
Ms office: “ This town seems to have been built in a cay. ’ 

For one thing, they have become much c xar.cr. mnen 
more habitable. That adjustment cf the American pmtie to 
the American climate which modern wcalT era tecluxk>y 
have made possible, has made the cities habitable nr a way 
they were not a generation ago. Improve a local trait sport, 
for instance, has abolished the horrors cf the^ hexe-err^in 
winter, the horrors that tested the moral fibre ot^Guve 
.Chancellor in the Boston of the 1870's. No longer do pigs 
scavenge on Upper Broadway and if Philacelrhirds water 
supply is still very bad, it has a subway. 

The dirt, untidiness, lack of unity, of the American city 
were necessary aspects of its fantastic growth. No doubt 
corrupt municipal politics accounted for a good deal; so did 
the recent rural habits of most city-dwellers. But it was, 
above all, a case of priorities. Not every thing could be done 
at once. The cities were too _ busy growing not to sprawl. 
It is obvious that the Baltimore of Mr,. Menckens and 
Mr. Christopher Morley’s boyhood must have been a charming 
place to live in, but on a hot day, the smells must have detrac¬ 
ted from the charm as they still do in places like East St. 
Louis. Mr. Booth Tarkington’s Indianapolis; Tom Johnson s 
Cleveland ; the Chicago of the early Dreiser, full of energy 
and civic pride were also primitive in a good many ways. 
Primitive but not provincial. 

The consequences are not merely agreeable for the 
city-dwellers, they are important for the world. For they 
encourage the regional feeling, the regional diversity of the 
American people. They make it almost as silly as ever to loofc 
to New York or Washington, or even to Chicago or Hollywood 
to find out what the American people are thinking. Great 
areas may be thinking nothing; great areas may be thinking 
totally different things. “ Almost as silly for, of course. 
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there has been a great deal of integration. Radio with its 
national star commentators and newscasters; the movies with 
their influence on the tastes of the multitude and their 
reflection of what highly paid guessing experts think the public 
wants; the national columnists, syndicated in newspapers and 
magazines all over the country: the lecturers, telling the same 
tale from Sandusky to San Diego: all these have made it easier 
to estimate wha: the American people think or will think. But 
they have not made irrelevant the important truth that there 
are no provinces, no areas ready to take a lead from a 
centre, no universally accepted body of makers and moulders 
of public opinion. 

The great American cities have their own great newspapers, 
as the greatest British cities have. But there are hundreds of 
small city papers too; some of which may be more important in 
their area than any metropolitan paper is in its. “ I don’t care 
what The Times said of me. Fm waiting to see what the 
Skibbereen Eagle says.” The Irish M.P. who was being 
epigrammatic in London would have been uttering the merest 
platitude in Washington. 

The local magnate is not often thinking ..of how quickly he 
can get away to some region where his origin is little known 
and settle down as a country squire. It is true that once the 
connection with the grass-roots is cut, lie may do just that, but 
if he does he loses all power and prestige in the region from: 
which his fortune came. 

More often he and others like him will be the founders or 
benefactors of local museums like the admirable one in Seattle 
or the magnificent one in Kansas City. The local universities. 
State or private, the local municipal universities like those in 
Cincinnati or Louisville; new city universities like those in 
Detroit and Kansas City; these are centres of local pride, of 
local opinion, of local controversy. So are the local.preachers, 
the local politicians. 

Sometimes, the prestige of the city outside its own region 
may be more or less accidental It is certain that not man} 
people would have heard of Rochester, Minnesota, if the Mayo 
brothers had not established their famous clinic in their home 
town. The New Yorkers had to come to them as other New 
Yorkers had to go to Reno, Rochester, New York, owes a 
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good deal of its importance to the munircence of George 
Eastman who gave great endowments to the nrnversitymennded 
the great music school and gave a subject to Mr, P^ul Kccgri 
for The Fault of A?:gels 

Literature reflects this healthy provincialism. Not only 
are there good regional novelists and poets^ but, cider still 
there is no taboo on fictional crime outside New \ or a an a 
neighbourhood. Some of the best mmiern American cm my 
stories are located round Duluth: Mr. Dasmeu Hammettm 
hero practises in San Francisco : Perry Mason wcrj-cs msue 
the law in Los Angeles County; there are eminent hctmnal 
crime detectors at work as tar apart as Dallas and Cape Cod* 

There is a great professional orchestra in a city” so geogra¬ 
phically remote as Minneapolis, which ale serves as the home 
town of the most admired American Shakespearean scholar, 
well over a thousand miles, both of them, from New York 
or the Folger Library in Washington, 

It is this regional autonomy that justifies, as far as ir can 
be justified, the locality rale in politics. The law that prohi¬ 
bits an American citizen from representing in Congress a 
State in which he does not live and, in effect, limits the 
members of the House of Representativestto men and women 
living in the actual districts concerned, is a serious handicap 
to Congress as an efficient maker of national policy. But 
how natural, how inevitable it is in the United States! The 
case of Canada shows that a large, federal country need not 
impose this self-denying ordinance on its voters, but^ once it 
has been imposed, how hard to get it repealed, in law or 
practice. 

So it goes; the local radio stations, even^if members of a 
chain, have their own local clientele to consider and please* 
The local department stores have their own view of what 
fashions are suitable for Fort Worth or Cleveland, and New 
York would be rash to assume that local taste does not matter* 
Local pride backs local talent, Marian Talley or Carole 
Lombard* 

And only when an issue has come home to the hearts and 
minds of local people, in a local voice, in terms intelligible to 
Kokomo and Paducah, is it wise for an American government 
to act. 
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It is an old story, of course. Inland cities have been 
pioneers in many things, St. Louis was the first centre of 
Hegelian studies in America—and even in the eighteenth 
century, the little French frontier town was quite as much 
abreast of the intellectual times as a French provincial town 
like Clermont-Ferrand. Chicago was, for a few years, .the 
poetry capital of the United States and Hollywood is a per¬ 
manent rival of New York in all fads, fashions and follies. 
New England dries like Hartford, Springfield, Worcester have 
not surrendered their autonomy of judgment to New York, 
much less to Boston. Civic pride and rivalry keep more 
places than Fort Worth and Dallas on their toes, often with 
admirable results. There is a story of a priest and a parson * 
arriving in Dublin in a very crowded week and having to 
share a ^ bedroom.. The maid found them in the morning, 
each asleep on his knees beside his bed, American cities in 
the same predicament of rivalry, are found awake, not asleep. 
The rivalry may not produce uniformly good results at the 
same time. Thus, as tar as I know, Cleveland and Cincinnati 
have*never been in a srate of municipal reform simultaneously. 
But each has had its reforming real given fresh, edge by the 
contemplation of its sinful rival, which is the next best thing. 

All people who have serious business. to do in America, 
sellers and buyers of all things, cars and radio time, .politicians 
and religionists, know that you must never forget that the 
American, more and more a city dweller, .is convinced that, he 
is a citizen of no mean city. And more and more he is right 
He can remember, for example, what the Chicago lake front, 
now so splendid, was like before the Field Museum, the 
Planetarium, the Stadium were built on the slobland between 
the Illinois Central tracks and the lake. He can remember 
what the Jersey marshes were like before the fantastic Pulaski 
Skyway, like a vision of H. G. Wells, swept over them. 
Smaller ^ cities have similar sources of pride, like the highly 
unfunctional skyscrapers of a city like Beaumont, Texas, or 

canal that links Houston to the Gulf of Mexico, or 
the Huey Long Bridge at Baton Rouge. Each city is, for its 
own region, a capital, a source of opinions and taste. Each 
city and each region is ufrom Missouri;’ it has "got to be 
shown, and until it has been shown it is worse, much worse 
than useless, to go on the basis that all the best people in 
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New York or Washington think that way already. The 
United States is n j: w:k not he a vast MetruYnd, It i; a 
nation of cities and of country-sides, spread over three mi ikon 
square miles, and so It must be hard to intaket and to unify, 
even in a great crises. And even when *: i* r; ;hv uniued. each 
region will crab the dcad> and wrrL o: the o espe¬ 
cially ot us nearest neighbours. M.c joc of the leiiLr> * and 
a most difficult job; is to hold together : 

4* rs ■* c 1 '<*5 r, A ....... iu.iS 

My cwt Manhattan with spires, and the sparkling and 
hurrying rides and the ships. 

The varied and ample land, the South and the North 
in the light. Ohio's shores and flashing Missouri, 

And ever the far-spreading prairies cever*d with 
grass and com. 

To repeat, it is hard to do and it has to be done by 
persuasion and not by coercion. But for a great cause, it can 
be done and then, Oh, boy I 

PART TWO 

UNITY AND LIBERTY 

“ May the Great Ruler of Nations... .inspire a returning veneration for 
that Union which, if we may dare to penetrate His designs. He has chosen 
as the only means of attaining the high destinies to which we may reasona¬ 
bly aspire.” Proclamation of President Jackson to the People of South 
Carolina, 1S32. 

I 

THE framers of the American Constitution put as their first 
aim, the provision of the political means to “a more perfect 
union.” They did not aim at perfect union, at the ironing 

out of ail regional differences, the destruction of all regional 
independence. One of the organizers of the movement that 
led to framing the Constitution did, indeed, want complete 
union, did want to abolish local autonomy. But the ideas of 
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Alexander Hamilton were so remote from any possibilities in 
the America or 1787 that they were more or less politely 
ignored by his colleagues and Hamilton left the Convention 
in disgust. When the Constitution wa..s_ put before the 
people, Hamilton was an effective fighter for it and as the 
first Secretary of the Treasury he helped to get the machine 
running. But he was not a maker of the Constitution 
because he thought it was not^good enough, that what the 
United States needed was complete union, the fusion of the 
thirteen states into a unitary body politic. 

Hamilton did not have his way but it was not necessarily a 
silly way. For the weak federal government that went into 
operation in 1789, like the strong federal government in 
operation in 1944, are both clumsy ways of carrying on 
the business of the American people, if all that is to be 
done is to carry on that business. It is clumsy to have the 
machinery of government in forty-nine units, the States and 
the Union. It is clumsy to have the powers of the federal 
government iposely defined, so that they are constantly 
matters of controversy and many things are not done because 
it is uncertain what organ of government has the legal power 
to do them. It is at best inconvenient that the uncontested 
powers of the federal government are divided between a 
President, a Senate and a House of Representatives—and the., 
question of what power is where is decided by the majority of 
a Supreme Court of nine members. A government so organi¬ 
zed must often be slow and uncertain in its action and some 
times be incapable of action or, at any rate, incapable of 
action in time to meet the situation. The existence of an 
irreducible minimum of power in forty-eight. states causes 
grave inconvenience, since it means that IawT and political 
practice vary from state to state. And some of those states 
are small in area, or population, or both; some are also the 
results of historical accidents; some break up the natural unity 
of geographical areas in a way to horrify a geopolitician or a 
political realist of the type that abolishes ancient European 
nations in a leading article. It is absurd that the empty 
mountain State of Nevada should both be able to make a good 
thing out of its lax divorce laws and hold the United States 
to .ransom to buy its other main asset, silver, at an exorbitant 
price. It is absurd that the three counties that make up 
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Delaware should be empowered re charter corporations to do 
business all over the Croon on term,- m; *. proiitarit t« the 
corporation's controllers than rc the body pcktic* It :s ab nurd 
that the New York hare cur area sheulu be under the control 
of three states and th*. federal geverr ment. cr tl it :he p’udz et 
Arizona should hold up, fer year: nr a time, the dm cl: rment 
of water-power that southern C.aliicrnia bzdri ne:ds. 

But to cure these absurdities :t would cc necessary to 
impose on three millicn \ J*. X * C. wt ^ W* Jl 4. ^ +^5 ^ 3s 
strong enough to suppress local objections and m.eh i gowrn- 
ment would have a ore tty hand in deciding what . cal 
objections it decided to suppress. Such a government w* uld 
be too strong for local liberties—so the American people 
decided in 1739 and have kept or deciding since. 

The standard of comparison wo should apply to the degree 
of success with which the American people have aehimed a 
“ more perfect union ” is not that of a comraratit^hg small, 
unitary country like Great Britain or New Zealand, We 
must look at countries with something like the^ame problems 
of space to deal with. We must look at Russia, at Canada, 
at Brazil, at Australia. And if we do look at them, we shall 
find that the Soviet Union, with its central Russian mass and 
its control by the machine of the Communist Party* or Brazil 
■with its dictatorship, is, from the American point of viewy buy¬ 
ing union at the expense of 3iberty; Canada and Australia are 
free but not, by American standards, united. Neither, for 
example, has dared to exercise in this war that last, most 
difficult power of government, the imposition of general con¬ 
scription for service all o\ er the world. Australia, at the 
moment, is in the throes of an attempted constitutional 
reform designed to give the federal government temporary 
powers adequate for the rimes. And Canada, despite the 
formal powers of its federal government has had to allow 
Quebec to exercise a power of nullification that, in kind if not 
in extent, is like that claimed for South Carolina by John 
C. Calhoun- South Africa, with a formally unitary govern¬ 
ment, is divided three ways by race conflicts, by bitter histori¬ 
cal feuds, by possibly insoluble economic and racial problems* 
Should the world demand for gold and political sermons fall 
off, the Union of South Africa might have to face, ^ all over 
again, problems that optimists think were “ solved ” in 1909. 
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To have created a free government, over a _ continental 
area, without making a sacrifice of adequate efficiency or of 
liberty is the American achievement. It is a unique achieve¬ 
ment in world history. 

And because that achievement is tied. up in fact and in 
legend with the Constitution, with the political system which 
makes tne Constitution work, witn along Historical experience 
(long as modem political history gees), the American people 
are entitled to more than tolerance, they^ are entitled to 
sympathetic understanding::! their worship of their own system 
of political and social institutions. And sympathetic under¬ 
standing must begin with understanding of the obstacles to 
unity that taced ann still race tne People of tne United States, 

We the People of the United States, in order to form a 
more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquil¬ 
lity, provide for the common defence, promote the general 
Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and 
our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the 
United States of America.’* So runs the preamble to the 
American Constitution. When that Constitution went into 
operation in the grand climacteric year of 1789, the “more 
perfect Union " aimed at was the political _ and economic 
unity of thirteen states, stretched in a thin ribbon from 
Nova Scotia to Florida, bounded on all sides (on land) by the 
territories of King George III of England and. King Charles IV 
of old and new Spain. The more perfect^ Union now covers 
the whole area from the Pacific to the Atlantic, three million 
square miles. The Spaniards no longer hold St. Augustine or 
the British Detroit, and no one, or practically no one, worries 
about threats to the territorial integrity of the Union from 
its Canadian or Mexican neighbours. ^ The forty-eight states, 
as well as such outlying dependencies as Alaska (so near to 
Siberia), Hawaii (too near to Japan), Puerto Rico, Guam, 
such linked political associates as the Commonwealth of the 
Philippines, have been welded together in a fashion that 
would have seemed miraculous to the Founding Fathers. No 
one now doubts the durability of the Union or its power to 
expel the Japanese from Manila or from Wake Island. 

But there is a sense in which the “ more perfect Union ” 
has yet ro be achieved, for the American people are not yet a 
unity, are not yet mingled in a true community of common 
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purpose, common standards* mutual trust. In U78?. the 
population of the United States was overwhelm ■ 
in origin* French Huguenots had played a very important 
part in the political and intellectual life of the ec lories, 
.especially in South Carolina* German settlers had placed 
a statistically more important part, especially in Pennsylvania 
and New Jersey. Dutch settlers ha a played a vent important 
part in what was once New Netherianu and is now New York, 
There were a good many Scots and still more ** Scotch- 
Irish,” Ulster Presbyterians. There were a fair number of 
11 mere Irish” like General Sullivan and Charles Carre: 1 of 
Carrollton. There were a good many Welsh, but although 
the English strain was most dominant in New England, it was 
dominant everywhere. 

In the nineteenth century, thirty million immigrants 
entered the United States and increasingly they came from 
parts of Europe that had contributed little to the population 
of the thirteen colonies. ' It is doubtful if the beneficirnes of 
the Constitution to-day, the present People of the United 
States,’* are in a majority of cases the posterity or the American 
people of 1789 for whose descendants’ liberty such thought 
was taken. 

. The three most important racial groups of recent im¬ 
migrant origin are, at the moment, Germans, Italians, Poles in 
that order. And although there were, a few Italians like 
Jefferson’s friend, Philip Mazzei, in America, and although 
the Polish leaders, Kosciuzsko and Pulaksi, played an 
important role in the American Revolution, there were, for 
all practical purposes, no Poles and no Italians in the United 
States of 1789. And although there were many Germans, 
natives like Muhlenberg or newcomers like the Baron von 
Steuben, the Germans in 1789 were a small though not 
negligible minority. Anyone with a knowledge of the light 
family names cast on Irish history can see that, in the very 
Protestant America of 1789, there were many Irish whose 
recent ancestry must have been Catholic. But nevertheless, 
the United States in 1789 was above all English and 
Protestant. 

In the century and a half that has passed, there has been 
a great work of assimilation accomplished.. No names could 
be more thoroughly American than Dwight Eisenhower 
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Chester Nimitz, Franklin Delano Roosevelt. In a Middle- 
Western town, a degree of unity is achieved that includes 
everybody, no matter what their racial origin. Or almost 
everybody. For the Catholics, the Jew's and the Negroes are 
stihJ to some extent, regarded as being outside the local 
community life, and so are the recent immigrants whose 
language, 'habits of life and economic status remind the 
spectator that it is less than a generation since mass immi¬ 
gration stopped. So. too, are Southern poor whites, pushing 
north into the new industrial towns where the "old time 
religion " has to struggle hard and—always unsuccessfully—to 
keep its place, where the coloured population (from a Southern 
point of view) has forgotten its place, and where _ so many 
aspects of town life, from the curriculum of the high school 
to the standard diet, underline the difference between .the 
rural “ Angic-Saxon’k Protestant South and the new America 
to which all the peoples of Europe have contributed blood 
and habits of life and speech. 

There is an apparent paradox in the contrast between the., 
remarkable physical uniformity of American towns and their 
variations on the moral and psychological side. Outside the 
South and the far West, the traveller getting off a train in 
the dark or driving into a town from the air port, might well 
be in doubt as to what state, even what region he was in. 
The towns look remarkably alike. The red fronts of the 
“Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company” are common to 
all An expert in the distribution * of the chain stores might 
guess something from the name above.the “ Five and Ten,” 
for it is only in England that Woolworths is always 
Woolworth’s. The classical facade of .the local banks, the 
neo-Gothic of the churches, the elegant brick and granite of 
the new post offices that Mr. Farley put up—all are. lacking 
in local flavour. Is this Indiana, or Ohio, or York State ? In 

...a southern town, the number of Negroes and an indefinable 
air of something that it would be unkind to call slowness and, 
sometimes, too flattering to call leisure; in the West, the 
aridity of the landscape, the semi-cowboy character of the 
male costume; on the Pacific slope, the geniality of the 
climate and the exuberance of the population might give a 
clue* But what is surprising is not the amount of variation 
but the uniformity achieved over three million square miles. 
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But the physical uniformity conceals a geca deal cf racial 
variety. In New England, that block of church and school 
and. convent is a citaae* inside wmen me C u riawiens, the 
“ Canucks ’* of their " Anglo-Saxon *“ ’wAricrur-. f a-tirade 
themselves against denationalizing farces arm rresvma in 
Maine or Massachusetts the ctims u:;i the .ab:,a;t of 
Quebec. In Minnesota, Swedes heap alive seme c: the cld 
ways they learned in Scandia emd in their Lutheran churches 
and denominational colleges, resist complete cultural assimi¬ 
lation. Whole cities. like the Polish enclave m Hamtranch in 
the midst of Detroit, are ruled by cnc racial group and seem 
to the zealots of mere uniformity to be *' un»American,” 

But more common is the town ;n which a dezen groups 
have to live together in close contact, in which a street of 
Germans borders on a street c: Irish. :n which the Italians 
and the Greeks are mingled in schcel and market, in which 
Jew and Gentile have to learn to get on together. It is in 
towns like these that the problem of Americanization is most 
acute, in which the well meaning efforts of Ret ary clubs and 
women’s organizations fail in face of the facts that seem to 
suggest that, whatever the legal fiction may be, there are first- 
class and second-class and even third-class Americans, that 
there is a scale descending from the old stocks down to 
the Negroes. 

They are all Americans; from the European point of view, 
what they have In common. In speech, in appearance, in 
habits of speech and posture, in ways cf life and views of life, 
marks them all as much alike. The American Pole is more 
like the American Finn than either is like a pure Pole or 
pure Finn. America denationalizes quickly. Does it 
nationalize? 

At times, there is a temptation to say AA No.” ^ Then 
American society seems like a pipe-line; in it the different 
.kinds, of oil are all moving in the same direction, but they do 
not mix, except at the edges, they are all moving to produce 
a common American refined article, but the Bayonne in 
which this iob of political and social cracking is to be done, 
either does not yet exist or is not equipped to handle more 
than a tithe of the crude oil coming in from a dozen different 
sources. 
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Not all Americans are at home in America or are accep¬ 
ted as first-class citizens. For America, no more than 
ocher countries, has found a means or uniting all its people on 
?h“ Laris of freedom. Its political and social tradition, which 
IiTs o mcc.ssfullv set out to make men and women proud and 
glad ?o be Americans :n this worid, nas not dealt or attempted 
to deal with all ot human Hopes ana xeais. 

A^ecan in dacreased 

bynon^sPnr.Pon-Christian. elements. 
America is now the capital or world Jewry, ana anti-benntism 
is one of the problems that perplex the wise American Jew or 
Gentile, and tempt the demagogue, lay or clerical. In New 
York the concentration of nearly two mii.ion Jews has made it 
possible to pretend to ignore, over the large areas where none 
hnz Jews live, that outside those areas mere are present. the 
elements of jealous hatred wnicii are the ^andby of theanti- 
Semite. Whether Jew or Gentile is exclusively to blarneys not 
a subiec1" for inquiry here. “Restricted holiday camps that 
exclude Jews are neither the cause nor the result of camps 
advertising "dietary rules stneny observed that exclude 
Gentiles. There is anti-Semitism among the Negroes of 
Harlem, one “under-privileged^ people sec against another. 
And there is the old cleavage between the old, assimilated, 
modern-minded Jews and the mass of 'Jews without money 
often bringing from the ghettoes of Poland the qualities bred 
in ghettoes which are not socially valuable in the modern 
world. Whether American Gentile society is so rich m 
social talent, in artistic taste and in intellectual power as to 
be able to afford, in the long run, the snobbish exclusiveness 
of so many clubs and fashionable suburbs is open to question. 
What is not open to question is the danger to American 
social and political life inherent in the exploitation of_ anti- 
Semitism by crypto-fascist organizations, as well as by bigoted 
devotees of peace and international brotherhood. Colonel 
Lindbergh may have only been obeying a memory of his 
father’s vehement intolerance when he hinted that the Jews 
had better behave themselves (in the father s case, it was the 
Catholics who were warned). But the priests and ministers 
and Senators and Congressmen who have, in the _ not very 
remote past, accepted, more or less willingly, the aid ot rabid 
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anti-Semites have a great responsibility before the American 
people and before the ether mrcrtie? wfc u:!1 \i: :t ; l c v 
do not know it already, that when American rrcntier intcler- 
ance gets its lit ad, it dees not require much rarxrrd justifica¬ 
tion. The poles in Detroit who treated the Negroes of 
Sojourner Truth as the Germans ;:i Fcland treat INcsi the 
soldiers in^Lcs Angers who beat tip the Mexican Uxt-.-uit” 
wearers; the woman wke wanted the sneaking cf Spaihih fcr- 
bidden in Lcs Angeles: the Ku Kljy Klsrs who came in to 
profit by the putnologica! situation largely crtcrcd by 
Catholics in some Midule-Western states; the Protestants 
who, tor whatever innocent motives, are ready with 
facne charges against Cathedra: :;d are enemies c: American 
union. They are also rriends cf Hitler—and seme cf them 
know it. 

There are patches of the United Start? where -eitle:^ of 
one origin have concentrated so thickly that they have teem 
able to carry over into their new environment a feed deal cf 
the spirit and tradition of the old. The German Pietists of 
Pennsylvania, the German Catholics round St. Memied's 
Abbey in Indiana, the Dutch in parts cf Michigan, the 
Scandinavians in Minnesota and North Dakota, the most 
tenacious of all, the French-Canadians in so many New 
England towns and villages, these in greater or lesser degree 
have .resisted the complete transformation of their lives by 
Americanism. . But not all emigrants have any very kindly 
memory of their homeland. The Pennsylvania "‘■Dutch,” e.g„ 
Germans, have no living memory at all of Germany ; many of 
the Dutch have no kindly memory of the Holland that 
persecuted their rigorist ancestors. Many of the Germans 
believe truly, and more believe falsely, that their ancestors 
were driven from Germany after 1848 because of their liberal 
or radical political views, intolerable in a country where 
reaction was triumphant. True, an affection for Germany 
could survive such an ordeal as it did in the case of an eminent 
German-American liberal like Carl Schurz, who forgave 
Bismarck’s Germany much that he would have condemned in 
the contemporary United States. And one very distinguished 
American scholar has told me how his father, normally com¬ 
pletely indifferent to the land of his birth, developed a good 
deal of German patriotism in the last war between 1914 and 
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1917 as he got more and more tired of hearing all Germans 

described as Huns. 

The unitving role of the Christian tradition in America has 
idl ^ , , because or the character oi 

been less important ^ The religion that 
the reunions conquest Oi .it ~ i un;ntellec- 
•fnl-owed the rioneers was emotional, uncritical, un.nrencc 
S r^ ' ld^w England Puritanism, witn its insistence on 
leSnmg wiS -i errohasis on the provision ot a clergy that 
coS ul ana a congregation that could^accept ^ daboig 

theology ana Baptists" Petrus Ramus 
frontier t^ical a New England 

foundation of Illinois College in a sense, 
faded; t had to be transferred from the Congregationahsts to 
a more emotional religious denomination. Indeed, the opti- 
m£ic humanistic culture of Emerson was more successfully 
Sorted To the frontier by missionaries like Emerson 
MSS than was New England religion m the more 

technical sense. 

The Anglicans and Presbyterians did a little better but not 
much • Bishop Chase and Kenyon College were very im¬ 
portant forces in the civilizing of Ohio, but Bishop Chase was 
n£ Bishop Berkeley. Princeton-was more of a rehgious power 
house for the South and West tnan Harvard and Yale were, 
but for too long Princeton College remained wedded to a 
sterile, old line orthodoxy that was unattractive to the 

‘ ebullient temper of tie frontier and curiously high and dry 
SmpSd S the atmosphere of its Scomsh academic 
parents. President McCosh was not quite adapted to the age 
of the two Cairds in Glasgow, or even Principal Tulloch and 
Principal Rainey in Sc. Andrews and Edinburgh. 

The old, humanistic culture of the South had died; it lacked 
the moral energy that the frontier situation called tor. An, 
when a Congressman objected to the purchase of Jefferson s 
library by Congress, on the ground that it contained too many 
books by Voltaire, be was expressing a popular opinion. Only., 
the immense prestige of Jefferson could have secured protec¬ 
tion for his ideas and, as it was, his new University ot Virginia 
had to abandon its original plan of employing Thomas Cooper, 
that dangerous deist. 
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Religion^ became a matter of conduct, of good deeds, of 
works with^only a vague background of faith. It became 
hignly functional. highly pragmatic; it occame a guarantee of 
success, moral and material The world of which Henry 
Ward Beecher on one side and Colonel Ingerscll on the other 
were such representative sr tcintens was not quite the world 
of Harnack and Renan. Newman. Lid den, Gere. Loisy, 
Denifle, Denny. Theological sen eels turned from theology 
to a form of anthropology, a moralistic and optimistic form, 
but ^anthropology all the same. The ** preper study of 
mankind is man was the evasion by which many American 
divines escaped the necessity ter though: about God. 

Ju the twentieth^cer.tuiy, this policy suddenly ceased to he 
adequate. The fight over RfuneiiuentaksinT whether it took 
the form of the so-called 44monkey trial” at Day:cm Ten¬ 
nessee, or the listing cf Revolution ” as one ci the serious 
causes of stress ^between daughters and parents in Muncie, 
Indiana, or the fight in the Princeton Theological Seminary 
over the place of orthodox Calvinism in the last heme town 
of Jonathan Edwards, was a fight over a very real problem. 
In the making of America, views about the relationship ci 
God and Man had played a great part. If the God of the first 
settlers, and the God of the frontier who had converted so 
many tens of thousands in the straw pens of so many camp 
meetings, was no longer the God of the new universities, of 
the new technology, what was to replace Him ? Could any¬ 
thing replace Him but “ Democracy ” made into an object 
of worship, or business, or success ? Nobody knew; nobody 
knows, yet. 

And this conflict, hindered assimilation, because it weakened 
an old bond of understanding if not union. Into this Protestant 
world millions of non-Protestants were pouring. There were, 
for example, the poor Jews. They were rapidly being tom 
away from the ways of life learned in eastern ghettoes but not 
provided with new ways of life by an American society itself 
perplexed and drifting. The earlier Portuguese and German 
Jewish immigration moved into a society which was far more 
confident of its aims and standards. As far as the Jewish 
immigrants were orthodox, they were moving into a society 
which shared with them a common literary inheritance. 
Americans whose parents called their children not merely 
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, 1 mmes like Abraham but by rare biblical 
Sthe and Aztrial, of the founders of the 

Rrtofnre Sun knew something about the Jews, had some 
Abilities of sympathetic understanding oi the synagogue 
th-’t w"» not possible a generation or two later, when Jew and 
Gentile^ alike had forgotten the Old Testament and when 
Galushas and Isaacs had become Earls and Miltons. 

Of more importance was the maintenance of a nearly com- 
Uthe non-Catholic five-sixths of the 

American people and the Catholic sixth For while the Jewish 
^igmntsP in the majority of cases left Jewish orthodoxy 
bSnd in a generation or two, a very large proportion of the 
Catholic immigrants kept to Catholic orthodoxy. There were, 
of course cleavages in American Catholic families like those 
in Jewhh families. The uprooting of the shady hero of I Can 
Get It For You Wholesale is a special Jewish case, of which 
Mr Farrell’s pursuit of a way of life tor a Chicago Irish boy 
brought up as a Catholic, or Mr. Dreiser s pursuit of a way 
of life for an Indiana German brought up as a Catholic, are 
more attractive examples. 

But from the political and social point of view, the Catholic 
problem is one of segregation, voluntary or involuntary. It is 
to be seen in its most striking form m New England, especially 
round Boston where the Irish population, now settled there 
for a century or more, still carries a chip on its shoulder and 
is often represented in public by too noisy spokesmen who 
would quickly be taught their place m Dublin. It is reflected 
in an attitude to the culture of the modern world that tfaxtl 
any European observer and, in private, provokes hostile 
comment that recalls the atmosphere of a society m which 
anti-Semitism is beginning to be a real danger. 

There is the memory on the one side of the hard 
mills, of the poor bargaining position in. which their literacy, 
their poverty and their inexperience of the ^ustrid world 
left the first Irish immigrants. There is, on the other side* 
the memory of the excessive pugnacity, even when sober, or 
the newcomers, as well as of the social problems created m 
what had been a homogeneous society by the arrival or mma 
reds of thousands of people with a different economic a 
social background and a different religion. This last difference 
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was and is more important than it suits either side to admit. 
There is a real conflict of trail tic ns. The New Englanders 
saw themselves as pioneers of rdigkns freedom and, though a 
few Quakers like Whittier might have their druct* and a ftu 
domestic critics like the Adams family might see the picture 
a little out of focus, in general this view of the past was accep¬ 
ted. But to the incoming Irish it was wry different. The t Id 
Bostonians were the people who burned down the Charlestown 
convent,m part because of the stirring preaching ct orthtdox 
divines like Lyman Beecher. They were the people who wel¬ 
comed the hippy combimtion of religious propaganda and 
pornography known as Mr.avia Monh. They were the heirs of 
the Puritan and Whig tradition in England. Cromwell was 
one ot their heroes—and for the Irish Cromwell was the man 
of the Drogheda massacre and of the Hit'erian slogan 4"To 
Hell or Connaught.” Tne Irish remembered the breach of 
the Treaty of Limerick, while the XTw Engl irde^s remem¬ 
bered the Revocation of Edict of Nantes which gave Boston 
the Revere family. The more enlightened and learned New 
Englanders were capable of sharing Voltaire's indignation 
over the execution of Galas, the Irish were mere likely to 
remember Oliver Plunkett, Archbishop of Armagh, judicially 
murdered by the party whose greatest ornaments were Isaac 
Newton and John Locke. 

So admirable a man as John Jay Chapman acted more like a 
New Englander than a New Yorker, when he tried to teach 
the Bible and influence the Irish slum children of the Bowery, 
forgetting that they saw the religious history of modern times, 
(as far as they knew anything of it) frem a different view¬ 
point from that which came naturally to a Huguenot. And if 
they shrank from his simple Bible teaching, it was because, 
they believed, in trrn lifetime of their fathers and mothers, 
the Catholic Irish had been subjected to the most formidable 
dragonnade of all, the ordeal of conversion by famine. They 
may have been wrong, but there is no evidence that John Jay 
Chapman ever tried to find out why he was so coldly received 
any more than the publishers of The Protestant do to-day. 

Even the German Catholics, who had had a much easier time 
than the Irish, had not been the recipients of much sympathy 
when Bismarck put their bishops and priests in jail with the 
approval of the Liberals of th>e time—except really acute ones 

m 
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. *. 3 „n r-jtTiolics noted much real 
like Walter Bag^ Uberaisir ?he cause of religious liberty in 
enthusiasm amoajs, 7~ rr Tabasco during the height of the 
the states o. ^ era Cr - ^ ^ tke argUment that the Mexican 
Mexican revomtiom * ; % . ;s treatment impress them as 
Catholics must nave desm v ed tm, t nt pleaSed liberals 

Persecution - *, 

—or CathoLcs. _ r-itholic does not think of himself 

The average iShsition; he thinks of himself as 
as being on the side of the Inq q{ a paper hke the 
being a victim oi persecution^ inquisitorial temper 

Brooklyn Titisiet, the^lanhattarf liberal press gives 
isthereallthesame bu^ .he n.tiOT lts directors 

the Brooklyn Tablet more launch an attack on a 
realize. Ir is, for example a^stake toa 
priest suspected ot fascist leaning ^ s g priest the 
markedly Jewish name: and forget a mistake, if you 
customary title of Father k to impjy that they have 

Whatever the_ causes, t e their own funds) schools 
policy of supporting (enturely °rsities professing to be m 

of all grades an.d ,tate and Private universities, has 
competition with the g -, _ non-Catholics. Since all or 
led to grave suspicion atnonpt ,.^ sckook. are Catholics 

practically all the teache y rk Chicago, they provide a 
while, m h<ew Bnglana, ordinary state undenomi- 
great proportion of time se at considerable expense 

national schools asinsulating their own children and 
to themselves, to he hath New England town 

influencing the children ■ jii_feeling if it is suspected 
like Holyoke, * maythe pMic schools is under 
that appointment and promotion in e|dasiaslicai aulhonty 
Catholic control since, children in those schools. 
prevails, there will be ??Tfi “Sevefreached and the Pro¬ 
of course, this cly^w England is better off than 
testant wouid-be teacher m Kansas Dr Georgia. 
the Cathohc would-be t Catholic has none. But 
She has a chance of getting a job, the Catnouc 
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since the Protestant tradition is native arJ the Catholic 
tradition exotic, the grievance is very differently felt. 

Catholic suspicion, Catconc resentment, Catholic conviction, 
that they wih not get _ra:r play produce an indifference to 
influencing puDlic opinion that is bad for the democratic 
process. The Catholic spokesmen appealing to their cwn 
people are victims to the American passmn for oratory and 
vehement public polemics. There ;s not much :n common 
between the controversial methods of Cardinal Newman and 
Monsignor Fuiton Sheen, not to mention Pettier Brcpkv, 
Father Cough an, etc. The American public, the American 
politician, the American newspaper has to allow for Catholic 
opinion because there are so many Catholics, not because 
Catholic opinion has any. interest as^uefc. And Catholics 
do not explain neaiiy as etten as tney renounce and deplore. 

Even if they did^explain, more, the}* might not do it very 
well, for tim Catholic church in America is still, in the main 
a church of poor people not interested in refinements of 
doctrine or apologetics. Thus when an American seminary 
professor was asked to contribute to a co-operative Catholic 
work °f learning published in England, his contribution was 
so old-fashioned ^ that it would have caused a mixture of 
amusement and distress in the Catholic faculties of his ancestral 
home in Germany, Not thus did the theologians and exegetes 
of Bonn or Freiburg or Munich write. The English editors 
had, in fact, to scrap the volume and get it rewritten. And 
it is permissible to wonder how many Irish-American bishops 
would appoint (if they could find one) so learned and 
critical a Hebrew scholar as Dr. Kissane to a chair in one of 
their seminaries. He is sound enough to be President of 
Maynooth, but is that enough for American Catholicism? 

It is unfortunate, then, that the American Catholics are, by 
their training, so ready to suspect the -worst of their neighbours 
and that their neighbours suspect the worst of them. On the 
one hand, the politicians^ priests and publicists see infidel, 
Moscow-fed hands clutching everywhere, on the other, more 
Americans than are quite conscious of it have fed on the 
mythology to which Mr. Upton Sinclair used to lend assent. 

It is especially a strain in the field of foreign policy. For 
there a real conflict of policy, of prudence, of judgment of 
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, „ j, by Catholic suspicion on 
the realities may be maacimpo.-. } other. A policy, 
one side, by Protestant susp^n^cn ^ ^ dcstruction of 

■which, whatever ~’li{ in pdand for instance, or the 
the possibility or be seen very differently by 
physical destruction o r R ^ anci {or Rome and those who 

those who ewe ^Ci'catholic, with a good deal of naivete, 
don t. The American N-a foreign government to the 
tends to make cue attitude of a as Jews do the 

Catholic Church a he is rebuked for this often very 
treatment of Jews. Catholic institution like the great unrealistic attitude when a Catholic m MacMahon 

football college ot INoje D o General Franco, Protestant 

suspicion of American ca «.rrimful and suspicious frame of 
Protestants m a natmaUy scon^ul an^^ .g nQt far 

mmd remember thatN the Rve gullivan brothers who went 
from the home state o ^ ■_ . ■ twenty-0dd years ago, was 

down in ,4* KtoKLm bent on sawing America for the 
n4 “ Gentile Protestants,” the only real 

American citizens. 

p-sss‘g§iSIM, 
as an expression of popular senrmrcu gives a place 

the attractions of a democrats . resentment by the 
to the natural human emotion o rotic ^ ^ rulers. A 

ruled of ,any pretensio ^ ^ “populace rise at once 
democratic society is one in which tn P Pj ons « And 

*flinStfhh§ieLMS»ncMe suggest that Whitman might have 
although the Congo case rd?*cTi the kincj fn Frank Hague’s 

deflate his rulers by irony, does that. 

Rut however pleasant and reviving this 
the irritated if not oppressed citizen, it conceals iro 
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ail it conceals the truth that the United itetes nVav^bv 
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It was a group ot politicians who creattd t';e demand :cr the 
new Constitution who drafted it.-/; made it work, It wV 
a group ot politicians round one ot tneir r umber/Alexander 
Hamilton, who provided the new Uncn v hfc rdccuatc rxancxl 
resources and poweHj%vested :n:ew?*:r: n wrs e group rrrnd 
anotner and more capame po :;c vp ..cticr^rr, v''o creviced 
the necessary diplomatic and cersvtur cnU im’ens *>,*■ tie 
rapid expansion of the American farmer to the West. It was 
politicians who postponed the outbreak of the C:vl\\V and 
it was one politician, at that time a rather obscure ore more 
or less accidentally elected to the ©face of President, who 
decided that the Southern states shoulo neither be allowed to 
secede peacefully nor to stay in the Union on their own new 
and, as President Lincoln thought, exorbitant terms. 

Indeed, the role of the American politician and par tv is 
best exemplified by the history of the years leading up to the 
outbreak of the Civil Warn It was not until the parties began 
to break down; tiL the Whigs disappeared and the Democrats 
were torn by schism, that civil war became praencallv certain. 
When m 1860 the Southern Democrats refused to accept 
Stephen Douglas as the party candidate, when the Douglas 
Democrats m the North refused to admit the right of the South 
to veto the wiL of the majority of the party, the case became 
really desperate. Churches, learned societies, clubs, these had 
split already* There was the atmosphere of Civil War in the 
Senate when Senator Sumner of Massachusetts first attacked 
Senator Butler of South Carolina with virulent rhetoric and 
was then nearly beaten to death by Representative Brooks, 
There was actual Civil War on a small scale m Kansas, where 
that eminent, zealous and murderous land-speculator, John 
Brown, slew his enemies and, a year or two later, was captured 
by Colonel Robert E. Lee when he tried to instigate a servile 
war in Virginia. ^ John Bro$rn was an assassin to the South, a 
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martyr to much of the North. But not till the Democratic 
politicians could no longer even pretend to co-operate, not till 
Lincoln, a politician of politicians, refused to accept compromise 
on the 'fundamental issues, was all hope gone. What the 
politicians could not do no one could do; then it was a 
question of war, the last argument of kings and commonwealths. 
It was the political passions of the politicians, the political 
interests of the parties. North and South, that made the 
problem of reconstruction in the South after the Civil War 
almost insoluble. 

It may be argued that before the Civil War,, the main 
direction, of American policy was in the hands of the Supreme 
Court. In a sense it was; the Court alone had the continuous 
authority that was needed. But the Court succeeded as far as 
it was politically minded and wisely politically minded. It had 
to remember what its greatest chief .said: “We must never 
forget, that it is a constitution we are expounding.” 

When the Supreme Court disregards the implications of 
this famous dictum of Chief Justice Marshall and either takes 
refuge in a kind of high and dry constitutional pedantry (as it 
did between 1933 and 1937), or plays, politics too openly and. 
usurps the functions of other departments of - government (as 
it did in the Dred Scott case in .1857), American reverence 
for the Court is badly strained and its utility diminished. And 
utility is the justification for the Court,, as it is for Congress 
and the President; all must contribute to the' unity and peace 
of the United States. 

This overriding purpose justifies one aspect of politics that 
the pedantic purist often condemns, the catering to minority 
groups. In the Supreme Court itself, it is politically necessary 
that there should be at least one Catholic and one Jewish 
justice, that the South and West should be represented and 
that the Court should not be exclusively of one party. This 
is desirable because justice must seem to be done, not merely 
be done. It does not mean that the Court will divide on these 
lines. The present radical minority of the Court consists of 
one Catholic from Michigan, one former member of the Ku 
Ktux Klan from Alabama and one ex-Yale Law School professor 
from the State of Washington, all Democrats, joined, from 
time to time, by a former Republican Attorney-General from 
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™a.d<: u° fee fnu^bed,In America. As Charles Eliot Norton 
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5° t im™gr“ts was bad for the political and social 
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snooty as the Brahmins. Henry Adams might ignore the forces 
that were transforming New England into New Ireland but 

J<*n Quincy Adams II, the Democratic leader of 

M.d n0t I0/0' Ne«her could the ambitious pupil 
and friend of Henry Adams, young Mr. Lodge. For be needed 
m emergencies enough Irish votes to offset the influence of 
politicians hke Patrick Collins. Senator Lodge might regret to 
see tne Irish tide lapping round Nahant, but there were voters 
to be won over by judicious twisting of the British lion’s tail. 

th!re •wa? another and desirable result of 
this cultivatton of minority groups. As Lodge himself pointed 

Americ^nS.S e5lstePce ?f strong racial minorities in 
nnK™ ^ * "ne ad?p?°P ot, any positive American foreign 
pohey dangerous and difficult. And it is true that racml 
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feeling plays some part in the views o* the American people 
about the outside world. Negroes care about Abyssinia. The 
Irish dislike of England is not ^ what it was, but it has not 
completely disappeared, American Poles, are less likely to 
believe all that the intellectual tell them about Russia than 
are American Czechs. And politicians know all this, have to 
allow for all this. It may make them despair of Europe* 
where there are no skilled manipulators to adjust the amour 
propre of competing racial groups. But although they may 
despair of doing anything with the warring nations of the old 
world* they at least do not believe that the day of nationalism 
is over. Thev know it is not over in Chicago and they 
reasonably doubt if it is over in Prague or Warsaw. But m 
the meantime, they go on with their indispensable job or 
making minor concessions, often very formal concessions* 
sometimes corrupt concessions, but all helping to turn Polisn- 
Americans and Germaa-Americans into good Americans and 
reliable voters. 

Congress and the State legislature have their quota of 
members who represent special interests. These politicians 
may not have any wide general views. They are far more 
likely, for instance, to share the feelings ot the small and 
middling businessmen than those of the executives of the great 
corporations. The Managerial Revolution _ has not yet 
'reached Congress, where the pleasing semi-fiction ot the 
career of economic independence being open to all has still 
many believers. But all of them got to Congress by having 
something that the voters wanted and wnat the voters wanted, 
while it is often not what Aristotle would have prescribed, is 
not to be neglected all the same. That the American people 
in some regions choose the spokesmen they do is. regrettable, 
but it is a fact to be deplored, but not ignored. It is not even 
certain that it is so often something to be deplored. 

But there is one region where racial and historical 
disunion is always a problem, the cause of other problems, and 
at moments, the cause of a feeling of despair which, in face of 
any other American failure, would be premature and absurd. 
The South is what the poor, feud-ridden, historically 
unfortunate countries of the borderlands between Germany and 
Russia are in Europe. It is poor, it is backward, its private 
troubles irritate the rest of an optimistic people. It has its 
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version of it. And war-time tensions, the contrast between 
American promises and American performance, the justifiable 
Negro conviction that talk about race mixture and the like 
is a cover for economic exploitation, ^ by American labour at 
least as much as by American capital, make the situation 
more dangerous even than it was^ before. It is no wonder 
that so many good Americans, of both races, try to heal the 
breach, and take to heart Jefferson’s ominous prophecy, his 
reflection on the national sin of slavery and on the justice of 
God. He trembled for his country; so do they. 

The South, naturally, and rightly, resents the. view^ that it 
created the problem because of its own original sin. Not only 
was the sin national, but the manner in which slavery was 
abolished made a problem which, at best, was terribly difficult, 
almost insoluble. The slaves were freed by the military defeat 
of all the whites, not just a small class of masters. That 
emancipation did not merely ruin the plantation owners, it 
disorganized the: Southern economy at a time when all 
Southerners, black and white alike, were impoverished by. a 
long, wasteful and lost war. The victorious North behaved 
with far more economic ruthlessness than the victors of 
Versailles, and it imposed, in the name of the “Reconstruction,” 
the rule of emancipated slaves, local renegades (the 
“Scalawags’*) and imported adventurers, the44 carpet-baggers.” 
Their governments were not. necessarily much more corrupt 
than those which afflicted some Northern cities and States at 
that time,, but they were far beyond the means of the 
impoverished South. The North could get along with corrupt 
and wasteful governments that did nothing but plunder the 
treasury. But the South needed positive government and it 
could not get it. Worst of all, the South did get that damnable 
gift, an alibi. It was given a reason for being permanently 
sorry for itself; like Ireland and Germany, .it was given a 
permanent excuse for all internal weaknesses and faults, it was 
excused from assessing its own share in its troubles. Only 
to-day is the South slowly accepting the fact that the sins 
of “damn Yankees” and 14uppity niggers” are not enough to 
account for all Southern troubles. 

The white South was not merely united by a common tragic 
experience. It had acquired from that experience a new order 
of values that it did not share with the rest of the United 
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matters of pressure blocks, dealing with pressure Hocks is a 
skilled job. It :s a matter of political engineering, of estimat¬ 
ing the pressure, the head of steam behind that drive, the 
kilowatt hours that such a project can rely on. It is not a 
mere matter of taking a Gallup or a Fortune poll and dis¬ 
covering what a representative sample of voters will say if 
asked, but of guessing what they will do, in the form of actual 
voting, in the form of support for lobbying^ in the form of 
abstaining from supporting one party or individual and sup¬ 
porting another, in the tom of casting the great, silent and 
often decisive vote of the voter who stays at home on election 
day. It is a matter of estimating how hot the voters will feel 
in November about issues that appear to be burning^ them up 
in May. To two-thirds of the Senate it is a matter of guessing 
how hot the voters will feel and whether they will feel any¬ 
thing, November two years, or November four years ahead. 

But it is not only that. It is a matter of estimating what 
real interests of the United States are involved. And this is 
the main preoccupation of the most important Senators. 
Nothing could be more absurd than to think that, the chief 
spokesmen for the Isolationist point of view are stupid, or 
ignorant, or lacking in character. They include some of the 
ablest, best-educated (in the academic sense) and most 
respected members of the Senate. If an average English 
Member of Parliament should undertake to debate, with them, 
he 'would be displaying rashness not much less great than that 
of an average English heavyweight entering the ring against 
Joe Louis. These men may over-estimate American strength 
and, more certainly, they over-estimate the chances of a free 
American government working at all in a totalitarian world, 
but their mistake is not a naive mistake. Indeed, in some 
cases, it is the mistake .of too acute,- too legal, too learned a 
mind. 

The role of all politicians, even when it is a mere matter 
of estimating the power of pressure Hocks, has got harder in. 
the last generation. In 1900, perhaps as late as 1912, the great 
traditional sectional divisions of the American people were 
still pretty much what they had been when the system broke 
down in 1860. There were the manufacturing States of the 
East. They had their own variations in sentiment and interest 
but basically they wanted high tariffs and a strong central 
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Congress (. members of the House and members of the Senate 
alike ) are more and more cut off from the executive personnel 
It is not only that, with the decline of the “ Spoils System,” 
the administration of the federal government has more and 
more passed into the hands of permanent civil servants 
(“bureaucrats" as the politicians call them). But the politi¬ 
cal chiefs of the administration are hardly ever chosen from 
the personnel of Congress. Only one President in this century 
( Harding) had ever served in Congress. Only one member 
of Mr. Roosevelt's cabinet has ever served in Congress (Mr. 
Hull). Only one or Air. Roosevelt’s chief presidential aides 
has ever served in Congress (Mr. Byrnes). Many Senators 
have held executive orfice in their own State or cities. A few 
have heH cabinet posts in the federal government. But in 
the main there is a pretty complete cleavage in the personnel 
of Congress and the Executive. The case of the Republican 
nominees in 1940 was undoubtedly exceptional. But it is 
worth noting that rhe presidential nominee, Mr, Wendell 
Wiilkie, had never met the Republican nominee for Vice-Pre¬ 
sident, Senator McNary, before they were put on the 
same ticket. 

The Senate, as its name suggests, has a special place for 
old men or, at any rate, for elder statesmen who may, in fact, 
° j3j ■^ y°un§ though old in politics. It is supposed to take 
and does take a long-term view. Elected for six years with a 
good chance (unless there is a party upheaval) of being re¬ 
elected, the average Senator may expect to be in office when 
the ordinary President has come and gone and some of the 
senatorial irritation with Mr. Roosevelt may well arise from 
the unprecedented situation in which he has been in the White 
House longer than most Senators have been in the Capitol 
But there are Senators who date from the old days- some 
whose service goes back to the time of Wilson; at least one who 
can remember Taft, and, of course, quite a large number who 
can recollect the days of Republican Presidents. A veteran 
Senator may find it hard to accept the fact that much has 
changed since he entered the Senate, despite his own efforts 
to stop the change. Senator Smith of South Carolina was 
brought tip in the shadow of the War between the States and 
entered ,the Senate when Theodore Roosevelt was President 
when there was an Emperor in China,... a King in Portugal, 
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vote of two-thirds of the Senate “ present and voting/’ am 
that means, in practice, that thirty-three Senators, possibl; 
from what are called the ” acreage States,” the more or les 
empty commonwealths of the West plus a few others, ma] 
hold up an international programme approved by the over¬ 
whelming majority of the American people, advocated by th« 
President of the time and eagerly awaited by that large pari 
of the outside world that would follow’ an American lead i; 
one were given. The long, exhausting and apparently endless 
delays of the Senate's procedure in such cases, not merely 
exhaust the patience and energy of the American voter whe 
may decide it is less laborious to let the whole project drop 
than to attempt to convert the irreducible minority of the 
Senate, but have a natural if deplorable effect on the outside 
world. It comes, after a time, to the frame of mind of the 
man in the American hotel bedroom who heard anothei 
guest, in the room above, drop, one shoe on the floor. He 
waited and waited and waited till his patience was exhausted, 
then called out, “Damn you, drop that other shoe.” At that 
stage the State Department has, regretfully, to inform the 
world that the United States has no other shoe as the Senate 
has refused to concur in the treaty negotiated with such 
anguish by the President and by the heads of states less well 
provided with constitutional safeguards. 

But however the Senate minority may.use or., abuse its 
prerogative, it must be borne in mind that there is no effec¬ 
tive substitute for a treaty binding the United States consti¬ 
tutionally and. morally. Constitutionally, because no treaty 
has ever been invalidated by the Supreme Court, and it is a 
doctrine of the Court that,, within very wide and undefined 
limits, a treaty creates the necessary powers which it calls for... 
No ^ “ gentlemen's agreement,” no " executive agreement,” no 
“ joint resolution ” can do that. And still more important, 
no substitute for a treaty can bind the "consciences and coerce 
the wills of the American people. 

There are drawbacks to this situation, but it has to be 
accepted that it is far more useful to get a limited treaty with 
the United States than the most promising, vague and unde¬ 
fined substitute for a treaty. The treaty will certainlv be 
more limited, more cautious, less inspiring. But it will be 
valid and lasting. Nothing else, win be. The problem of 
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more, at certain Representatives, to form a poor impression of 
the discrimination of their electors. He supposes the relation¬ 
ship between voter and politician is like that between the 
popular but silly preacher and his congregation as described 
bv Charles II: “His nonsense suits their nonsense.’ _ There 
are cases in which this diagnosis suits the case, though it must 
not be forgotten that the voters may be perfectly well aware 
of the fact that their representative is not a totally serious 
character, but then, are politics serious? One way to cir¬ 
cumvent the wise man who thought making ballads more 
important than making laws is to get the laws and ballads 
made "by the same people. And good ballad-makers are 
harder to find than run-of-the-mine politicians. But it is also 
to be remembered that the sophisticated may be wrong, that 
the politician may not be silly merely because he does not talk 
or dress or think like the best people in the East, or even in 
the West. Mr. Bernard de Voto has pointed out how much 
Francis Parkman lost on the Oregon trail by his Boston 
Brahminical superiority to the rough-and-ready frontiersman 
who had not only bad manners but otten bad morals, yet who 
deserved sympathetic study all the same. 

The role of Congress is especially difficult in a time of great 
and rapid change like the present. For the role of ..Congress 
is to make laws and then, after the event, find out how they 
have been applied. As modern society gets more.and more 
complex, the mere text of a law becomes less important. 
What Napoleon said of war, “a simple art, all is in the applica¬ 
tion of it,” is almost as true of law-making. A generation ago, 
the great issues were legislative issues whose administrative 
aspects were comparatively ..simple. Even as late as the 
Wilson Administration, the great measures, of the first great 
presidential term were legislative. Congress and - the Presi¬ 
dent worked together to pass measures like the Underwood 
tariff, the creation of the Federal Reserve System, the 
establishment of the eight-hour day on the railways. But 
once the requisite statutory authority was given, the applica¬ 
tion of the new powers was fairly simple and comparatively 
uncontroversial. 

But in the modern crisis, administration is nine-tenths of 
the law. This cannot be helped. Rigid definition' of every 
possible case before the event merely paralyses the Ad- 
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concern of the American politician. Not merely will he nut 
get re-elected if he neglects the local chores, but he should 
not be. One of the things that hold the vast area of die 
United States together is the belief that the political machinery 
provides a means whereby local and personal interests and 
sentiments are really taken into account in Washington. If all 
decisions of the federal government were handed down from 
some remote Sinai,. the Government of the United States 
might rapidly acquire the appearance and more than the 
appearance, the habits, of a remote, imperial power; a power, 
possibly, more “ efficient ” in that it would change its mind 
less often and make many less expensive mistakes. But it 
would all the time be making the basic mistake of not 
interesting the average man, three thousand miles away, in his 
government, if only by. showing him that his government is 
human, fallible and even, feeble. The American may profess 
to admire efficiency at all costs, but one place where he wants 
..his business suit let out at the seams is politics. If he did not 
want that, if he did not believe that these adjustments were 
part of the humanizing side of the democratic process, the 
American might quite quickly fall a victim to the German 
passion for leaving all to the expert. And that ends up with 
.leaving all to the inspiration of the Fuhrer who tells the 
experts. After all, somebody has to tell them. In America, it 
is the politician. ^ Of course, the politician may tell the expert 
too much too often, and in tones that make it certain that 
experts will prefer to work for anybody rather than the United 
States. The wiser politicians know this; but not all politicians 
are wise and one way of making the headlines is to put on 
a good show, vaudeville, if higher forms of showmanship 
are beyond you. ■ i 

Members of Congress are men (and women) of higher 
than average ability but, like men and women of all kinds of 
reasonable ability in all countries, they are handicapped by 
the complexity of modern life, by the increasingly difficult: 
character of its social problems and by the absence of1 
any generally accepted body of opinion, supported by all" 
experts and intelligible to all reasonably industrious and 1 
capable amateurs. It is no wonder, then, that the American1* 

lexlcis a ready ear to any Mephistopheles whof 
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order, of a “normal" standard of rationality of which few 
people. Congressmen or bankers, are capable. The average 
citiren, in or out of Congress, is purrled.^ Those persons who 
claim to be experts do not all speak with one voice and con¬ 
fronted with Keynes plans and White plans, with . Professor 
Hansen and Professor Schumpeter, the politician is tempted 
to despair. And he is still more tempted to conceal his despair, 
to assume the role of the plain, blunt ipan, cry “ a plague on 
both your houses" and try something practical—which often 
turns out to be totally impracticable. 

Here, again, Congress suffers from its lack of administra¬ 
tive authority. It has few or no experts of its own. It may 
hire some from time to time, but it has no permanent substi¬ 
tute for the hired experts of the Administration. Nor even if 
it had, would its academic studies have the same weight as the 
reports and decisions of the law-enforcing bodies, of the 
agents of the Executive departments. As Professor Ralph 
Barton Perry has pointed out, there is nothing unnatural or 
discreditable in this human reaction. And if there is any. 
blame on one side or the other, at least as much attaches to 
the experts, who cannot get their points across, as to the Con¬ 
gressmen who seem slow in the uptake. As many of the 
experts were at one time college teachers, they cannot say 
that they have no experience in making things plain to. non-, 
specialists. After all, they have presumably to do some 
educational work with their own political chiefs, as their 
English opposite numbers have to do all the time. 

But be the causes what they*mav, the result is unfortunate. 
It leads to an American version of the great French political 
heresy that complex social and economic problems can be 
solved by rhetoric. It is not a case of silly denunciation of 
rhetoric as a spur to action, as a creator of democratic will, as 
a builder or sustainer of morale. It is unnecessary to .. stress 
the importance of this role in. the age of Roosevelt, Churchill, 
Hitler. Goebbels, de Gaulle, Chiang-Kai-shek1 and the numerous 
orators of the Moscow radio. But the place of rhetoric is 
limited, though great, and this is too often forgotten. It is. 

1 I have, of course, go views myself on the oratorical powers of the 
Generalissimo, but a colleague tells me that his radio speeches in Chinese are 
admirable, superior to his wife’s speeches in English. 
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In die Senate, things are different. Any Senator who can 
get die floor can talk as long as his wind lasts. He cannot be 
out of order unless he takes the most extravagant liberties. So 
Senate debates are often lively, often educational. They are 
very different from the formal pieces declaimed in the other 
house, or even printed and sent to the voters without being 
spoken at all. A Senater has to persuade his colleagues, even 
those of his own party, or lie has to intimidate them, and so the 
Senate has a high representation of public speakers who can 
discuss as well as declaim. Yet the national tradition is now 
for declamation. In the old days, joint debates like those 
between Lincoln and Douglas educated the public and kept 
the debaters in training. But those old days are past. 

The result is that ail issues are discussed with oratorical 
trimmings, reports to the nation are made in tones loud enough 
to have a chance of being heard over the competing din. 
Issues are necessarily simplified to fit these conditions ; the 
speaker must know or appear to know' all the answers and he 
must set them down in a simple oratorical black and white. 
This is especially true if he is a candidate for the presidential 
nomination (and so many are). For he will, if successful, be 
running for an office in which he will be responsible for all 
aspects of national policy. He cannot say or imply that his 
future colleagues will look after this department or that, for 
he won’t have any colleagues, only subordinates. 

It is inevitable, therefore, that difficult and complicated 
issues should be reduced, in public, to very simple moral issues, 
with words like “liberty,” “constitutional,'’ “states’ rights,” 
41 the spirit of 76,” 44the American way,” “malefactors 
of great wealth,’’ “Bolsheviki,” “the American home,” or 
“women” or “children” doing duty for argument. 

Yet all this is not to be taken too seriously. It. does not 
deceive either the public or the orators. I can remember see¬ 
ing and talking to a politician then much in the public eye (and 
still in it though less prominently) after a speech in which he 
had washed away a number of complicated questions in a flood 
of adjectives. And the orator, so confident, so simple-minded 
on the stump, was tired, disillusioned, puzzled, anxious. He 
had been playing the part assigned to him, but he was much 
more Hamlet than the simple-minded, quick-acting Othello 
for which he had been cast by his managers. 
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in 17S0 acknowledge “with grateful hearts, the goodness of 
the treat Legislator of the universe, affording us, m the 
cou^e of His Providence, an opportunity, deliberately and 
peaceably, without fraud, violence or surprise, of entering into 
an original explicit, and solemn compact with each other; and 
of forming a new constitution of civil government, for our¬ 
selves and' posterity: and devoutly imploring His direction in 
so interesting a design, do agree upon, ordain and establish, 
the following Declaration of Rights and Frame or Government 
as the Constitution of the Commonwealth or Massachusetts I 
Only a livelv conviction of divine interest and direction could, 
have justified so extravagant a hope as that by the mere separa- .♦ 
tion of the legislative, executive and judicial powers the people 
of Massachusetts or any people could establish a government 

of laws and not of men.” 

But these aspirations, these hopes, extravagant or^ meaning¬ 
less as they may seem to the critical, have been fighting words, 
hopes and beliefs leading to action. So have been the phrases, 
the slogans, authentic, apocryphal, half-authentic with which .. 
American history and American memory is filled. This is no 
country in which what Mr. Gladstone said in 1884 is^ a comic 
mystery. These echoes from a heroic if over-dramatized past., 
resound still. "Give me liberty or give me deatM; in the 
name of the Great Jehovah and the Continental Congress ; 
“First in tvar, first in peace, first in the hearts of-his country- 
men^V’‘‘Don’t give up the ship”; "We have met the enemy 
and he is ours” ; "Our federal union, it must be preserved”; 
“Look at Jackson's men, standing like a stone wall ; With 
malice towrard none”; “A public office^is a public trust ; 
“You may fire when ready, Gridlev”; "Don’t cheer, boys I 
the poor devils are dying” ; "The world, safe for democracy ; 
“One-third of a nation.” The American man-in-the-street 
may not ascribe all these slogans correctly. He may think it 
was Lawrence of U. S. S. Chesapeake -who said Don’t give 
up "the ship” ; almost uniformly he thinks that it was Washing¬ 
ton who warned against “entangling alliances, while it was 
Jefferson. He will mix them up with texts_ from scripture. 
He may have no more knowledge of the historical context 
than had the badly frightened citizen who .was , rescued from a 
lynching bee and said, “I didn’t say I was against the Monroe 
Doctrine; 1 love the Monroe Doctrine, I would die for the 
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Mcnroe Doctnne. I merely said I didn’t know what it wa< " 
l\°t all his slogans are reverent and he may, at tine*, fa’i ta-'k 
on Oh yeah, or the more adequate “Slice it where rcj like 
its all baloney. But he Knows :cc much to 
power of speech, to think that Bryan wa* adeauatelv dVVrW 
\vhen he was compared to the Platte River ct'h:s *r.iV-\ ’ 
Neoraska, “Five inches deep and fiee miles wide at *hl m.c W " 
The power of even bad oratory is still trea4, u 
good oratory is greater. 

So the American suspends his irony when a reccVrcd -^t’v 
figure is speaking, or even when he is nitre.v -I" 

The American audience listens patier.tlv," even'h'~t%l'V0 
dogmatic and warm statements in favour' c; the American 
constitution, home, woman, business, farmer. An Amentp 
college president (from the deep South ) has "been known*to 
impose a severe strain on the discipline cf +*e r- A-V i\W 
of an Oxford college by addressm; them as tCpV 
clear-eyed boys.” A paster has been known’*tc*‘det:ribe 
casting a ballot as a^ “political sacrament/1 Senator \\sts 
panegyric on the dog is only recently condemned as ton lush 
and a tribute to Southern womanhood is engraved "cr 4e 
pedestal of a statue to a forgotten statesman m Nashville 
I ennessee. 1 

In Chambers of Commerce, in Rotary Clubs, at College 
Commencements, in legislatures, in Congress, speech is 
treated seriously, according to the skill and taste of the user. 
There is no fear of boss words or of eloquence, no fear of 
cliches, no fear of bathos. In short, Americans are like all 
political peoples except the British, It is the countrymen of 
Burke and Gladstone and Asquith and Churchill wkcare the 
exceptions. But the difference has now the importance cf an 
acquired characteristic. The British, above all the Engbsh 
listener is surprised and embarrassed by being asked to applaud 
statements whose truth he has no reason to doubt, but whose 
expression seems to him remarkably abstract and adorned with 
flowers of old-fashioned rhetoric. It is in Congress, not in 
the House of Commons, that a speaker can safely conclude a 
speech on the reorganization of the civil service with a parallel 
between the Crucifixion and what the then incumbent of the 
White House had to go through. It is in all kinds of Ameri¬ 
can public meetings that speakers can “slate” and “rap” and 
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“sco-2" arid “blast”—to the convenience of Headline writers. 
No "words, it seems, can be strong enougn to express the 
passionate feelings involved. It is not quite so bad or good 
as that. American politicians,. American orators are no, as 
burned-up as they seem, out it must not be rorso,,en that 
thev are often cuite annoyed, quite worried, quae angry; 
hat they ate talng really quite a dm view even when aU 

thev can find to express tneir state ot mina, verbally, is a 
statement that the end of the American way ot life is due on 
the first Wednesday after the nrst Monday m November 
every four vests, or that human civilization b. ready .tor the 
discard. If asked whether you agree that civilization is a 
failure and the Caucasian played out” by an American, even if 
he is a Senator, it is not necessary to despair. All Americans 
dislike being beaten at euchre and for the greater gaiety of 
nations, don’t mind saying so. 

Ir is not merely that Americans like slogans, like words. 
Thev like absolutes in ethics. They believe that good is good, 
if thev quarrel over what, in tne circumstances, is. good. .It 
was an American, it is true, who said My country right or 
wrong. May she always be right. But right or wrong, my 
country.”1 , 

Bat this sentiment is advanced on that of many simple 
patriots in other lands who cannot conceive that their country 
could be wrong, who feel no possible risk or moral strain and 
who would agree with the British naval officer who thought, 
that even posing the question was improper conduct in an 
instructor of British naval cadets. To condemn a thing, 
simply as un-American is often foolish, but no more foolish 
than, to condemn a thing merely as un-English. And since . 
the Americans are very articulate about . the content ot 
Americanism, while being English is a thing in. itself, there is. 
slightly more chance of there being meaning in un-American, 
than in un-English. 

This national fondness for oratory, for slogans, has 
another cause or another result. It wtas an English Puritan.■■ 
leader on trial for his life who said of the execution ot 

31 have used the popular not the correct version of the dictum of 
Commodore Decatur, 'll, S. N. 
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Charles I “this thing was not done in a corner.'’ It was a 
very American attitude. What Wdscn preached. Vrvn 
covenants openly arrived at/’ is what the American people 
wants and expects to get. Line Wilson it exaggerates the 
degree to which this standard of public negeticr.ihbs ~i>siKe. 
It is not always possible to negotiate under the xlc:; lights of 
congressional or press publicity. There are sometimes good 
reasons, not only for secret negotiations nut for ccntiiential 
commitments. But they have to be very good reasons, 
advanced by leaders, native or foreign, in whorariie American 
people have trust—and that trust will not be unlimited. Xo 
American leader, certainly not Washington or Lincoln, not 
Jackson or Jefferson at the height of his'’power, was thought 
to be above criticism or even above a certain degree cf legiti¬ 
mate suspicion. Whitman, when he talked of “the never- 
ending audacity of elected persons,” spoke 2 general American 
belief that all leaders bear watching and that they are in duty 
bound to make frequent reports on the state of the Union, 
with or without aid of a fireside. The Americans are all, in 
this connection, from Missouri; they have got to be shown. 
They have also got to be told and so has the world. Again 
it is a powerful American tradition at work. Every American 
child used to learn by heart and many still learn by heart a 
famous plea.for telling the world. For the most sacred of all 
American political scriptures, the Declaration of Independen¬ 
ce, opens with a preamble justifying publicity. 4i When in the 
course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people 
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them 
with another, and to assume among the Powers of the earth, 
the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and 
of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions 
of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which 
impel them to the separation.” 

The Americans expect from their own leaders—and from 
the leaders of other countries'—a regard for “the Laws of 
Nature and of Nature's God” ; they also expect a “decent 
respect to the opinions of mankind ”—publicly menifested in 
reasons given and discussed with what may seem excessive 
freedom and candour of comment. It is a view which causes 
awkwardness and annoyance, but that can't be helped. The 
most able modern publicist, native or foreign, is no match for 

* 
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one of the two greatest writers of political prose who have 
been presidents ot the Umtea States 'and since I nave talked 
so much of the American passion for oratory, for tne spoken 
wore, it is worth recalling that Thomas Jenerson, one of the 
greatest figures in American history, was a^so easily the worst 
public speaker ot ms time or perhaps or any time. 

u A decent resoect to the opinions or mankind. It is still 
a phrase to be remembered. It means cnat the American 
man-in-the-stieet expects to have toe iQw-dovn on all secret 
conferences, to nave international decisions supplied, to him 
before the participants have had rime to get their smiles on 
and pose for the group pnotograpn. If this demand is not 
supplied irom otticun sources, it is supplied coin unofficial 
sources. Commentators ot varying degrees of knowledge, 
candour, truthfulness, ingenuity, intelligence ^ explain and 
announce. Wildly conflicting guesses are made with equal 
confidence, and the reader and listener is given a wide range 
of confidential misinformation—as. is his right. The outsider 
may wonder at the willing suspension of disbelief on which the 
commentators can count. He may think that Tom Sawyer 
was a most representative American in Ms insistence on 
romantic possibilities in face ot drab and dreary realities. He 
may wonder whether an eminent law professor has., any 
particular authority for his views on the connection between 
British policy and Rumanian oil. He may wonder whether 
anybody wanting to keep a secret would tell it to Walter 
Winchell or even dare to enter the Stork Club. But these 
doubts are irrelevant. For the dispensers of secrets are 
catering to a public that has a village horror of the successful 
privacy of its neighbours. This public cannot see why 
Mr. Roosevelt should want to keep his political intentions 
quiet, any more than Mr. Tommy Manville keeps Ms 
matrimonial intentions quiet. Of course, he may try, as a 
football coach keeps his secret plays quiet, if the scouts from 
other colleges let him. But it is the duty of columnists and 
Senators to tell all, as soon as they have discovered it or even, 
before. And no agreement that needs to be kept dark for 
any length of time has any chance of success in the United 
States. For the American Republic is much more like the 
Athenian than like the Venetian Republic. And the Ameri¬ 
cans, although they have a great deal to do, have this in 
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common with St. Pauls Athenian audience, their anxiety to 
tea or to hear some new thing. 

But there is more behind it than this passicn for ;r: ‘tmenor 
for an elaborate version of corner-tree err --^7 tW 
American Republic was founded in the dr cs oft- - V 
roi,” in the days when Wilkes was, with s w- - *; «A\ -AST‘ Lk 11 
a martyr for revealing the secret of Pari 

■which great decisions were made by kings or oetrclm? in 
secret and the results communicated to deefe 
was the world against which the fanciers of 
Republic revolted. True, great things have be^ AAAkk* 
secret even in America. Toe Constitution rz* irh“ ‘r 
secret and could not have been made in cubic. ever t;w err 

»een raised to its present height. it of eavesdropping had cv lt 
was presented, cjuickiy ana m its firm, term, to - Am'-a * 
people, presented to be accepted, or rejected or cnimviel 
Only so could We the People of tne CrAtzi Snto^ * be 
committed. Only so can they be committed to-iav. 

Ill 

THE word “ school ” . in America covers every type of 
educational institution. Being at “ school ” may mean 

■ being at a kindergarten or at Harvard. School, too, 
has kept much of its Greek meaning. Ir is a svstem or 
organization and training for leisure as well as work* And it 
has become more and more adjusted to its environment, 
undertaking to do more than it can (which is very American) 
and doing much more than it seems to do (which is abo verv 
American). 

The social and political role of American education cannot 
be understood if it is thought of as being primarily a means of 
formal instruction. If it is so thought of, it will be overrated 
and underrated. It will be overrated because the figures of 
two million^ college students, of seven million high-seliool 
students, will dazzle the visitor used to seeing opportunities 
for higher education doled out (except in Soviet Russia) on a 
combined class-and-intellectual basis. It will be underrated 
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if, at anv stage below the hignest (tnat is beiow the great 
universities), the academic standards are compared with 
those of a stood English. French cr pre-Hitler German school. 
If these millions of boys and girls are#to be judged by their 
academic accomphsnments. they rviii be^ judged harshly. But1 
thev ret to to so juGged. for tneir schools are doing far 
more than instruct them, they are letting them instruct each,, 
other in how to live :n America. 

Of these millions, a large section will be the children of 
immigrants to whom English is still largely a foreign tongue. 
Of these millions, a very large proportion will be the children 
of migrants from, different parts of the United States. Others 
will be the children of rural-bred parents, forced to adjust 
themselves to the new urban world. They have to learn a 
common language, common habits, common tolerances, a 
common political and national faith. And they do. It is this 
aim and this success that justifies the lavish buildings of the 
local high school; not merely the classrooms and the labora¬ 
tories, but the gvmnasium, the field-house where basketball, can, 
be played in comfort in the depth of the bitter winter, the . 
swimming pool in which the summer heat can be endured. 

It is true that the teachers are relatively badly paid and have; 
an inferior social as well as economic standing, insecure tenure 
and politics making their condition worse. More money spent 
on men might get better results than more, money spent^ on 
buildings. But it is easier to get the materials for buildings 

: than the materials for teachers. As long as American society 
remains individualistic* competitive, confident that the answers 
to the present are in the future, not in the past, it is going to 
take more than money to seduce the right men and women in 
adequate numbers away from the life of action. .And, a point 
too seldom remembered, the necessity for providing teachers 
for the two million college students hampers recruiting for 
high schools. In many cases, the colleges are doing what is 
really high-school work, and it matters comparatively little 
where the good teachers are, as long as they are teaching. 

The political function of the schools is to teach Americanism, 
by that meaning not merely political and patriotic dogma, but 
the habits necessary to American life. This Justifies the most 
extravagant items in the curriculum. The ability to play bridge 
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is one of the marks of Amprir»-in^« * * , 
reason why there should not be bridge ckb??' £°ht”' 
mam political achievement of the 4«h t-Wi • s- Tn‘ 
schools is to bring together the voung‘ o/S‘c'ff£ gr;n::r'*i 
origins, to provide arfifr-blV ^ ~ h ° 1 11 arj ai 
an old rural sodetv% that it 
collaboration ffia£^:ra/raor” ^ ** ncccs^rj 
‘.‘grade” schools dodgftSTbutasVrlfa?'the 
is broken up into racial blocks, the Ethan Adenp" 
may have mainly Polish punik rhe 7=^1 Ali^l ™^ilc Scnco, 
Welsh. Only in theWaS G^ HardirTn 

b?maT® COmmm P001 tom,ed in S 'Ll! 

°f C°Vrsei dras 
that the ritual of flag worship and^afh^ft-1^ °ut.Ior^ a2° 

began the dav wMk?H ,reIlglous “fcise aS mtcli as if they 

or affirmed that "iLre is no^S but God.”3*61 Almighty?’ 

afftmed*? the'Suprlme'cSurt ^ 3t kst 
the children of a fanned St TehSk W®Se’S “ w¥ciJ 
been excluded from schools for’reteingw give^the fla* 

^ tau*ht tbem’ ^re due to «SS 
/«*« Stone held 

xj^t u -Q.p was aP°ng the things that were Caesar k 

reality of the issue presented to it. For to the C^rt^nd^ 

m *^e Vnit1d States of America as people, by” the'people, for the peonfe “ Govmlmmt °* the 

American patriots'sacri&ed^th11'' ^ 

’ to respect its flag, and to defend rt against all enemies.” 
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the overwhelming major »***.«***.«, ._j_v of the American people, the 
objections ^ofTne Witnesses were as unintelligible as the 
objections ot the Christians to making a formal sacrifice to 
the Divine Emperor were to Trajan and Pliny. Tne School 
Board ot NlinarsviUe. Pennsylvania, as placed with a. real, 
emblem when it was asxeu. to admit tnat children refusing to. 
take cart in the most sacred rite of the day should be allowed 
to associate with the believing children of the formally un- 
established national cmarch ot tne United States. So, too, 
was the State ot Oregon wnen it round Cattioiic and. Lutheran 
children retusing to go to tne schools ct provided. But the 
Supreme Court "held, finally, in _ both cases that compulsory 
Americanism was not Americanism at all, that coerced belief 
was"not what the American people needed to stay united. 
This was not Germany or Russia but the country of Jefferson., 
and Justice Holmes. 

The flag worship of the American school and the Ameri¬ 
can nation was brought home to the British public in an 
episode that was revealing although it was also funny. For 
the London makers of ladies" underwear who adorned their 
garments with American flags were innocent of all insulting or 
even frivolous intention. At tne same time in London, a 
revue chorus was attired in Union Jack handkerchiefs and 
nothing else—to the public indifference. But the flag, in 
America, Is more than a mere symbol among^many others. It 
is the regimental colour of a regiment in which all, Americans 
are enrolled. Its thirteen stripes and forty-eight stars are 
symbols far better understood than the complicated heraldry 
of crosses of St. George, St. Andrew and St. Patrick imposed, 
on each other in a way that only experts understand. It was 
Lincoln’s task to see that the number of stars in the ..flag was 
not diminished by eleven during his term of office. It was 
the discovery that the flag still flew over Fort McHenry des¬ 
pite the British fleet, that moved Francis Scott Key to. write: 

Oh say, can you see by the dawn’s early light, ^ 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last 

gleaming; 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro’ the 

perilous fight. 
O’er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly 

streaming? 
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Waat he wrote m 1814, tens of millions of Ame~car« 
since sung or trie a to smg. And when Barbarf FnSh 
Whittier s poem told-oit Stonewall Jackson with 

“Shoot if you must this old grev head, 
rmt spare your country's flag/* she said 

have 
ie m 

rs and 
till 

she was speaking for all Americans for whom the Sr, 
Stripes was stul their country's flag a« it had ' 
recently, that of General Jackson. ~ 

Thus Americanizationby ritual is an important and 
part of the junction of the American school. Ar.d hecamstw 
is best carried out m schools, it mame-s 
school curriculum has been so widere tl-0 yilV‘7 
a great deal that tins boy or ^ 
it—-if we are looking tor proo^' cr * m 
.But graduation fromiigh s?ho°oi ^re^sonffie a 
great deal has been learned about American wr^sof life that 
lessons m practical politics, in organication. In 2c al’eS 

fcSWTofe'1 ““ “““ <*» SI 

And if the high school seems to devote too much time and 
money to social lne, penalizing the poor boy or girl more than 
a theoretically Jess democratic educational system m°ght do 
Jrirl t^us.eariy impressing an awkward truth on the boy or 

Stable bov°or “d ^°°r: a!so ***&*?& 
Sal trSin°y And 7^IS n0t- kT “ «ood c™ugh intellec- 
fa tmmng. And if the mam business of the school is in 

ivaventseot^nUA11Za't}0n °f th,e,^ildren of new-comers, the parents of old American stock have a good reason to add 

tWVnn00dl°ndS’ f°r ^ sendin£ tkeir children to learn what 
Wnfel w ai7’ ai the c?st of finishing their chance of 
chlldrS *7^2^ 2° Mt ^ If En^lish is native to yo£ 
nhid ^ t ■their. h?me* !S not merely undemocratic to 

debased^he*d ?f and their «c«5 
composition ^ t ne °f a hlgh schooi iargdy immigrant in 

E(?r Sf talk °fan APerican sch°o1 ® many regions is to 
each the American language, to enable it to compete with 

Spanish, with French, with Yiddish, with Polish, with German, 



with bwedisn. Another task is to give, through the 
and the literature of the language, a common vocab 
a common fund of allusion, fable and sentiment. Wi 
population it lias not been easy. And the countless ■ 
who have laboured, pedantically, formally, with compl 
erroneous conviction that there were correct standar 
been heroes as important in the mass as was William M 

inion. me reacners were neroes, ror aim 
gainst all its rivals, it was itself going tl 
hanges, in vocabulary, in grammar, in sour 

Hellenistic Greek, and certain to be the new lingua franca of 
the world. 

The making of American has been mixed up in. English 
minds with the making of American slang. Slang,, as we 
should know, is one of the great sources of language. French 
is improved Latin slang. And slang has contributed a good 
deal to American. It is a generation since Mr. Dooley said 
that when his countrymen had finished with the English 
language, it would look as if it had been run over by a musical 
comedy. Since then it has been run over by “Hellzapoppin.” 
But it is possible, indeed very easy, to over-estimate the role 
of slang. It is more and more the creation of professional 
artists,“ makers.” The Hollywood prose masters provide a 
current and often short-lived jargon; the boys and girls, men 
and women, who wish to be on the beam or in the groove, 
may murmur with admiration “I wish I had said that.” The 
classical answer is most certainly appropriate. “You will.” 
But not for long. Some slang will enter the language ; some 
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be very imp°rtant. The high7choolUF^lJ\SCb0?is Wlli 
all her pedantry, is as much a maker of rheA gbsh rea,cfier' f°t 
as Messrs. Runyon and O'Hara A If313 
parallel, but in time they will merge thev! -rS °f la,n*rJage nm 
with many interesting variations’ ^ pArovide America 
its double Germanic and Latin -4,^° tor American what 
pat time has not yet come but 
future character of this trulv nat-ional + n -wa-y‘ And the 
in the drawing by Mr Peter Arnnt°D^Ut-1S' foreshadowed 
citizen tells another: “ I coLider vnnrM indl^ 
and lousy.”. r ^our conduct unethical 

Most American parents do urn- 
send their children to anything ^kr ^5 ?re not aD^c, to 
Hfe in such a school is a training in scil.ooIs'and the 
be and often is a training S life ?£ Amenca' It may 
is the background from which^mamf oTfhe “vff' For Europe 
ing and from which they mus^ bTll? c}%*n are «act- 
Americanized. Amelia^oTnearlvtlr lf they.are to be 
tion and this promotion is more rL / 1I??Ifan^' is Ptomo- 
The old people may hSkereW *rlyJelt b? children, 
children, whatever sentimeSal £' °Jd "°Un^ but ^eir 
homes they may have^n;Sllie±gS for tbef «cestial 
all else, anxious to beAmericans!17 ^ provofced> ar«’ above 

feast-common- 
substitute for TnativeTuSure fcV ?-0t a com^ 
American children lelrn to de^ic. tbe, ^-generation 
their moral dietthatare no? eleAmentS in whose ^.rr_e .not. rePiaced. A new American 

~icans can tne fnlkxxTaxr^ _ f: 
parents, is not necessarily a good & e m°res o£ bis 
made to instil pride in the anresi-t-ei™6?^ ' So attempts are 

instal adequate pride. In the case of the Scok fif s™3? 
need is felt) a shrine of Robert- r, JC ™ scots V* any such 
for manv of *i,- Pert Bums may meet the case, but 
tor many of the peasant,, immigrants, the old countay is 
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backward if beloved and, for their- children, it is - merely 
backward. ■ ■ ‘ ' 

Americanization comes not from preservation of. Slovak or 
Italian peasant culture, but from .speedy assimilation to 
“American” culture. And that assimilation may take the 
form of distinction in anything that the American world 
obviously values. In the narrower sense of culture, there may 
even be a temptation to go for those courses that have no. 
immigrant stigma on them. . Thus, I have been.told by an 
eminent Scandinavian-American, that it is difficult to get 
good students of Scandinavian literature and language at the 
University of Minnesota, although most of the students have 
fairly recent Scandinavian connections. They will study 
French but not Swedish, for “French is not a servant’s 
language.” Latin, emblem of functionless “culture,” plays 
something of the same role; it is a symbol of liberation. 

Study is not the only way up to Americanization, to accep¬ 
tation « Sport is another—and one that does the job more, 
dramatically for new-comers who are gifted with what it 
takes to excel in competitive contests, with what is needed to 
win personal and community and institutional glory. 

When Fanny Eilsler, the ballet dancer, came to Boston, her 
performance was solemnly inspected from the highest motives 
by Emerson and Margaret Fuller. “The dance began; both 
sat serenely silent; at last Emerson spoke; "Margaret,’ be said, 
"this is poetry.’ "No, Waldo,’ replied Margaret,, ‘it is not 
poetry, it is religion.”’1 And the great football games of 
to-day are religious ceremonies in this sense. It is important 
that the graduating class in Muntie High School a generation 
ago took mottoes like “Deo Duce” and to-day takes mottoes 
stressing the “Bearcat Spirit,” the “Bearcats” being, the 
school basketball team. But a Greek would know where he 
was at a basketball game uniting boys and girls, parents and 
civic leaders, in a common passion for competitive achieve¬ 
ment. It may be hard on the academic work of the school. 
It may even slightly annoy a school boy who, like Mr. Burton 
Rascoe, combines excellence in gymnastic and music (as tbe 
Greeks put it), to find that his views on literature are less 
interesting to the other sex than his prowess at football. But 

* Barrett Wendell, A Lteer&ry History of America, p. 301. 
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sport, school sport, college sport, does unite the -aren- 
children and the community. And k UrP , l'' toe 
cratic. The sons of Czechs and PoL“car‘^-c* 
break through the barriers that stand in 4.- ~ "iTl 
of Bohunks and Polacks. AnTStrcuk H-l ' 
secretly rejoice when it can put a wmirhc *-U Up “U 
Field whose names suggest the Maricu^r 
on a team that can beat Yale, even though it Soei. 
team, than go down to defeat with the de«ce-dte .. 
rations of Brahmins. And in the Middle \\\P Po-V" 
means of promotion. The Ohio high schoch'th- -U PP/ 
the great Negro runner, Jesse Owen . r.-- *■ *Cj^ 
than if he had made Phi Beta Ka^ ^O^v f U “ia 
ruld have made less of a 
American scholar whose race he didn - ft 
sulhng at the Olympic Games 
beaten by a Negro. It is a frontier traairon • L-cNnV -P 
strength gave him a prestige that helped him as n'a« ve^aH 
politician The great athlete performing for the P-vP P 
school college state, or nation, is a less egoildc w/kSn 
the great scholar pursuing his own studies with an und-n-n 

j“L“r„ot"pa^ Rof6 Ne®°“- 4* joe Louis, not Paul- Robeson, are not far wrong «o tV In 

ifkTa Neuroma?/5 * 1S-’ a ?egro heavyweight champion^ 
like a JMe^ro tap-dancer, is a better adjusted figure than n 
great Negroartist—or America is a less maladjusted society 
for them. Of course, that will not and should not last The 

Wl7ert nslng When *hTeir great hero became Governor M 
W ’’’ S! aPCfS°r °f JohPL‘ S^!5ivan'rhe “Boston ^ong 
b°p . BuJ to assent to a Negro’s right to be heavyweight 
champion is something—as those will agree who remember the 
frenzied search round 1910 for a “white hope ” to ?ave the 
heavyweight championship from the indignity of being held bv 

Great Indian athletes like Jim Thorpe, great 
S!gn°/°rtwa? her°eS llke PauI Rc>beson in his earliP days 

.tee — 

^ cheer leaders the new “jongleurs de Notre Dame.” the 
majorettes, shapely young women more or less involved 
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with musical instruments, the massed cheering sections of the 
students the massed yelling sections of the alumni, these are 
the equivalent for the crowds at the great Hellenic festivals in 
which barbarians were not allowed to compete.. The Rose 
Bowl, the Cotton Bowl, the other inter-sectional games, these 
are instruments of national unity and the provision of such 
instrument is no mean duty of colleges and universities.. It 
is a religious exercise of a kind a Greek would have understood, 
however remote it may be from the university as understood 
by Abelard, St. Thomas Aquinas or John Harvard. 

The university, as they understood it, exists all the same and 
exists to play a great national part, for the level of academic 
learning in America is perhaps the only branch of American 
life where the promise of rapid progress upward has been, 
consistently kept. It is not as easy to define the nature of 
that progress as it is to affirm its existence. 

Things have changed a great deal since the ideal of American 
college education was “Mark Hopkins at one end of a log and 
a student at the other.” Then the college existed to provide 
a common background for lawyers and doctors and divines; it 
was small and select, not select in a social or financial sense, 
but select in that only those who accepted the old intellectual 
order of things were catered for. It was a decisive moment 
when President Eliot of Harvard (which had long ceased to 
concentrate on providing for a “learned ministry”) introduced 
the elective system. The college abandoned any idea of 
imposing a hierarchy of subjects. The student could select 
what he, wanted from the menu provided; a la carte had 
succeeded table d'hdte. But in newer, less secure, less rich 
institutions than Harvard, the change went further than that, 
for not only was the student free to choose from what was 
offered, but he was entitle# to complain if the college did not 
offer what he wanted to learn, or even what he wanted to 
learn in the sense that it was all he qould hope to learn. As 
more and more students came to college with varying school 
preparation, as life grew more complex and the techniques 
of life and business more impressive in their results, the 
unity of college life disappeared. Boys and girls were no 
longer taken in hand by a successor of Mark Hopkins and 
given a few general ethical and philosophical ideas suitable 
to a world still pretty much agreed on fundamentals. They 
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were visitors to an institution that seemvA f-„ k- 
' common with the Mark Hopkins Hotel in £ ave“ore » 

than with the Williams College of a ^aa Francjsco 
the glass-walled bat, "ThT5fop ot ‘r°S 
see the modem world the brirftfoc i 8 tuey could 
Francisco, and across the Eav tile Iich'1 of,San 
the University of CalifoW 'prolidls fof '-fcere 
addicts of the Greek theatre to the m„c*°r ai Tas,t?s, trom 
and physical techniques * m0St modero biological 

.In thf necessary adaptation of the old university irW 

like the high schools, served other than merely academic S 
Our Town illustrates high-school mating which iSl S 
taken place anyway. The Miracle of Morgans Cr«i sW« 

SlhLSSf8 COOkV ¥ be d?se t0 ^ ^loved dunng hel 
i£ ^ , ikareen’ but he was bound to be close to her anv- 
Ia/m ® • be coIIege “ovie’ Play and novel, rightly illustrates 
the more important phenomenon of exogamous marriage of 

m.S.t a“SS t02'th“ bojs “d ** ’Ao oSe “Sf n„1 

asBStra-cmrkuWiai(w,bid* are fo™slly described as extra curricular; there is of course, a great mass of 
S'cif ^detmc work done. And in ine ve^ impSaSt 
field, the American public if it wills is purrant 
opportunities for learning relevant facts ab^ut the^SSS 

c£SeaIcrn^^S WeU ^ fb°USrtl Tn past 311(1 present- iS ' 
i less well-founded than that which holds the 

ftSoSm I?-001 a£,to^ up » scorn for its uncritic3 
?^gik! ’ • i ° longer true that American history is 
teught as a simple story of black (George III) v. white (George 
Whffn°ok- v generation of critical scholarship has home 
mnt m an objective and even slightly cynical treatment of the 
American Revolution and other great crises of American 

if SJ t!le °;iSlmpIe s.tory Is still told and believed, that 
is not the fault of the schools. And contemporary American 
hfe is treated with the same candour. Nothing could be ?n 
more striking contrast than the legend of Southern life as it £ 
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told and retold by politicians and preachers and the grim, 
courageous, critical studies of the contemporary South that 
come from the universities, above all from the University of 
North Carolina. 

It is not only American problems that are studied and 
analysed with such learning, acuteness and candour. World 
problems are, too. There is no country in the world where, 
discussion of the world’s affairs is carried on at such a high 
level as in the United Stares. There are also few ^ countries 
where it is carried on at such a low level, but that is another 
story. But serious discussion, in great newspapers and 
magazines, in forums and on the air, in universities... and, 
institutes is incessant. And it is discussion by real experts. 
Unfortunately, it is often discussion for experts, not for., the 
people. For them, as the Saturday Evening Post rightly 
pointed out, the most complicated subjects in international 
politics are just another “study subject,” the theme of accurate 
and objective but rather chilly debate by those who like that 
kind of thing. , . 

And the very success of the school system in Americanizing 
the American young may result in the killing of natural, 
curiosity. For example, the cult of the Constitution leads to 
the exclusive identification of a political concept like“liberty” 
wnth the American constitutional system. Since, this is. so,, a 
Latin-American “republic” with a paper constitution 'like the 
American, is “free” and Canada is not. : For Canada is part 
of an “empire” with a .monarch at the head of it. So about 
two-thirds of the American people think that Canada pays 
taxes to Britain and, even in those states bordering on the 
Dominion, about half do! In the same way, the word 
“republic” has an almost magical significance for the Ameri¬ 
cans. Plutarch, as Mr. Wells once suggested, had a good 
deal to do with this, but whatever the origins of the belief, it 
is nowT part of the American credo that only citizens of a 
republic can be free. And no matter what romantic interest 
Americans may display in the human side of monarchy, it 
should never.be forgotten that, politically, they regard it as a 
childish institution. Mark Twain was a very pro-English 
American and he refused to write one of his amusing, critical 
travel books about England for that reason. But be did write 
two |>ooks about England all the same. He wrote The Prime, 
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and the Pauper and A Connecticut Yankee at the Court of 1'One 
Arthur. How deeply anti-monarchical, anti-clercal am, 
traditional those books are! "xai* ant*~ 

And in Huckleberry Finn, the traditional American view 
of royalty as expensive foolishness is admirablv set cut‘/ the 
dialogue between Nigger Jim and Huck: “Sometimes f/sh 
we could hear of a country that’s out of kings/” 

. A S«-at many Americans still think like Huck Finn Ard 
it must be remembered that for Americans the great evem of 
their and of world history was the destruction of the Sval 
power of George III and the establishment of a Constitution 
guaranteeing to each State “a republican form of gover-men?" 
It is in that hght that the modern world is seen bv rearfv -II 
Americans. - nt-an> ail 

Nothing is more natural and understandable than the 
American assumption that all modem historical events are 
either America or unimportant. The Pole who wrote a book 
on _ the Elephant and the Polish Question” was not merely a 
typical Pole but a typical human being. There are remote 
academic subjects that we study, and real living subjects that 
concern us Listen to my bomb story and I’ll liften to yours ” 
as they said in London m 1940. Therefore the American 
conviction that the last world war really began in 1917 that 
this one began on December 7th,1941, is simply an American 
example of a general illusion. We know that the Chinese 
were fighting the Japanese long before we were but we don’t 
Ivk/'rt remember (if we tried) that the Poles were 
fighting the Germans a little before the British and long before 
the Russians or Americans, but we don’t feel anv urgency to 
remember it. The Americans who, in March 1944, learned 
that their countrymen had bombed Berlin for the first time 
were astonished. The we” who bombed Berlin in 1943 
included Americans psychologically, but the "we” who 
bombed Tokyo didn’t include British either factually or 
psychologically. This is all paFt of human nature. Russians 
with little experience of navigating on the high seas can be 
easily confident that crossing the tidal English Channel afid 
invading is quite the same thing as crossing a wide river 
Julius Caesar’s Mediterranean sailors, after all, had to leani 
that hard way in 55 B.C. Of course this human attitude 
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caii he carded to extravagant lengths. A Frenchman might n 
mighty not be amused, but would certainly be surprised * 
learn from a handout of the National Geographic Society tha 
it was Decatur’s courage [which] paved the way for colon, 
minded France to annex most of Barbary to her Afrirl 
empire.”1 Cd 

Such an attitude can be very irritating, yet the assumptioj 
that world history is part of American history is healthier tha 
any belief that the two are completely separate and that on 
is real and the other merely interesting. It is only by touchin 
the heads and hearts of the American people that they can hi 
induced to listen to a call from the outer world for Ieadershin 
And that leadership will only be given if moral as well a1 
njatenal interests are involved. The only appeal that will b, 

ancfIh?eipt0 WI^ ^ appea* t0 come over to Macedonij 

‘‘It will be no cool process of mere science.. The feeling 
with which we face this new age of right and opportunity 
sweep across out heartstrings like some air out of God’s owi 
presence, where justice and mercy are reconciled and the 
judge and the brother are one... Men’s hearts wait 
upon us; mens lives hang in the balance; men’s hopes call 
upon us to say what we will do. Who shall live up to the 
great trust? Who dare fail to try? I summon 2 honest 
men, all patriotic forward-looking men, to my side God 

SSSee--JmTnr,watIle,°- “ th1y co»^d 
IT U ^at no£e ls, struck again no answer from 

the plain people can be expected. 

tvJfi th! me5ntime’ millions of young Americans serving 
fe countxy if not, as yet, any general cause, are exiled in f 

thenf11 For ?har their in a sense has unfitted them. For that framing was based on the theory that there 
are answers available to all questions; all you have got to db 
is to find the right authority, whether the question be the 
technique of football, spot-welding or love. There is a charm 
mg optimism ia this view, an optLsm that, 

York Times, February 13th, 1944 

s Woodrow Wilson, First Inaugural (1913). 
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justified most of the time. It creates a , 
as a wise American friend of min» --a Tord ln which, 
Plimsoll lines in most fidTs of°coSuct S!ij?\*heie 2re 
formal good manners and comradeship' uS a,'wior^ m which 
vated between the sexesItt ^ICuki~ 
dene which is so charming at twenty nSkJ 
may give superficial justification fnAthf lttie at ^irtv, and 
European critic that ‘‘whalPS Am "vthe sour remark of a 
is too much poor qualky attention ” WOman snH™ from 
cation for another^ view tha? Am ^ may ^en give justifi- 
women are better company apart than totfe?^ 3nd 
better company than the women n,n-lhS‘Et^i’~an<^tJle men 

they long to escape by goinrhome d P°bncal anarch>’ 

PART THREE 

THE AMERICAN WAY IN WAR 
* I wgl fight it out on this line if it takes all summer."— 

General U. S. Grant (1864), 

I 

MOST Ameripn towns, big and little, are well provided 
Wh? P!!bllC .statuai7- There are the usual frock-coated 
philanthropists and politicians; there are monuments to 

ecord-breaking cows; to long-dead and feefc Seh 

we?5llhh4,Iah lbirfs; £J*ere 1S even 2 monument to the bofl- 
by ^U!f! tbe-cotton cr°P’ forced one southern 

egion into diversified farming. But the typical monument erf 

it^oAhe1MiT™’ -n<?rtb °f tbe MaSOn and Dixon line «*d 
Sdl War th?™™?’/ 3 cas£-lr?n statue to the heroes of the 
-ml War, the most American of American wars. There they 
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stand, with their little French kepis over their ears, with theii 
muskets or sabres, products of the main industry of a small 

.. New England town that made a corner in the business. . h 
.. bigger cities generals ride on bronze horses, even general 
whose public and private record was far from brilliant are thm 
honoured. And in Washington, city of monuments, there are 
enough;statues ot soldiers, more or less distinguished, to make 
a Prussian paradise. 

But there is one American soldier who has few monuments 
btde popular fame. Nevertheless, it is George Brinton 

McClellan, at thirty-four General in Chief of the Union armies 
and a year later, unemployed, in personal and political dis¬ 
grace, who is the typical American successful soldier; his way 
of wmr is the American way of war and even if he did not win 
the Civil War, it was won in his spirit and by his methods. 

And that way of war was General "Washington’s way of war 
was the way in which the American continent was conquered 
and held, the way taught the Americans by their own history 
imposed on . them by their own needs and suggested by 
their own resources. It is a war of lines of communication of 
supply, of material. Long before the term “logistics” became 
fashionable, the science was- practised by the organizers of 
little expeditions against the Indians, by the leaders of expedi¬ 
tions, peaceful in intent, across, the plains to California, down 
to oanta re. opace determined the American way in war,space 
and the means to conquer space. Into empty land the 
pioneers moved, feeling their way slowly, carefully, timidly if 
you like. The reckless lost their scalps; the careful, the 
prudent, the rationally courageous survived and survived by 
logistics, by superiority in resources, in tenacity, in numbers. 
Americans who did not learn these lessons were not much use 
m the conquest of the West. 

For from the beginning of their settlement, the colonists 
were faced with enemies who, once they had got guns and 
gunpowder knew the million square miles of forest better 
than the white newcomers. They knew all its possibilities and j 
clangers, its trails, its swamps, its snakes, its poison oak and its i 
poison ivy, its salt licks, its portages on the rivers, its passes® : 
the mountains, blew them as well as a good German stag 
officer knows the country behind the West Wall. Some of 
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Ss ^s^SSSss^xag^ «« « or ancient Sparta, liy 

conquered only by patience, prudence the ma ^ id • 
resources, the ignoring of o~>nortum'ri<U °* sUPerior p, puriunities tor Dnluanr a-uh 
the time came. AsFrontenac broke the threat P th tifP; . 1 
the extst"<2n.rp' cif TsJp>nr;. T-Tm-r^*- ^ k ^JL houuOiStQ 

Sullivan cleared uo-state New -etjfai 
liven that state Rome and Svtaci;"S T it"”” kd 1-.“ 
where the Six Nations once ruNd like t-V h-V-' ?"° anA , Sa 

young George Washington began his military career w¥- C 
humiliatm*, experience ot being forced to surrender h- VPW 
turn to more forest-wise French and ha •!?1 *' '1 Jm 
the limitations of British military methods w£ tha*S ? 
parade-ground general, Braddock, manned 
the trench and Indian country- to death and he- 

““ rn n«°f hlS arm?' °thfr British generals h£e doTefhe 
same; courage can work wonders but not all wondered the 
Virginians were not won to respect by the courage as m“h as 

For AmeSaT^n ^Paade^Sd^S; ror Americans, then and now, the battle is always the oav-off 

^ekSc^ofthe11?15011'3 ph§ase' Vic£or>'» the aim and 
IT® g l of the meai?s IS a European irrelevance, recalling 

f not S^rW„fr TSAe !po? °f “"S5' W«.»jSS 

^onS'cScemlteht; & riifr^0011 and 
and which, when they do fight m their own way, they win. 

frit1*’ uf cC?Urs1t’ ^ conceai?d from Americans as well as 
dB scll°olb°7 romanticism. It is far more encouraging 

of tdotalf™H thmk,0f thf West as being won by a handfj 
ratbefth?65/ SCpUt - and Plon/erS’ toping for an Indian 

less widdtrn^ fmng and,ready to plunge into the track- 
ifv! rrnS at £te, d.r°P of the hat. There were people 
like that, reckless of their own and their fellows’ lives. But 

Jnb/dli10^ ¥r0aiS t? be remembered but horrible examples 
to be digested and then forgotten. Even the great romantic 

g res, Daniel Boone, Simon Kenton, even Bridger and 
dfd ^ Tf£ hjr3es because £tey were pathfinders, men who 

£?st’dld not venture into trackless places with no 
knowledge of where they were going. They were pathfinders 
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for the solid, sober, cautious, anxious-to-live pioneers. With¬ 
out the maps, without the oral or written instructions thai 
these men provided, more parties of western-moving settlers 
would have suffered the fate of the Donner party, starvation 
cannibalism, death, in the High Sierra or, like many les« 
famous victims, on the High Plains or the grassy sea of the 
prairie. And behind the Boones and Kentons, Bridgers and 
Fremonts were the business men, George Washington and 
Leiand Stanford. Matter-of-fact men, some of them rascals- 
all of them men with a clear head for book-keeping. They 
wanted to settle men and women and cattle peacefully; they 
wanted to do it cheaply; they knew that distance was the 
enemy, the great weapon of the Indian and of his allies 
hunger and thirst. So trails and roads, rivers that would float 
rafts and canoes and keel boats, salt licks where the cattle could 
restore their health, malaria-free ground where camps could 
be made, these were the elements of the problem of opening 
up the perpetual second front of the West. These provided 
for, the Indians could be conquered, perhaps without fighting, 
bo the commander of Virginia riflemen under General 
Washington who had won the name of Mad Anthony Wayne 
was the general who, under President Washington, carefully 
prepared to avenge the defeats of his predecessor, defeats 
caused by bad and inadequate preparation. General Wayne 
“f,not on the Indians as if they had been British regulars 
ot the old school; he prepared, with unsporting thoroughness 
to move safely and in overwhelming force. Long before he won’ 
the Battle of Fallen Timbers, Wayne had won the war and 

ne C?untry’ won ^ from the Indians 
Detroit ^ Bntish bacbers m the old French fort of 

As mad (in the American sense) as Anthony Wayne was 
that passionate pioneer, Andrew Jackson, favourite hero of his 

White House and in the leadership of the 

Pa!ty’ Mr‘ Roosevelt- But wben Jackson fought 
the Cherokees he was as prudent up to the last, decisive and 
morally testing moment of battle as Wayne or Washington. 
He was as cautious then he the duellist and political gambler, 

Veteran^nfr*** waiting for the Peninsular 
M f GAnfal Pak5nban? t0 march up to his breastworks 

outside New Orleans and be shot down ip rows, as if they had 
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ASticSSsto" £“£ c?n"Sfi ***,***&,. 
LiSht Brigade o7ofrhe f 

German cavalry at Mars la Tour RntTAr „ C&'‘ -1-" or IGe 
few there are illustrate the American wav “'f? 
famous cnarge at Gettysburg the destruction ol-b /"vv 
of Virginia, is verv famous but it waT,13t . tiOW« 
gesture regretted by Lee and condemned h Pt lutlie: 11 was a 
unamiable, over-cautious selfish snH-'o- ^ongstreet.rGat 
rank and file of the S?of ¥"*■ £ the 
the great twin brethren of brilliant batrie^Tt,^3*] T3tr‘cr c£ 
Tie real American chargeinSthe de"dig fcreachwf. ,“S' 
fied a few months later at Chattanooga when Phi?p S^'?& 
led h;s men racing up the mountain (waving then V,- 
tradition has it, with a whisky bottle for a Sl ^ ° cae 

aW?heacTouds ®raXt°n BrSggf. And tila^ dramatic^* bittle* 

denouement had bee^decide^week^beforV0^! ^ b 

C“F % 1oSisstsssft victories, it could pick up tacks but not win the rubber ft 

Wayne while the brilliant thruster, Hood foSt “d 
manoeuvred and displayed initiative and fighting spirit 

SSSfcV of w;,w?ited,50 Iong t“ ^ i“pA^cS 
j y* 1 War’ Stanton* wanted to remove him but when 

in STS'’ TS"? ?"d ChSiS, 
Am tde barae of Nashville, he destroyed for ever the 

as Cann3<>arm5<;11^ a vl<^ory without a morrow” as complete 
as Cannae or Sedan. But that victory had been made easy 
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more than a year before, when Thomas had held the railway 
and river nodal point of Chattanooga. It was a problem in 
statistics, in organization, in patience, an engineering problem. 
It is fitting that one of the greatest dams of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority should bear the name of Chickamauga, the 
name of one of those battles which decided that for nearly two 
thousand miles the Mississippi should “flow unvexed to the 
sea” through a nation united by arms. 

But, as has been said, there is in America, as elsewhere, 
the legend of campaigns much more like sporting events than 
these drab accumulations of overwhelming material resources. 
There are such campaigns. While General Nathan Bedford 
Forrest1 did not say that his scheme of war consisted in 
“getting there fustest with mostest,” some such policy was 
imposed on the South. They could only have force in terns 
of time. The North could have force in terms of space which 
they could command—as no one can command time. So Lee 
was forced to attempt miracles of movement, miracles that, 
with his inferior resources in men, railways, resources of 
transport, even of food, he did not always work. He asked 
far too much of his troops, of his staff, of his second-in- 
command, in the campaign of the Seven Days where he had, 
facing Jackson and himself, the cautious, the fearful, the 
egoistic, the neurotic, the beloved and trusted and competent 
maker and leader of the army of the Potomac, General 
McClellan. He asked too much in the concentration before 
Gettysburg; he did not ask too much when he exploited the 
fears of Hooker and the unknown trails of the Wilderness, or 
when in that scrub country, he used all the arts of a great 
defensive general who had been trained as a tamer of the 
Mississippi maker of locks and dams, to force General Grant 
to “fight it out on that line if it took all summer.” Grant lost 
more men in that campaign than there were in Lee’s whole 
army, but he was stronger at the end of it than he was at the 
beginning. He was strong enough not to continue to fight it 
out on that line, except morally, strong enough to shift his 
whole army to new bases, supplied by sea, invulnerable to 
Southern attack, shift it to the position chosen two years 
before by General McClellan. And from that position he was 

1 Thanks to the vigilance of The Baltimore Sun, I no w know better than 
(iisfagure General Forrest's grammar. 
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FtaS '?*"'* aS 
Air Force are destroyingthe7,11 °d C"e AmejV“ 
supply of the Reichswehr. Sheridan had^n'o™!^ aaa °* 
miles to rally his surprised trooraW? Jf1 ° gaIlop £renty 
would have been onl? a S»orTcon” n.ence A }Vi“h's'« 
later, when Lee’s army was desner^l A iev, mcilths 
food and space to move in Sheridan h’v t0 **nt* 
sation ended the war, buThe Sv improvi- 
than it would have ended anvwav Th jK * .^a-'? S00Rer t avc cuueu anyway, fhe decision that it wnnH 

Sled the S?eatnraK^cm fade when Sherman seited and 
deal with „ 

£r rssrSS Sfii,-1,41 
r S7 (excefst7 ft? ^ P°4- rj’Hara't than '*i,„ bK vexcept from an occasional Scarlett 
U tiara; than the young men of the Luftwaffe did in th» 

tep s; -£~ 
IJjjferY ^ r?0tillke tre, unfortunate British and German 
wStfa f Thndeman Johnny Bu-rg°yne marching to a new 
clnZgr„ ey \ere servmg not George IK and Lori 
faew Ihe WeTk dS ?*!,?*' S'4™*, 1™7“- Uncoln. who TOew tne West, a detestable railway lawyer, Stanton, who 
faiew business and that unromantic, imperturbable, undiS- 
hed commander, General Grant. *«*«>«, oncugm- 

rjtfjbnM^Sf Wa? 3 MgM? ratio!?aI’ Actional creation, 
the “rhJ?*lkectiniC£d novation m the war was the Monitor, 

*“b°X °j a raft’, Nestor of the modem heavily 
Sit. u edgT Platform that is the battleship. The 
ma^fruate-ungmta^nee Mernm&ck) was a plated man-o£- 

lar n^arer to Nelson’s Victory than to a 
^ battleship. But the real Union navy, created out of 

nothing, was the utilitarian fleet of gunboats and fast light- 
cruisers which caught the blockade runners, the 

equivalent of Coastal Command. That fleet went wherever 
he ground was a little damp-as Lincoln put it. It learned 

all the arts of amphibious operations on the high seas and in 
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the great rivers. How many who were, for a day or two, over¬ 
anxious about Salerno, remembered Pittsburgh landing, better 
known as Shiloh? It was an operation, bloody and bitterly 
fought, of the Salerno type, but on a greater scale. Admiral 
Samuel Dupont (of the great munitions family) off Charleston, 
Admiral David Porter in the Mississippi, these are not as 
dramatic figures as that great Catalan-American sailor, 
Farragut, forcing the mined and fortified approaches of New 
Orleans or Mobile, having himself tied to his mainmast like a 
new Ulysses and giving the famous order, “Damn the torpe¬ 
does1’ (Le. mines), but they are all representative officers of a 
service that until 1942 had never fought a really great sea 
battle, but had not only had a brilliant series of single-ship 
actions to its credit, but had learned to work with an army 
over four long and grim years, had helped to secure for the 
North the time to turn one of the least armed and most pacific 
nations of modem times into the greatest military, power on 
the globe. For even more in 1861 than in 1917 or 1941, the 
United States entered a great war in a state of non-prepara¬ 
tion that recalls the inadequacy .of Irish military methods 
when the Danes came or of Mexican military methods when 
Cortes came armed with the apparently divine weapons of 
gunpowder and horses. 

Americans have long been accustomed to jest at this repeated 
state of military nakedness. “God looks after, children, 
drunkards and the United States.”. There is a truth in that; 
space, remoteness, have given a little time to prepare—and the 
American people needs very little time. Hitherto it has had 
just enough, provided by accident, distance or allies. 

■ ■■ ii' ;■■■- 

SO we return to General McClellan, the brilliant product • of 
West Point who had been sent to the Crimea to see how the 
great European nations made war and who had learned, at 

least, what not to do. He reported; he secured the adoption 
of a new saddle (still, I am told, an excellent saddle); and 
he retired to run great railways. It was an excellent and 
typical training. Here were the^problems of planning, of per* 
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sonnel management, of technical adanrinr. r,f ■ ■ 
for an American railroad in three S?”^LZT™^ 
elasticity in making and operating as an arm^ on the mardTin 

pjed^ 

Tsta1! pTam°,Iong 

D™b*in 17M-«»•*&»■; -?h 

But before he could succumb to or resist the temptation to 
imitate the pre-railway art of war, he had to get an arm7 
The army of the United States in 1861 when the Civil War' 
broke out, was 16,000 strong, scattered in tiny posts all over 
the Indian country. Few officers (apart from those who had 

Zlttr thTK X1Can War!Aad eTer seen ^ thousand soIdSs 
together. The new armies had to be created out of nothing- 
they were created. A few years before, McClellan had seen 
m the Crimea the slow and moderately effective creation of 
an efficient British army helping the French to besiege 
Sebastopol. Within six months of taking over the command 
or the Army of the Potomac (an army whose first martial 
experience had been Bull Run—a disastrous defeat followed by 
a humiliating rout) an admirably equipped, well-disciplined, 
coherent army of 150,000 men was learning how to fight, the hard 
way, in desperate drawn or lost battles. What was done in the 

StrwaS £emg done m the West to°* Yet the political head of 
the War Department was a most representative Pennsylvania 
politician of an age when, even more than now, Philadelphia 
was corrupt and contented.” The military head of the 
army at the beginning of the war was a venerable and almost 
immovable corpulent veteran who had been a brilliant success 
m the war of 1812 and, as an elderly general, had captured 
Mexico City fourteen years before. Hardly anybody in the 

■ .United States had taken military matters seriously except the 
nwre energetic members of the tiny corps of professional 
officers—whose ablest leaders, Lee, Joe Johnston and Albert 
bidney Johnston, had gone over to the other side. Yet there 
were no breakdowns in supply such as made the British Army 
m the Crimea almost unusable for months. Lincoln can hardly 
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ye described as stamping on the ground, but armies sprang out 
of it all the same and the task of conquering 800,000 -square 
niles was undertaken. Briliant short-cut plans, straight mar¬ 
ines on the Southern capital, raids and flanking manoeuvres 
were attempted with pretty uniformly, disastrous results. The 
war was fought for four years by accumulating.slowly but 
inexorably every kind of material resource, by laboriously 
teaching troops the very elements of their trade—the pupils, 
being all ranks of officers as well as men. 

The American soldier was as critical as the civilian. He 
despised a good many of his generals for pretty good _ reasons. 
When Grant obstinately renewed futile ^ attacks, his troops 
pinned to their tunics letters to their kinsfolk since they knew 
that many would fall1 outside the Confederate entrenchments 
but none would cross them. When "Uncle Billy” Sherman 
sternly rebuked a plundering soldier he was told, “You can’t 
expect all the cardinal virtues for thirteen dollars a month.” 

Behind the front, there was profiteering; there was the 
evasion of military service by buying substitutes who, in turn, 
often earned more than one bounty by enlisting over and over 
again—-deserting as. soon as they could. There^was bitter 
dispute about the higher conduct of the uvar, complaints that the 
West was being neglected in favour of 'an equivalent of the 
modern'“island-hopping” strategy in the East. But. by 1865, 
with an army two million strong, the United States was the 
greatest military power in the world and one of the most 
formidable naval powers. Within fifteen years of the end of 
the war, she had again barely enough troops to keep the 
Indians in order and was reasonably doubtful of her ability to 
fight a successful naval war with Chile.1 

1Tbe record of American improvisation in the Civil War is so astonishing 
that it is with a shock that one realizes its technical limitations. Although 
there were experiments with very novel weapons like repeating rifles on the 
Northern side and submarines on the Southern side, there was remarkable 
conservatism in equipment. When General Sheridan watched the Franco- 
Prussian war of 1870, he had plenty of critical material provided for Mm, but 
he was seeing two armies which, very inferior in battle experience and battle 
sense to his own troops, were better armed. Both had good breech-loading 
rifles; the Germans had a good breech-loading field gun and the French a 
promising ancestor of the machine-gun. American technical originality -in 
the, 'sixties was far below its present level. 
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The Spanish War of 1898 lasted too short a time and the 
Spaniards were so feeble that nothing more was learned than 
that the American Army was ill and the Navy well prepared 
to fight. When the next testing time came, many of the 
lessons of the Civil War had been learned—on paper. But 
in 1917, the army of a little more than 100,OCX) men, short in all 
modem equipment, tanks, airplanes, modem artillery, had to 
be turned—and was turned—in a year or so into an army of 
millions. It was sent overseas in numbers unprecedented in the 
history of the world and those fresh, raw troops broke the 
heart of the Germans. The. very reverses shook the tem¬ 
porary victors. As the Confederate army lived off captured 
Union stores "and then sank into nakedness and weariness as 
that source failed, wfth the cessation of victories, so the 
Germans were profoundly depressed by the lavish equipment 
of the Americans and the Allies they supplied. With re¬ 
sources far beyond, the dreams of 1861, the United States of 
1917-18 swamped the victorious armies of the Second Reich 
and broke their spirit. 

To-day the same process is under way. The professional 
leaders of the American army are men trained to work in 
obscurity and often for basically civilian objects. They learn 
to make great dams, to build and operate civil projects bke the 
Panama Canal, to organize the unemployed. They enter West 
Point as the necessary preparation for what, in all probability, 
is an obscure and dull life. Their promotion in all the higher 
ranks depends on the goodwill of the Senate which has the right 
td refuse confirmation of presidential nominations. So the 
professional soldier learns either to avoid politics like the plague 
or, in rarer cases, to play that dangerous game. Whether he 
enters the army at all often depends on a political accident, for 
the candidates for the entrance examination are nominated by 
Congressmen and a would-be soldier whose family is Demo¬ 
cratic but who lives in a Republican district, is usually out of 
luck, his military dreams shattered for ever—unless, like 
Glneral Marshall, he has the tenacity to enter from one of the 
semi-official military schools, in General Marshall's case the 
Virginia Military Institute. And inside this officer corps 
recruited from men who won commissions in the last war or 
entered from V.M.L or the Citadel of Charleston, the West 
Pointers, wearing their rings, are an inner caste, cut off 
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from the outside world. They do not even have that training 
in dealing with civilians that a high British officer gets from 
his War Office experience, fox there are (the political 
chiets apart) no high civilian officials in the American War 
Department; all senior officers get a turn of duty in purely 
administrative jobs. ■ 

And this small, almost anonymous body, serving in' widely 
scattered posts kept up for political reasons where once the 
threat ot Indian war provided real Justification, has to deal 
with the elected representatives of a profoundly unmilitary 
people that only becomes warlike under great provocation In 
peace-time they have to prepare elaborate plans for calling on 
the immense untapped resources of the United States in a 

war-time for which no spiritual preparation can be 
made. They know that they can never be ready for war; that 
they must always have time given them that they/may use 
space and the resources of space. They know, too that their 
countrymen, brought up like all peoples to believe in a gilded 
version of their own history, forget that all American wars 
like this one, have begun with disasters, not victories. They 
know that their countrymen are. temperamental and versatile 
easily bored with theory and all of them from Missouri in that 
they have to be shown, not simply told. 

The American officer, then, must.think in terms of material 
resources, existing but not organized in peace-time and taking 
much time and thought and experiment by trial and error to 
make available m war-time. He finds that his best peace-time 
plans are inadequate for one basic reason, that any plan that 
in peace-time, really tried to draw adequately on American 
resources would have its author written off as a madman. 
And. in war-time, it would prove to have been inadequate 
pessimistic, not allowing enough for the practically limitless 
resources of the American people—limitless once the American 
people get ready to let them be used. And only war can get 
mem ready for that. The American soldiers can draw then, 
out..not .before, on an experience in economic improvisation 
and m technical adaptation which no other country can equal. 
1 hey can draw, too on a healthily unprofessional attitude. 
Men wiH think, with their civilian and very unmilitary ways 

a?d,?ffi3cient wa^s °f doing military 
ttehgs. They will build air fields in a week and ford rivers 
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wodri-i! ars? °f "r■“** 
work. So they used and made -oJ1 %3S n-ot °M day's 

Civil War the only modern war Umd 10 ihe 
railway bridges like that “beannnle }®P«>vised 
was built in nine days over ^ bz,ld& ^ 
traffic of an army. So they created the ^unia:i:i110°/ *h* tail 
organization in France in TQ18 , £j-ea‘- rail and shipping 

Foch, in 1919, to deliver that'FWA f°u5d h?va enabled 
of which he had dreamed for fnrir t^iaE CjI:r‘,ot ke parried" 
ricans gaOo hi„ thl™^,^ An*, 

playing possum in the American snW tblr l k e ^e&ro 
deted, "Don't shoot, Colonel 

wo^nS. *V «. 
practical, almost excessively ^nd bn™ AmTlcan s^ier « a 
He has never had much use or nerb^f r°USly ?rac,tlcal OI5e- 
of the parade ground. When the us5Ttor,t^e virtues 
paraded through the streets of ?sort^ern armies 
Washington in 18& the °< 

Sn^eSsTnd £dl“ Sk'"”*”> W lo^TItaTwS 
mdlithf confident WbnykStTdard e(3uiPm“t, hardened mamne confident and brash, this was an American armv 

.rtS’ 1“t5erhtf?h;h.u°,?”' ^ 
iorld wasnnfLf! the axmiel1 of EuroPe *Ban that and the 
Sth ArSv emerLadCf mparS eiIght a¥* riI! the (British) 
£ resounds d^tlf t* -desert’ f ^d as its fancy and 

resources dictated, living by its own battle-learned disci- 



in 1870 by a philosophical Prussian general who saw his troops 
running away under murderous French fire, all troops “need 
to be a little shooted.” So it was in 1776 and 1812 and 1861 and 
1918 But the adjustment will be made, has been made, but in. 
an American way. The heirs of Morgan’s.riflemen cannot be 
made the equivalent of the Brigade of Guards—at any rate 
without great risk of losing what Morgan’s riflemen had— 
which the Guards found was plenty. The American who, in 
peace time, is a national figure if he is ready to^walk a mile 
(that is, for anything but 'a Camel), is, in war time, fond of 
riding to the front in a jeep. But it was already said of 
eighteenth-century Virginia that its poor people would walk 
five miles to steal a horse to ride one. In a friendly country 
like the United States, it is impossible to breed soldiers' who 
will automatically forget that an office!: is a human, being 
And in a ribald and irreverent country, it is hard to get 
officers to insist, with British . self-confidence,. on their 
superiority to human weakness. There must be more. give. 

in the hour ot battle, human virtues ana common sense win go 
as much as automatic discipline of the old eighteenth-century 
type, as exemplified at Bunker’s Hill and New7 Orleans. 

A country has the kind of army its total ethos, its institutions, 
resources, habits of peaceful life, make possible to it. The 
American army is the army of a country which is law-respect- 

artificxal wealth created by its own efforts, is extravagant and 
wasteful. It is the army of a' country in which melodramatic 
pessimism is often on the surface, but below it is the perma¬ 
nent optimism of a people that has licked a more formidable 
enemy than Germany or Japan, primitive North America. It is 
the army of a country whose national motto was “ root hog or 
die/* When convinced that death is the alternative, the hog 
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roots. It is the army of an untidy country which has neither 
the time, the temperament, norths need for economy It k 
the army of a country m which great economic power is o4en 
piled up for sudden use; a final decisive militarv b'cw k 
merely a special variety of a corner. It is the sm V 
country of gamblers who are more or less phlegmatic in -akme 
and calculating their losses, but who feel with ail them r^ 
tmcts that they can .never go wrong, over a readable 
period of time, in refusing to sell America short. ' ’ ° 

So the American way of war is bound to be hke the 
American way of hfe. It is bound to be mechanized lik- the 
American farm and kitchen (the farms and kitchen- of a'lmw 
people who wane washing machines and bulldozers to do 
the job for them). It is the army of a nation of colos-al 
business enterprises, often wastefully run in detail, but winning 
by their mere scale and by their ability to wait until that scale 
tells. It is the army of a country where less attention is paid 
to formal dignity, of persons or occupations, than in anv other 
society, where result^ count, where being a good loser’-is not 

nearly as important as being a winner, good or bad It 
is the country where you try anything once, especially if it has 
not been tried before. It is a country which naturally’infuriates 
the Cjermans with their pedantry and their pathological concep- 
tion of honour. ’ It is a country that irritates the English with 
their passion for surface fidelity to tradition and good form 

of sucb gadget-minded originals as Jefferson 
and rord. It is a country whose navy, fighting its first great 
battles a century and a half after it could boast of Paul Jones 
recovered from a great initial disaster and taught the hefe 
or 1 ogo with what speed the heirs of Decatur and Farragnt could ' 
come out of their corners, fighting. The Coral Sea. Midway, 
these are dates for the world to remember along with the 
new Thermopylae of the Marines at Wake Island or the new 
Bloody Angle of Tarawa. It is a country—and so an army_ 
used to long periods of incubation of great railways and 
great victories. It is the army of a people that took’a long 
time to get from the Atlantic to the Pacific and which found 
the French and the Spaniards and the Russians before them. 
But they got there and stayed. The 250 years from Virginia 
to California, like the four years from Washington to Rich¬ 
mond, must be remembered by us—and the Germans. The 
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memory of General Washington after six years of barely holding 
Ms own, combining with the French fleet to capture a British 
army as easily as taking a rabbit in a snare, that is to be 
remembered too, for it was not a matter of fighting but of 
careful timing, of logistics. 

That typical western soldier and adventurer, Sam Houston, 
waiting patiently until the Mexicans had rushed on to deliver ' 
themselves into his hands at San Jacinto, that is to .be 
remembered. It is not Custer foolhardy and dramatic with 
Ms long hair and Ms beard who is the typical Indian fighter, 
but great soldiers like Sherman and Sheridan planning from 
St. Louis or Chicago the supplying of frontier posts, the con¬ 
centration or adequate force. The Indian chiefs, Joseph, 
Rain-in-the-Face, were often artists in war at least on a level 
with Rommel but war to the American is a business,, not an 
art. The American is not interested in moral victories.but in 
victory; no great.corporation ever successfully excused itself 
to its stockholders on moral grounds for being in the .red. 
The United States is a great, a very great corporation whose 
stockholders expect (with all their history to justify the 
expectation) that it will be in the black. Other countries, less 
fortunate in position and resources, more.burdened with feudal 
and gentlemanly traditions, richer in national reverence and dis¬ 
cipline, can and must wage war.in a very different spirit. But 
look again at the cast-iron soldier of the Civil. War memorial 
A few years before, he was a civilian in an overwhelmingly 
civil society; a few years later, he was a civilian again in 
a society as civilian as ever, a society in. which it was possible 
to live for many years without ever, seeing a professional 
soldier at all, in which 25,000 soldiers, mainly in the Indian 
country, were invisible among fifty million people minding 
their own business. Such a nation cannot “get there fustest 
with mostest." It must wait and plan till it can get there with 
mostest. This recipe has never yet failed and Berlin and 
Tokyo realize, belatedly, that it is not going to fail this time, 
that in a war of machines it is the height of imprudence to have 
provoked the great makers and users of machines, and in 
a war of passions to have awakened, slowly but more and 
more effectively, the passions of a people which hitherto has 
Only fought one war with all their strength, and that a civil 
war, but who can be induced by their enemies, not by their 
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the hopes ot a nation or military prcf.ssionalc Ge-?£ t 

S*&3 rMJlsUj*~ £ 
war is almost all of the time a rm=~n-0 „ v *"U‘^PS' 
luxury like Mail Jong. But wr en ‘--“C C..,‘T m“”.‘:ry a ~ _ r J s r L -*£ i^sue :s broucrt hctre to 
them, war becomes as important, for the necessary re-^ ^ £ 
business or sport. And it is hard to decide whichV^7 to 
be the more ominous for the Axis, an Americandeci* 
this war is sport or that it is business. tr,lt 

CONCLUSION 
LS"0 between the hither and the further share 
4 I?, time 13 Withdrawn, consider the future 
And the past with an equal mind.1*—F. S. ELIOT, 

THE Amenoin problem is the problem of ail free peoples in 

loLTf T *' P™“'» of how to eiS 
ur *°S*e °* the.loyalty, the vigilance, the energy of national 
“ worId,ln Zhlcl\the naricnal society has to live, and 
whose peace order, development are more and more essential 

Russian an^Amermarn °* ^ societies’ of British* 

A generation ago, this problem seemed much easier of 
so ution than it can seem to-day. It was then possible to 
believe that the kind of devotion and energy which the nation¬ 
state had evoked could he transferred, without serious loss in 
transit, to a new world community, whether that world 
community was interpreted in terms of class, race, religion or 
the whole mass of men of good will. But we Have seen the 

j r! °C ai^Pc,hTsimple scions; the failure of the Second 
and ox the Third Internationals; of the international authority 
S! htl* - uC °f Ae international conspiracy of 
tne I hrrd Reich* Only a small number of men and women 
m any society are prepared to do for any international body 
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what most men and women do,, without hesitation, for their 
national society. Millions of Catholics fight against millions 
of Catholics;, hundreds of thousands of Germans recruited 
from Communist sections of ^the German population fight to 
the death against Russian soldiers .stirred to heroic resistance 
by the memory of old Russian wars. How comparatively few 
in numbers and energy are the quislings who serve the Third 
.Reich or the Communist zealots who serve the Third 
International! 

" In. this there is nothing to surprise us. What should 
surprise us is the success with which tens of -millions of men 
have been led to feel a common tie that holds them to 
the point of death. The great nation-state is the phenomenon 
to be explained, not the, failure of that nation-state to 
merge in a world community. And every nation-state is the 
result of a long historical process that has marked its 
people profoundly, in the course of which that people has come 
into being, united within itself and to some degree neces¬ 
sarily insulated against the outside world. The American 
people has been so made in an historical experience whose 
outlines I have tried to describe. Necessarily that historical 
experience has created the state of mind that I have called, 
“natural isolationism.” A nation, like an individual, cannot 
do everything at once it cannot care deeply'for everything 
at once^ or learn all habits, at the same. time. ..It must practise 
a certain avarice of the emotions, an economy of political 
and social techniques. 

The critical period in the life of a national society comes 
when it has to learn new habits, acquire new emotional 
attitudes, possibly unlearn some old lessons, forget some old 
and once useful habits. Such necessary change is painful for 
an individual and for a people. The cost of the necessary 
adaptation is very great. It means personal risk, personal 
discomfort, personal stocktaking. It means, at the present 
moment, exile for millions of Americans just when they were 
beginning to be completely at home in their own country.' 
They do not like it. "Who would? Two thousand years ago, 
Virgil, the poet of a comparable crisis, asked: 

At nos bine alii sitientis ibimus Afros, 
pars Scythiam et rapidem veniemus Oaxen 
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et pemtus toro divisos orbe Britanno* 
en umquam patriot longo post tempore funs 
pauperis et tugun congesrum caesp.te calmer, 
post aliquot, mea regna vider.s. mirabor arisrmO 

himself whv he has to go ott r0 aW 't A Mci*°eus.: 
life among the stand offish Australia and endure 

rs &r gf k f*2 

jJ* he is Ww 
The Tu^h* m m,UC-jaa|er- ,In rhis he 15 I « oth'er'™ “ 

lii^«fXT!Sas Ssi“: £5* 
leafcs &B2ft SACftSS&S* *>' 

f do no?ent Can°h en^ P^manendy1 hah sllve an^hdftJee8 1. do not expect the bJnion to he dissnlvod - t *-1** , 
house to fall. u,,* r j - Q1ssoived; 1 do not expect the 

Ss!“S- 
bdtdZtTSrLt'^ ¥ Iin£emal ^tionisi agllsTa 
SmSfn Srea£ mternal cleavage, tolerable, practically if 
not morally, m an earlier and far less integrated oeriod in 

wSsrhad broudft .C°uli^ontinue N tolerable when rail- 
,»ays nael brought two different societies into close comoefi- 
tive neighbourhood and had accelerated the grofth oS 

SletfStf rC,ea?--JT!,e resnlt °f failure ra?,® ^ 
problem of the house divided was the Civil War—a crude and 
expensive way of settling a problem that, posHly couUh^e 
been settled otherwise. Historical analogies are alwtys 

fromScSolnU\h?nePdafUabIe,--'^ A">d fr Ieast we can !««* 
the need for 'dolnef6^ *°r pa?cn5e an<* ne£d for candour, 
tne need tor doing what can be done and for not letting all 
possible good things be the enemy of realizing one good. 
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The house must cease to be divided if we are to prevent one 
of the. ice ages ot history from coming upon us. But it will 
have to be a house of many mansions, not an ..enormous room 
where bored and fretful prisoners regret the varied life thev 
have known. . .. 

Tne American problem is the British problem, the French 
problem, the Polish problem, the reconciliation of real 
national autonomy, of real national tradition, with the needs 
of a new world society. ^ There is no hope at all of creating a 
'world community in^which the unity is to ,be bought at the 
price of a sacrifice ^of what the nations (the only communities 
mat now exist) have painfully learned about themselves. 
Each nation will have its own handicaps to overcome but that 
is given by the nature of the case. The American people can 
onl\’ contribute to the world- community as Americans. As 
Americans they have much to give, materially apd spiritually 
a well-founded optimism about their own possibilities; a well- 
founded belief that some of the problems of unity in the 
absolute essentials combined with diversity in all departments 
ot lire where diversity is possible, have been solved in the 
American historical experience. The problem set us and all ■ 
peoples by the technical unification of the world is extremely 
difficult. . It will be hard to solve at the Best and it may easily 
be made insoluble by pretence that its basic, difficulty either 
does not exist or can .easily be got round, the difficulty of 
creating an effective sense of common duty and common 
interest among the separate and quite different peoples of the 
world. That separateness, that difference need not be in¬ 
superable obstacles if they are first allowed for and their 
origins understood. It is, I have been told, one of the most 
formidable of Chinese imprecations to wish that your enemy 
ived in interesting times." We live in very interesting times: 

times nor to be made better by any simple formula. Under- 

beginSngaCh °tl5er k QOt enon®h'hut is an indispensable 
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